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Appendix A 

EVALUATION OF SELECTED SYSTEM 

The ,following provides additiorzaI informatioil regarding implemerltatioil and esal~catroin 
of various components ofthe Selected System. 

EVALUATION OF RESOURCE RECOWRY PROGRAMS 

An overview of current recycling programs in Clare County has been presented in the 
"Overview of Resource Recovery Programs" section in the main body of the plan document 
beginning on page III- 1 5 

Recycling programs in Clare County are presently operated by the private sector The 
materials collected are cardboard, newspaper, steel ("tin") cans, aluminum, #1 and #2 
plastic, and clear, green and amber glass 

These materials are collected from the following locations in the manner described below 

1 Materials are delivered directly to the Northern Oaks Recycling & Disposal Facility in ? 
Hayes Township 2 -  

2 Materials are collected at curbside from residences in the City of Clare 
3 Materials are dropped off at the Surrey Township Transfer Station by residents of 

Surrey Township, Garfield Township, Grant Township, and the Village of Farwell 
4 Cardboard is collected separately from businesses throughout the County 
5 Direct drop-off at the MRF in Mt Pleasant (Isabella County) 
6 Farwell High School, Mid Michigan Community College, and the Clare County Building 

have recycling programs for white paper, steel, cardboard, and other materials 

All of these materials are transported to a Materials Recovery Facility in Isabella County for 
separation if required, processing, and marketing A portion of the recyclable materials 
collected are transported to the MRF as commingled tin, glass, plastic, and aluminum 

In 1997, the total quantity of recyclable materials collected from these programs was 260 
tons In 1998, the total quantity collected through was 102 75 tons 

Composting programs are operated by both the private and public sectors in Clare County 
Currently, curbside collection of yard wastes occurs only in the City of Clare and Lincoln 
Township Composting sites where yard wastes may be dropped off are located in Lincoln, 
Garfield and Surrey Townships, and in the City of Harrison Finally, yard wastes may be 
brought directly to the Northern Oaks facility where a separate composting area is available 
The yard waste collected in Clare is also hauled to this site In 1998,2,588 cubic yards of 
material were composted at the Northern Oaks facility. 
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Finally, Waste Management sponsors an annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection at 
the Northern Oaks site. Residents are able to bring in potentially hazardous materials from 
their homes for collection and disposal by trained personnel.. The event, which usually takes 
place in early October, is publicized in the local media.. 

The current resource recovery programs that are available are hnctioning well, and they 
provide all residents with an opportunity to participate through one or more of the 
mechanisms described above However, several deficiencies are noted below 

1 There are no coordinated, countywide efforts to inform the public about recycling or to 
promote resource recovery activities Some basic promotional materials would be 
highly beneficial 

2 Curbside recycling usually has a positive impact on participation by increasing the 
convenience of recycling to residents However, curbside recycling is presently limited 
to the City of Clare where the service is provided under a contract with private industry. 
Most other municipalities in the County do not contract for collection services Instead, 
arrangements for service are left up to the individual 

- 3 A household hazardous waste collection day is sponsored annually by Northern Oaks 
r 

1 RDF The positive benefits of this program would be enhanced if the collection 
L---. frequency could be increased Also, the current collection is usually conducted on a 

Friday, and residents have expressed an interest in having the service available on a 
Saturday when more people could participate 

DETAILED FEATURES OF RECYCLING RND COMPOSTING PROGRAMS: 

List below the types and volumes of material available for recycling or composting. 

Annual Quantitv (Tons) 
3.633 
2.180 
1.21 1 
1,695 

1 94 
969 

Material 
. Paper (all types) 
Plastics 

,7  Glass 
Ferrous Metals 
Aluminum 
Yard Waste 

% of Waste Stream 
15% 
9% 
5% 
7% 

0.8% 
4% 



EVALUTION OF SELECTED SYSTEM 

lke Tollowing briefly describes the processes used or to be used to select the eqtripmenl and 
locations of the recycling and composting programs included in the Selected Svstem 
Dzf%culties encountered during past selection processes are also summarized along with 
how those problems were b e s s e d :  

EQUIPMENT SELECTION 

RECYCLING Equipment is currently selected by private solid waste industry as its needs 
dictate. No major problems have been encountered in the selection of this equipment. 

COMPOSTING Current equipment selection is addressed by the private solid waste 
industry in providing yard waste collection services in various communities Municipalities 
that provide some form of yard waste collection generally utilize normal public works 
equipment such as portable chippers for brush. No specific problems with equipment 
selection have been reported and no major new equipment needs have been identified 

No new programs or equipment needs have been identified 

SZTE A VAILABILZTY & SELECTION 

RECYCLING Programs will continue to operate at their existing sites No specific site 
needs have been identified 

COMPOSTING: No specific site needs have been identified. The private solid waste 
industry that collects yard waste has made adquate arrangements for a compositng area 
adjacent to the existing landfill sites. Municipalities that collect yard waste and brush 
generally utilize vacant publicly-owned sites for placement of material.. 

No new programs or. siting needs have been identifed 
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COMPOSTING OPERATING PARAMETERS: 

The foZZowing idenapes some of the operating parameters which are to he used or are 
planned to be used to monitor the compostingprograms. 

Not applicable. There are no commercial composting operations in the County 85 to 90% 
of county residents have the ability to conduct backyard composting 
Composting of yard waste occurs at the Northern Oaks RDF This is not a commercial 
operation 
The City of Harrison collects leaves and yard waste and piles them in an area where they are 
left to naturally compost 
Surrey Township transfer station accepts leaves and yard waste, which is windrowed This 
is not a commercial operation 

Proposed Programs 

Existing Programs 

None 

Measurement Other Parameter 

Measurement 

Heat Range Pr ograrn Name 

None 

Other Parameter 

PH Range 

Heat Range Program Name pH Range 
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COORDINATZON EFFORTS: 

Solid Waste Management Plans need to be developed and implemented with due regard 
for both local conditions and the state andfederal regulatov framework for protecting 
public health and the quality of the air, water, and land. The following state the ways in 
which coordi?mtion will be achieved to minimize potential conflicts with other programs 
and, ifpossiible, to enhance those programs. 

It may be necessary to enter into various types of agreements between public and private 
sectors to be able to implement the various components of this solid waste management 
system The known existing arrangements are described below which are considered 
necessary to successfblly implement this system within the County In addition, proposed 
arrangements are recommended which address any discrepancies that the existing 
arrangements may have created or overlooked. Since arrangements may exist between 
two or more private parties that are not public knowledge, this section may not be 
comprehensive of all the arrangements within the County Additionally, it may be 
necessary to cancel or enter into new or revised arrangements as conditions change during 
the planning period The entities responsible for developing, approving, and enforcing 
these arrangements are also noted 

1 The municipalities within Clare County may enter into agreements (i e., contracts) with 
other entities, both public and private, for solid waste management services, including 
the collection and transportation of solid waste, recycIable materials, and yard waste 

2 The Clare County Board of Commissioners will negotiate written inter-county 
agreements with counties specified in this plan update for acceptance of solid waste for 
disposal in Clare County 

3. The Ciare County Board of Commissioners has entered into a Host Community 
Agreement with Waste Management; Inc.., covering the operation of the Northern 
Oaks Recycling and Disposal Facility. 

CCSWMP - 99 A-5 
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COSTS & FUNDING: 

me following estimates the necessar)? management, capital, and operatioiral ami 
maintenance requirements for each applicable component of the solid waste managemerzt 
Jystem. In addition, potential finding sources have been ident!fied to support those 
components. 

1 These components and their subcomponents mav vary with each system 

Potential Funding Sources 

Voluntary efforts by private enterpnse 
businesses. industries & 
institutions 

Private industry. municipalities. 
customer fees 

Private enterprise: composting. 
recycling. and household hazardous 
waste collection 

Private enterprise & customer fees 

Private enterprise 

Private enterprise & Clare County 

Clare County Board of 
Commissioners (host community 
fees) 

Private enterprise and Clare County 

System componenti 

Resource Conservation Efforts 

Resource Recovery Programs 

Volume Reduction Techniques 

Collection Processes 

Transportation 

Disposal Areas 

Future Disposal Area Uses 

Management Arrangements 

Educational & Informational 
Programs 

Estimated Costs 

Unknown 

Unknown 

$85.000 

$ 1.240.00O/year 

$ 0  00 

$800.000/5-acre cell 

Unknown 

$200.(KN) 

$ lO.000 
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EVALUATION S U W R Y  OF THE SELECTED SYSTEM: 

The solid waste management system has been evaluated for anticipated positive and 
negative impacts on the public health, economics, environmental conditions, siting 
considerations, existing disposal areas, and energy consumption and production which 
would occur as a result of implementing this Selected System In addition, the Selected 
System was evaluated to determine if it would be technically and economically feasible, 
whether the public would accept this Selected System, and the effectiveness of the 
educational and infomiational programs Impacts to the resource recovery programs 
created by the solid waste collection system, local support groups, institutional 
arrangements, and the population in the County in addition to market availability for the 
collected materials and the transportation network were also considered Impediments to 
implementing the solid waste management system are identified and proposed activities, 
which will help overcome those problems, are also addressed to assure successfL1 
programs The Selected System was also evaluated as to how it relates to the Michigan 
Solid Waste Policy's goals The following summarizes the findings of this evaluation and 
the basis for selecting this system 

The selected system is technically and economically feasible. All of the major components, 
including collection, transportation, disposal, recycling, and composting are proven 
technologies that are currently in place and have been accepted by the public To a large 
degree, the selected plan is a continuation of the current management system 

The following discussion describes the anticipated positive and negative impacts on public 
health, economics, environmental conditions, siting considerations, existing disposal areas, 
and energy consumption and production 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

The selected plan relies mainly on the Northern oaks RDF located in Section 32, Hayes 
Township, Clare County, for final disposal of solid waste Landfills that are properly sited, 
constructed, operated, and closed should have minimal effects on groundwater and the 
environment 

Recycling and composting may reduce public health impacts by removing materials fiom 
the waste stream that would otherwise go to a disposal facility 

The proper collection and transportation of solid waste reduces the potential for negative 
health impacts. 

ECONOMICS 

Landfilling is still the most economical method of solid waste disposal for the short term i=; 

  ow ever,-landfilling could be costly if a landfill is improperly designed or operated, 
resulting in surface or groundwater pollution. The selected plan relies on landfills located C- 
CCSWMP - 99 A-7 
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in surrounding counties that are in fill compliance with Part 1 15 and other applicable laws 
Properly designed and operated landfills will minimize the risk of pollution However, 
landfilling will also result in the disposal of materials that could be recycled or reused at a 
lower cost than the manufamre of new materials 

It is this plan's intent that the County may explore and implement all feasible options in the 
fiture for financing resource recovery programs, including educational programs This 
includes the authority to impose waste disposal surcharges, as recently determined by the 
Michigan Court of Appeals (October 1998) 

The recycling component of the selected system also has positive economic impacts by 
generating revenues fiom the sale of materials However, these revenues are typically 
subject to wide market fluctuations, and they are not expected to entirely offset the costs 
of operation 

Solid waste collection through an open market system provides competitive pricing and 
economies of scale. Transfer stations can provide cost savings by making collection routes 
more efficient and redudng the transportation costs incurred by collection vehicles.. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

i- The selected system will have minimal environmental impacts because it does not call for 
L -- -- the siting of any major new solid waste facilities 

Recycling and composting facilities help to reduce reliance on landfills and, consequently, 
they also help to reduce the environmental consequences of landfills. However, recycling 
and composting facilites can also cause nuisance conditions if they are not properly 
designed and maintained. Also, composting facilities can have odor problems if they are 
not properly operated. 

SITING CONSIDERATIONS 

The selected system will have minimal impacts on siting because no new facilities are 
proposed. Landfills are extremely difficult to site because of public opposition and the 
need to identid) an environmentally sound location that will meet all Part 1 15 requirements 
Clare County has access to sufficient capacity for the next 10 years and beyond.. There is 
no need to site a new landfill or any other disposal facilities. 

EXISTING DISPOSAL AREAS 

The selected plan relies on the existing landfill in Clare County to provide disposal capacity 
for the next 10 years No new landfills will be required Also, solid waste that is 
generated outside Clare County, fiom counties that are specifically authorized by this plan, 
will be accepted at the landfill for disposal 

CCSWMP - 99 A-8 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION 

The selected plan relies on a landfill located in Clare County for the disposal of the 
County's solid waste. The current system results in lower energy consumption than if solid 
waste had to be transported to disposal facilities located outside Clare County 

The transportation of recyclable materials and yard waste also consumes energv 
However, materials recovery can also save energy by reusing certain items, or substituting 
recycled materials for newly manufactured components 

Sanitary landfills represent a loss of energy resources due to the burial of materials that 
could be otherwise recovered and utilized However, methane gas can be recovered from 
landfills, which is then used as an energy source No methane recovery currently takes 
place at Northern Oaks 
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE SELECTED SYSTEM: 

Each solid waste management system has pros and cons relatiizg to its implemerttatioit 
within the Courzty. Following is an outlirze of the major advantages and disadvantages 
.for this SeZeczed System. 

1. Major components already in place 

2 .  System is accepted by the public 

3 . Minimal costs 

4 No new sites or facilities required 

5 No major institutional changes required 

/-- 
-: 

1 
K .. 1 No strong incentive to increase materials recovery much beyond current levels 

3 Public informationleducation focus lacking in current system (may be overcome 
through education efforts as recommended in plan) 
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Appendix B 

NON-SELECTED SYSTEMS 

Before selecting the solid waste management system contained within this Plan update, the 
County developed and considered other altenlative systems. ?he details of the non-selected 
systems are available, for review in the County 's repository. n e e  following section provides a 
briqf description of these non-selected systems and an explanation why they were no/ selecfed. 
Complete one evaluation summary for each non-selected alternative system. 

ALTERNATIVE B E N H A W W  

Under this option, use of the present landfill as the primary means of disposal would continue 
However, attention would focus on the expansion of recycling and composting opportunities 
within the County 

ALTERNATIVE C - W A S ' I T  swJwJ!l 

This alternative called for the creation of a regional solid waste management system in 
cooperation with several surrounding counties This option would involve the creation of a 
formal solid waste management authority or similar entity 
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ALTERNATIVE B: ENHANCED MATERIALS RECOVERY 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS: 

The following briefly describes the various components of the non-selected system 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION EFFORTS: 

Voluntary measures by consumers, businesses, and industries 

VOLUME REDUCTION TECHNIQUES: 

Use of volume reduction equipment by private solid waste industry and materials recovery 
programs compactors, balers, shredders 

RESOURCE RECOVERY PROGRAMS: 

1 Expanded curbside recycling in municipalities 
2 Yard waste collection by private industry & municipalities 
3 Home composting by residents - ,' 

i 
t-- - COLLECTION PROCESSES: 

Collection mainly by private solid waste industry under municipal contracts & individual 
subscriptions 

TRANSPORTATION: 

Transportation mainly by private solid waste industry 

DISPOSAL AREAS: 

Northern Oaks RDF, Section 32, Hayes Township, Clare County 

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS: 

1 Arrangements for solid waste collection & transportation under municipal contracts and 
individual subscriptions with residents & businesses 

2 Host community agreement between County and private landfill ownerloperator 



NON-SELECTED SYSTEMS 

EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMS: 

Countywide education programs conducted by County, MSU Extension, or other entity 

CAPITAL, OPERATIONAL, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS: 

Specific costs are unknown Operational costs would be greater than for those in the existing 
system due to costs for increased collection and transportation of recyclable materials 

EVALUATION SUMMARY OF NON-SELECTED SYSTEM: 

The non-selected system was evaluated to determine its potential of impacting human health, 
economics, environmental, transportation, siting and energy resources of the County In addition, 
it was reviewed for technical feasibility, and whether it would have public support Following is a 
brief summary of that evaluation dong with an explanation why this system was not chosen to be 
implemented 

The technical and economic feasibility of implementing this alternative (enhanced materials 
recovery) were judged to be less desirable in the short term (1 - 5 years) than the selected system 
Also, this alternative would consume more energy due to expanded collection and transportation 
of recyclable materials 

Also, opportunities for materials recovery are widely available under the selected system.. There is 
no documented demand for additional services in this regard.. Under the selected system 
(Alternative A), local govenunents are free to estabIish resource recovery programs in any manner 
they feel would best suit the needs of their residents. This arrangement was judged to be 
preferable to mandating recovery programs under Alternative B.. 
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE NON-SELECTED SYSTEM: 

Each solid waste management system has pros aiui cons relating to its implemeittatioiz within the 
County. Following is u summary of the mujor advanluges U I J ~  JiSUJvuntuges for thh wr- 
selecled ~ y s t m .  

1 Increased levels of materials recovery 

2 Greater conservation of landfdl space through diversion 

3 .  Low capital costs due to minimal facility requirements., 

1 .. Higher operating costs for expanded collection and transportation of recyclable materials 
-- 

2 Municipalities would need to accept expanded responsibilities for contracting for solid waste 
\ --. services 

3 Municipalities and residents would need to accept higher costs for expanded recycling 
collection, either curbside or through establishment of additional drop-off sites 

c-- 
CCSWMP - 99 B-4 
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ALTERNATIVE C: REGIONAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS: 

The following briefly describes the various components of the non-selected system 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION EFFORTS: 

Voluntary measures by consumers, businesses, and industries 

VOLUME REDUCTION TECHNIQUES: 

Use of volume reduction equipment by private solid waste industry & materials recovery 
programs compactors, balers, shredders 

RESOURCE RECOVERY PROGRAMS: 

1 Potential development of regional MRF and composting facility 

2. Regional marketing of recyclable materials and compost 

COLLECTION PROCESSES: 

Collection mainly by private solid waste industry under contracts with regional solid waste 
authority or similar entity 

TRANSPORTATION: 

Transportation mainly by private solid waste industry 

DISPOSAL AREAS: 

Northern Oaks RDF, Section 32, Hayes Township, Clare County 

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS: 

1 Establishment of formal multi-county solid waste management authority or similar entity 

2 Agreements between authority & counties for solid waste services 

3 Agreements between municipalities and counties and/or directly with authority for solid waste 
services 

4. Agreements between authority and private solid waste industv for collectio~ transportation, 
C C S W  - 99 B-5 
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l 
and other solid waste services 

EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMS: 

Programs carried out by multi-county authority 

CAPITAL, OPERATIONAL, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS: 

1 High initial start-up costs for establishment of authority, administration and stafing 

2 Potential high capital costs for regional materials recovery and composting facilities 

EVALUATION SUMMARY OF NON-SELECTED SYSTEM: 

The non-selected system was evaluated to determine its potential of impacting human health, 
economics, environmental, transportation, siting and energy resources of the County In addition, 
it was reviewed for technical feasibility, and whether it would have public support Following is a 
brief summary of that evaluation along with an explanation why this system was not chosen to be 
implemented 

The evaluation of this alternative was similar to the selected system in many respects However, 
/- 

i there were also some significant differences The following discussion describes the positive and 
8k -- v negative impacts on public health, economics, environmental conditions, siting considerations, 

existing disposal areas, and energy consumption and production, as they differ from the selected 
system 

1 This alternative would be expected to have somewhat greater public health benefits than the 
selected system by hrther reducing reliance on landiiils through a higher level of materials 
recovery Proper collection of solid waste would be better served by contracting for 
collection services on a regional basis 

2 This option would generate greater revenues fiom recycled materials by collecting a larger 
quantity of materials Also, it may be possible to achieve cost savings on solid waste services 
by obtaining competitive bids on a regional basis However, higher costs would be associated 
with the initial formation of an authority, and with the development of regional resource 
recovery facilities Feasibility studies would need to be conducted for such facilities, and their 
proposed capital and operating costs are not presently known 

3 Like the selected system, no new disposal areas would need to be sited under this alternative 
The existing landfills that presently serve the counties participating in the authority would 
continue to be used However, as previously noted, large-scale regional materials recovery 
and waste processing facilities are considered to be part of this alternative Such facilities 
would face public opposition and would be difficult to site 

('-- 
C C S W  - 99 B d  
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4 Energy would also be consumed under this alternative to collect and transport solid waste, 
recyclable materiais, and yard waste However, there would presumably be greater energy 
savings through a greater level of materials recovery.. Depending on the locations of materials 
recovery and processing facilities, there may be greater he1 consumption to transpon 
materials than under the selected system. 

Alternative C was not selected for the following major reasons: 

A major problem associated with the alternative is the complexity of creating a resional solid 
waste authority in particular, there does not presently appear to be any strong support for 
this concept Local govenunents are likely to perceive the creation of a solid waste authority 
as a Ioss of home rule authority Also, the formation of an authority would likely be perceived 
as creating another level of government ("bureaucracy") and would meet with public 
opposition The private solid waste industry would probably also oppose the formation of an 
authority as excessively restrictive or unfairly competitive Without strong support by elected 
officials, the public, and private industry, a proposed solid waste authority would not succeed 

2 There are simply too many technical, economic, and political uncertainties to make a regional 
system feasible at this time However, the concept does hold potential, and it should be re- 
evaluated in the fbture as the solid waste management systems in the region continue to 
evolve 
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AU17ANTAGES A N .  L)ISAD?/AI\TAGES OF THE NUK-SELECTED SYSTEM: 

Each solid waste management w e i n  has pros and cons relating to its implementatiui~ wilbii~ /bcp 
Cu74~lfll. Following is a summary of the mqor advanfuges aild disuJ~rnriug~ f i r  l b i ~  irutr- 
selecte J system. 

AT)VANTAMS 

1 Regional collection and marketing of recyclable materials 

2.. Regional purchasing of recycled products 

3 Potential cost savings through regional contracts for solid waste services - 
1 Political barriers to establishing multi-county authority 

2 Higher costs for regional processing facilities 

- 
,= 3 Opposition to siting any new solid waste facilities 
\ ---* 
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Appendix C 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND APPROI7AL 

The following summarizes the processes, which were used in the development and local approval 
of the Plan including a summary of public participation in those processes. documentation of each 
of the required approval steps, and a description of the appointment of the solid waste 
management planning committee along with the members of that committee 

+ Several mechanisms were used to encourage involvement by Iocal governments and the public 
in the Solid Waste Management Plan update process These are summarized below 

+ Time for public comment was reserved on the agenda for each meeting of the Planning 
Committee, generally midway through each meeting at 7 00 p m 

+ The Planning Committee's meeting calendar (fourth Thursday of each month) was published 
and distributed to all municipalities in the County Meetings were scheduled fiom 6 to 8 p m 

+ A general notice was published as required that announced the general availability of the draft 
plan when it was released for public review for a three-month period 

+ The draft plan was distributed to all municipalities in the County, adjacent counties as required 
by Act 45 1, and the other counties listed in the "Import Authorization" tables for review The 
plan was also placed at public libraries for review by interested persons (- 

+ After the draft plan was released for review, Planning Committee members arranged to meet \. . 

with various local governments to discuss the updated plan 
+ A general notice announcing the public hearing on the draft plan was published at least 30 

days prior to the hearing 
+ A public hearins was held on the draft plan to provide all interested persons an opportunity to 

voice questions or concerns regardiny the updated plan 

\ 
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PUBLIC INVOL VEMENT PROCESS: 

A description of' the process ~rsed, inclrrdit~g dates qf public meeting,, copies c?fptrh/ic notrcc>\. 
cJoczmteirtation oJ uppi-otd fion7 so/jd waste pk~?t?ing L ' o ~ ~ ~ ? I I ~ L ~ ( ~ ,  C ~ I N I ~ I  h o ~ u d  (?j 
cun~missiotzei-J. U I I ~  n~~~icipa/ifles 

The public involvement process is described on the preceding page The Solid Waste 
Management Planning Committee met on the following dates 

February 26, 1998 January 27,2000 
March 26, 1998 February 17,2000 
April 23, 1998 March 8, 2000 
May 28, 1998 May 25,2000 
June 25, 1998 June 14,2000 
July 23, 1998 
August 27, 1998 
September 24, 1998 
October 21, 1998 
November 24, 1998 

/- December 17, 1998 
( '. J January 28, 1999 

February 25, 1999 
March 25, 1999 
April 22, 1999 
May 20, 1999 
June 24, 1999 
September 2 1, 1999 (Public Hearing) 

PLAN APPROVALS: 
The Clare County Solid Waste Management Plan Update was approved by the Clare county 
Solid Waste Management Planning Committee on June 24, 1999, approved with changes on 
March 8, 2000 

The Solid Waste Management Plan Update was approved by the Clare County Board of 
Commissioners on .2000 

The Solid Waste Management Plan Update was submitted to the municipalities within Clare 
County on ,2000 

The Solid Waste Management Plan Update was approved by 67% of the municipalities in the 
County on ,2000 

/ 
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The Solid Waste Management Plan Update was submitted to the Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality on , 2000.. 

The Solid Waste Management Plan Update was approved by the Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality on ,2000 
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CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING 
COMMITTEE 

NOTICE 

PLEASE NOTE: 

TfiE CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING 
COMMITTEE WTLL BE HOLDING A PUBLIC 
HEARING ON SEPTEMBER 21m TO ADDRESS 
WRI'ITEN QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS IN 

REGARD TO THE UPDATED SOLID WASTE PLAN. 

THE PUBLIC HEARING WILL BE EELD IN 
MEETING ROOM A IN THE BASEMENT OF TEE 
CLARE COUNTY COURTHOUSE. THE HEARING 

WILL START AT 6:OO P.M. 

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS SHOULD BE 
ADDRESSED TO THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR, 

P.O~BOX 438, HARRISON, MICHIGAN 48625 OR 
EMAIL AT elarecountyadrnin@mich.com. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 539-2510 

Posted August 10,1999 
11:oo a.m. 

(- 
CCCSWP - 99 C 4  



PUBLIC PXRTICIPXTION~ b 

September 21, 1999 
Harrison, Michigan 48625 

/ , -5 -9  .u 
lapproved Kmutes 
Page Four 

MOTIONS REOUIRING BOARD ACTION CONT'D: 

Motion was made by C/Karen Lipovsky and seconded by C/Fomst Meek to transfer $144 90 from 
contingency #19l-890-956.299 to #lo]-430-961.000, animal control dog damage and authorize a check be 
drawn up to $144.90, if fourth pig perishes to Paul and Aprilei Workman for the loss of their three pigs per 
report &om Township Supervisor, Thomas Krchmar. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C/Jennifcr Elkins and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to purchase &om McDonald 
Computer Network Services, One Workstation Ultra PRW 400 Intel Pentium 11 400Mhz wI512k Cache, 
64MB 100 Mhz Ram l a b ,  Ultra ATA Hard Drive, 3.5 Floppy Drive, 40X CD Rom Drive, AT1 3D 
Charger 8Mb Video, Ms Windows 98, KingstonlOAOO PC Network Card, AOC 17" Monitor 315 year onsite 
warranty (5 on CPU & Memory), for $1,250.00 to be transfemd from new quipment line #lo!-901-978.172 
(Administrator) into new equipment line #101-901-978.275 (Drain Dtpt.) to pay for samc. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by UJennifcr Elkins and seconded by CACarcn Lipovsky to purchase from McDonald 
Computer Network Sexvices One GIs Mapping Machii Ultra PRW-400 Intel Pentium 11 305 Mhz w 512k 
Cache, 256 MB, 100 Mhz Ram, lOGb Ultra ATA hard drive, 3.5 floppy disk, 40X CD Rom Drive, At1 3D 
Charger 8 Mb Video, MS Pd2 Style Mouse, MS Windows 98, Kingston IOAOO PC1 Network Card for 
$1,400.00 and one 56K PC1 Internal Modem at $79.00 for a total of $1,479.00 to be transferred from new 
equipment #101-901-978.172 (Administrator) to: l/2 $739.50 into new quipment #fOC901-978.371 (Building 
Dept.) and y2 6739.50 into new equipment #101-901-978.372 (Electrical Dept.) to pay for same. Motion 
carried. 

[- 
Motion was made by CIJennifer Elkins and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to purchase from Quill's Ofice r 

- One HP Laser Jet Printer 2100 for $699.99 and transfer $699.99 from #101-901-978.172 (Administrator) to 
'.- 

#lo]-901-978.371 (Building) to pay for same and have McDonald Computer Service install printer. 
Motion carried. 

Motion was made by Cknnifer Elkins and seconded by C/!Carcn Lipovsky to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and have County Treasurer create a new activity "Middle Michigan Development 
Corporation" (Non-Profit Organization) and transfer $20,000.00 from contingency #101-890-956.299 for 
same. Roll call revealed a unanimous vote of five being: Chnnifer Elkins, C/Karen Lipvsky. CIA1 
Bransdorfer, ClFonest Meek and C/Ben Kones with C/Ed Ensz absent. Motion carried. 

The recrGtiona1 plan submitted by Sundberg &Associates was then reviewed and examined by the Board 
for consideration. 

With no fuflher business to come before the Board, Chairman recessed this meeting at 525 p.m. for 
dinner, to reconpnc at 6:00 p.m. in Room "A" of the Courthouse Building, Harrison. Mi for a Public 
Hearing on the new Updated Solid Waste Plan. 

The recessed meeting of the Clare County Board of Commissioners was reconvened at 6:lO p m 
Chairman Kortes opened the public hearing on the Solid Waste Update with Chairperson, Marianne Meile 
reiterating the changes made to the new plan. Basically; updated demographics, hauling company and 
possible alternatives. New plan addresses recycling and some composting. The main change was 
importing counties in our pian by an increase of (3) three counties to the original plan of (U) thirteen 
counties being: Antrim, Charlevoix and Ernrnet along with Alcona, Arenac, Gratiot, Gladwin. losco, 
Isabella, Kalkaska, Lake, Mecosta, Miiukee, Ogema, Osccola and Roscommor~. Bay and Crawford 
County to be Contingency Counties. Only nine counties using presently 

I Northern Oaks to be the only facility in Clare County. They also have cornposting and recycling. Only 
rype I1 - no Transfer Stations only a few Transfer Type " B .  No processing or sludge plants will be 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION I 

September 24 1999 
Harrison, Michigan 48625 

16-5-9 O.lr(cl 
I sppoved  l&wtes 
Page Five 

I allowed in Clare County. (Section 22). Northern Oaks to make reports to the County, looking at a ten-year 
projection at this point. Ground samples are to be done by the site manager. 

Mr. Willard Dancer reiterated the concerns of one mident south of the landfill in regard to the quality of 
their water. Shirley Rilett expressed concern, that the public notice was advertised too soon and should 
have been published for a second time with entities given a written notice to attend the public hearing 
Solid Waste Board at that point, requested the Board of Commissioners to send out a letter to all townships. 
cities and village - stating: (1). Here is the Plan, (2) Board action is needed to approve or reject, (3) 
All Solid Waste Committee Members can be available at their local meetings for informational puvses  
Also a notice should be published stating: The Updated Solid Waste Plan is now in the hands of your local 
entities, those with concerns should attend your local entity meetings for information on the new solid 
waste update. Discussion was held on whether the Solid Waste Committee should put together the changes 
and publish in the paper. 

Mr. Steven Essling with Government & Regulatory Affiai of Greater Michigan Landfill Division then 
approached the Board stating that there is no time fiame on municipalities to approve or no statute for 67% 
approval by the townships. He suggested that the Board of Commissiom adopt a resolution reiterating 
the steps taken by the Solid Waste Committee in their updating process and send out to all entities. He also 
suggested that quarterly meetings be held by the Solid Waste Committee and the Board of Commissioners 
to keep things fiesh and give the public a tool to vent and have the waste fhcilitator present to answer 
questions. Mr. Essling noted, that new rules fiom the DEQ have come down in regard to recycling. He 
also said that In-35, #3, Sub.7 (part of our operational host agmment) that part should be taken out of the 
plan, can't use plan to enforce the document between two parties, but coukl mention there is an agmment 
between the County and Waste Management. Mr. Essling further reiterated that providing we strike #7, the 
DEQ will probably approve the plan. Whether any inclusions or deletions are made depends on PA #I38 
(Mary Brown Bill) satistjring fees up to $25.00 per year, per househokl. 

I With no further feedback from the public, a motion was made by CIA1 B d o r f e r  and seconded by ClEd 
I Ensz to close the public meeting and adjourn at 7:20 p.m. until the next regular Board of Commissioners' 
1 Meeting to be held October 5,1999 in the Commissiomrs' Chambers commencing at 9:30 am. or at the 1 call of the Chair. Motion carried. 

& 4% 
Carol A. McAulay, Clerk 
Clare County Board of ~ o m m i s s i o d  

- 
Bert Kortes, C* n 
Clare County Board of Commissioners 

i 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

June 6,2000 
Hamson. Michigan 48625 

6 -20 - oo 
I)rrapproved Minutes 
Page Two 

Meeting was recessed at 12:00 noon for lunch and back in session at 1:00 p m with the completion of 
committee reports 

MOTIONS NEEDING BOARD ACTION CONTINUED: 

A motion was made by C/Fomst Meek to have the US Army Corp of Engineers in conjunction with 
Canadian Maritime Enginms devise, design and COIIS~IUU a system of impoundments at Samia/Port 
Huron with appropriate shipping canals and necessary mechanical controls that will retain the waters of 
upper Lakes Huron and Michigan 581 A above meat sea-level Chairman asked for a support three times 
Motion failed due to lack of support. 

A motion was made by UFomst Meek and seconded by UKann Lipovsky to bring back from the table 
Resolution #I1 in regard to the Federal Drug Administration changing its licensing and 
patmt/copyrighting procedures pnsmted at the last meeting. May 16,2000 Motion carried. 

A motion was made by C/Fomst Meek and seconded by C/Ed Enst to approve Clare County Resolution 
#11 regarding licensing and patcnt/copyrighting procedum of the Federal Drug Administration. Roll 
call revealed five yeas being: CXomest Meek, UEd Ens& UJohn Parker, C/Karen Lipovsky and CJBert 
Kones with two nays being: UJennifer Elkins and UAl Bransdorfer Resolution adopted CC: 

Governor, Smator Abraham, Representative Camp, State Representatives, Schuette , , and Caul, FDA and 
a11 82 Counties 

A motion was made by CJKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UAI Bransdorfer to amend the May 2,2000 
minutes for the #331 Marine Budget a d  change the CCS & M h m  #101-331-862.000 to #101-331-862.001. 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by Q A I  Bransdorfer and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to approve the purchase of 
a VHF Radio in the amount of $48990 to be paid h m  #101-901:978.302 (capital outlay) Motion 
carried 

A motion was made by UKaren Lipovsky and seconded by C/Forrest Meek to approve the refind of an 
electrical w i t  in the amount of $58 00 for permit #I2357 to Mr. Ralph Homes Roll call revealed two 
yeas being: C/Karen Lipowky and C/Bert Kortes with five nays being: CIJennifer Elkins, CIJohn Parker, 
CIA1 Bransdorfer, C/Fomest Meek and C/Ed Ensz Motion defeated 

A motion was made by U J e ~ i f u  Elkins and seconded by C/Forrest Meek to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and de#epue line item #lot-245-710 000 (FICA) by $165 00 and increase line item 
#101-242-710 000 (FICA) by the same amount. Also decrease line #101-245-71 1 000 (Medicare) by 
S39 00 and increase line #lo!-242-71 1 000 (Mediwe) by the same amount and demase line #101-245- 
705 000 by S2,71100 and increase line #101-242-705 000 (part-time) by the same amount to correct the 
Remonumentation Activity for grant purposes and have the Treasurer make the necessayadjustments 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by C/Forrest Meek and seconded by C/Karen Lipowky to transfer $400 00 from 
contingency #101-890-965 299 to the following line items: #10142-707 000 (per diem) the amount of 
3300 00 and #101-442-864 000 Motion carried, with one opposed being: 
ClJennifer Elkins 

motion was made by C/Forrest Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to have the Chairman write a 
to the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee stating that the following 20 Counties are to 

in the Clare Solid Waste Plan without contingencies: Alcona, Arenac. Crawford, Gladwin, 
Isabella, Kalkaska, Lake, Mecosta, Missauket, Ogemaw, Osceola. Roscommon, Antrim, 

Emmet, Montcalm and Newaygo Roll call revealed a unanimous vote of seven y w  
Meek. CIJennifer Elkins, CfJohn Parker, CKarcn Lipovsky, C/Ed Ensz, C/AI 

Kortes Motion carried 



PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

June 20,2000 
Harrison, Michigan 48625 

Unapproved Minutej 
Page Three 

1 Drain Commissioner or another Commissioner 
2. Chair of the County Planning Commission and the other member shall be appointed to three- 

year terms. The County Commission must have one to three members on the Parks & 
Recreation Commission 

The duties of the Parks and Recreation Commission an to: 
(a) Study the parks, prcsave parkways, recreation and other consemation facilities; 
(b) Develop a County Ordinance Area & Facility need survey; 
(c) Create a plan to meet identified needs; 
(d) The agency may accept property gifts, purchase property or use the power of condemnation 

to take needed properties and compensate the owner. 

Roll call revealed three yeas being: ClJohn Parker, CIFomst Meek and C/Ed Ensz with four nays 
being: UJennifer Elkins, UAI Bransdorfa, C/Kamr Lipovsky and C/Bat Kortes. Motion defeated 

A motion was made by Cnennifer Elkins and seconded by C/Kruen Lipavsky to eliminate Fund 678, 
(other fringe benefits) and reclassify the revenues and expenditures and other related budget amounts in 
the General Fund and have the Treasurer amend the General Fund &rdingly. Motion uuried. 

A motion was made by Cllennifer EIkins and seconded by UN Braasdo& to re-name the Health 
Benefits Self-Insurance, Fund 677 to Retirees Health Insurance Benefits, Fund 677 and have the 
Treasurer make the necessary changes because heahh inswance is now included in each individual 
county budget. Motion camed 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by ClJohn Parker to havdthe Tfeasum close the 
Drain Equipment Revolving Fund 639 and transfer the balance back to the general find, as the find hss 
not been used for several yean. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and have the Treasurer transfer S200,000,00 from the #677 Fund into the General 
Fund and make the necessery journal entries. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Cnennifer Elkins and seconded by ClKann Lipovsky to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and increase #101-000-699 677 (appropriation transfer-in) by S101,570.00 and 
decrease #lot-000-978.677 (health insurance self-insured) by S98,430.00 and have the Treasurer make 
the necessary journal entries. Motion camed. 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by CIKaren Lipovsky to transfer from 
contingency #101-890-956.299 the amount of SS5,000..00 into #101-990-998.291 (child care probate) by 
the same amount of S55,000..00 and have the Treasura make the necessary adjustments. Motion 
wried. 

A motion was made by C/Karrn Lipovsky and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and reduce new equipment #249-372-978.000 (electric.) by S5000 and reduce new 
equipment #249-371-978 000 (building) by $5000 and reduce part-time secretary #249-372-705 000 by 
S1.417 00 and have the Treasurer make the necessary reductions with the necessary transfm back to the 
General Fund. Motion carried 

A motion was made by UN Bransdorfer and seconded by CKaren Lipovsky to authorize the purchase 
of a Dell Dimension XPS Series Computer in the amount of S1,956..00 to be taken from #lo]-901-978 265 
(courthouse new equipment) to maintain the identification badges and keyless entry information. 
Motion carried.. 

A motion was made by UForrest Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to approve and print 130 
copies in the amount of.S727..00 for the Solid Waste Plan Update with the twenty county reciprocal 
agreements, as recommended by the Solid Waste Planning Committee at their June 14, 2000 meeting.. 
Motion carried. 

* .  
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PUBLIC PARTICLP-ATION 

PLANNING' C O H T T E E  APPOINTMENT PROCEilURE: 

The Clare County Administrator and the Clare County Board of Commissioner~s developed a lis? 
of potential candidates for the Planning Committee, including several individuals who nad been 
involved in the preparation of the County's previous Solid Waste Plan under Part I 15  Afier 
reviewing the list of candidates, the County Board appointed the 14-member Planning Committee 
in February 1998 Additional appointments were made as necessary over the course of the plan 
update to fill vacancies 



PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Committee member names and the company, group, or governmental entity represented from 
throughout the County are listed below 

Four representatives of the solid waste management industry 

t Richard Leszcz, Waste Management 
+ Merle Harmon, Waste Management (February 1998 - December 1999) 
+ Teresa Ziegler, Waste Management (October 1998 - January 2000) 
+ Brian Graves, Key Energy (formerly We11 Tech) (1  998 to January ,3000) 
+ Steven Essling, Waste Management (January 2000 to present) 
+ Richard Warzecha, Waste Management (February 2000 to present) 
+ Scott Darling, waste hauler (February 2000 to present) 
t Gail White, Waste Management (February - September 1998) 

One representative fiom an industrial waste generator 

+ Dave Stamper. Central Concrete Products 

Two representatives fiom environmental interest groups that are active within the County 
+ 4nn Hunt, Citizens for Alternatives to Chemical Contamination (CACC) 
t Marion Miele, Citizens for Logical Alternative 8r. Responsible Environment (CLARE)(1998 

to October, 1 999) 
t Shirley Rilett, CLARE (January 2000 to present) 

One representative fiom County government All government representatives shall be elected 
officials or a desisnee of an elected official 

+ Forrest Meek, County Board of Commissioners (January 1999 - present) 
t Shirlev Rilett, County Board of Commissioners (1998) 

One representative from township government 

t Robert ~ a i e .  Haves Township 

One representative from city government 

t Richard Heintz,, City of Harrison ( 1998) 
+ Doug Cobb. Citv of Harrison ( Januq  1999 to present) 

One representative from the regional solid waste planning agency 

t Sue Fortune, Executive Director, East Central Michigan Planning & Development Regional 
Commission, replaced by Gerald Schmiedicke.. Clare Countv resident, June 14, 2000 

Thee representatives from the general public who reside within the County.. 

t Donna Scott, Garfield Township resident 
+ Larry Gross, Greenwood Township resident 
t George Randall, Haves Township resident 
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APPENDIX D 

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGJ' 

7 3 ~  follo\r)ii7g disc~isses ho~r)  he Cot~i~t)., intends to impkivnc~nt the pfcrtt ~mn~ll)rovitlc~s (hc-rrrnnrftrfiott 
cicce/~Zaitce qf i-espo~~sibi/it~e~ fion? u// err ti tie^ lhat will he perfc)t'mii~g tr  l-o/e ill //IL. f'/ci~r 

ACTION #1 Develop and distribute materials recovery education materials 

Lead Responsibilities County Board of Commissioners and DPA 

Timeline Initiate 3 months afier DEQ approval, ongoins thereafter 

ACTION ff2 Investigate ways to expand and promote opportunities for separation and collection of 
household hazardous wastes 

Lead Responsibilities County Board, DPA, private solid waste industry 

Timeline Initiate investigations and discussions within 3 months of DEQ approval 

ACTTON $3 Review implementation progress and recommend adjustments as necessary 

Lead Responsibilities Clare County Board of Commissioners 

Timeline Initiate 6 months after DEQ approval, at 6-month intervais thereafter 



/' 
ATTACHMENTS 

1, 

None 



LISTEI) CAPACITY 

L>ocr~meiltntioil fionr ZaiidfiIi~~ tli~rt the Corii~ty has acces~ to their /iszed ccprcrn' 

According to the "Development and Operation Agreement" between Clare County and Waste 
Management of Michisan, dated June 18, 1990, as cited belon 

Page 10, Section 4 4 
v for nf C m t v  C-ltd W a . e  At all times during which the Landfill 

~acilit; is i n z o n ,   shall provide first priority to the disposal of County generated Solid 
Waste 

Pages 10 & 1 I ,  Section 4 6 
nf C. 

A WMMTgrantees that it will retain sufficient capacity at the Landfill Facilitv to accept all 
v to r m  

Solid Waste generated within the County for a period of twenty (20) years fiom the 
Delivery Date ("Guarantee Period") Such Guarantee is conditioned upon substantial 
compliance by the County with the terms and conditions herein set forth The Guarantee 
Period shall automatically be extended for a like period of time, which WMM would elect 
to extend the term of this Agreement pursuant to the provisions of Section 3 3 herein F;;;;. 
This Guarantee shall survive the termination, but not the expiration, of this Agreement, "x 
subject to the provisions set forth below 

B In the event said Guarantee is breached as a result of depletion of Landfill Facility 
airspace as a result of WMM's disposal of solid waste generated outside of the C,ounty or 
as a result of such other factors within the control of WMM, WMM's sole obligation to 
the County, and County's sole remedy, shall be WMM's obligation to transport and 
dispose of Solid Waste generated within the County at a properlv licensed sanitary 
landti!l. for the remainder of the Guarantee Period, at a fee not to exceed the Gate Rate 
which would have been charged by WMM to the County at the Landfill Facilitv under the 
terms set forth within this Agreement 



Maps showing locations of solid waste disposal faciZities used bv the County. 

iao showing the general location of the Northern Oaks RDF (Section 32, Hayes Township. Cla . - 

m h )  is inctuded below 



ATTACHMENTS 

Clare County requires witten agreements ("intercounty agreements") with the counties that are 
authorized to export solid waste to Clare County for disposal Intercountv agreements k i i i l  be 
attached as they are executed and received 



ATTACHMENTS 

SPECL4L CONDITIONS 

Special conditions affecting the import or export of solid waste are 

Volume Limits. Volume limits are addressed in Section 4 5 of the Development and Operation 
Agreement between Waste Management of Michigan and the Clare County Board of Commissioners 
dated June 18, 1990 



ATTACHMENTS 

CLARE COUNTYSOLZD WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANNNG COMiWZlTEE MINUTES 

Minutes of meetings of the Clare County Solid Waste Management Planning Committee are hereby 
attached as part of this Plan Update.. The minutes are available separately upon request from the 
Clare County Administrator.. 



Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
- 

/ February 26, 1998 
i 

The meeting was called to order by Drain Commissioner Charlie Pardue a t  7 pm. First order ' 
of business was the swearing in of all committee members by County Clerk Carol McAuley. 

Members present: Donna Scott. George Randall. Shirley Wlett. Ann Hunt, Marion Miele, 
Dave Stamper, Richard Leszcz. Merle Harmon. and Gail White. Absences: Larry Gross, 
Robert Hale. Richard Heintz, and Sue Fortune. Also present: Tlm Wolverton. County 
AdmMstrator. Doug Bell, CCSWPC Consultant. and Charlie Pardue. Drain Cornissioner. 

Election of Omers: 

Shirley Rilett nominated Marion Miele as CHAR Rich Leszcz nominate Dave Stamper. A roll 
call vote resulted in 5 votes for Miele. 4 for Stamper. Miele elected Chair and took over 
running the meeting. 

George Randall nominated Dave Stamper as CO-CHAIR Shirley Rilett nominated Larry 
Gross. Roll call vote resulted in 5 votes for Stamper, 4 for Gross. Stamper elected Co- 
chair. 

Richard Lesza nominated A n n  Hunt SECRETAKY, supported by Shirley Rilett. There being 
no further nominations. Ann Hunt was elected Secretary by acclamation. 

Presentation of Goals and Objectives: 

Doug Bell proceeded to go through the goals and objectives of the solid waste planning 
,' process as  he perceived them. He stated that the primary goal is to come up with an 

1 environmentally sound. cost effective plan capable of meeting the county's needs for the 
\- - . next ten years. 

He next reviewed the history of the solid waste planning process from the enactment of Act 
641 through the Natural Resouces and Environmental Policy Act. part 115. He noted 
changes from the prior update process: 

reauirement to use a standard ~ l a n  format 
reiuirement of annual certiflc<tion of 10 year capacity if capacity under 66 months. 
county can demonsfrate 10 year capacity. siting doesn't have to be addressed. If 
capacity falls below 66 months. siting process must be initiated. 
criteria-based siting process 

- 

Bell reviewed the solid waste plan drafting and approval process. 

'I'ime tables: 

Leszcz asked if the worksheets were available to provide the framework for generating the 
data-based information. 

The concern that the timetable is too short was raised. The process should have been 
initiated in June. 1997, since the DEQ has requested a completed. approved plan by 
December 1. 1998, and envisioned an 18-month planning process. Bell responded that all 
counties are in the same position. and that if the county is working diligently on the plan 
and making reasonable progress it is unlikely that DEQ will take over the planning process. 

/ - Randall noted that included in committee members' ~acke t s  were letters from Missaukee. 
Mason. Barry. and Sauk Hills offering to take waste *(Allied Waste Industries). This initiated 
a dfscussion of reciprocal agreements and the remaining capacity at Northern Oaks. 



Mfele said she is willing to contact Seth Phillips. DEQ Solid Waste Planning Unit to get a 
better understandfng of how tight the deadlines are. Bell had given the County Board of 
Commissioners the tlme fhme as presented to the SWPC tonight. i- 

i 

White suggested that the committee get started on the work to be done and see how much 
can be accomplished. 

Assignments: 

Bell noted that he has a report that includes what reciprocal agreements are in place on a 
county-by-county basis. 

Next meeting will focus on a review of the goals and objectives, the review of the executive 
summary, and a statement of general goals. 

Discussion ensued on which version of the 1988 update we'll rely upon. Wolverton is to 
contact the DEQ and request a copy of the approved plan. Plans obtained through Leonard 
Urbaniak will be returned as they are incomplete. Copies of the approved plan will be made 
available to all committee members. 

At this time there are swen meetings allocated, but there may be a need to have some 
meetings in between in order to stick to the timetable. 

Hunt requested that committee members be provided with the following: 
standard plan format 
current reciprocal agreements 
current capacity 
the "approved" plan according to DEQ 

Leszcz moved that the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee meet on the 4th 
Thursday of each month at  6 pm: motion supported by Randall. Motion carried. 

Discussion of the responsibllty for collection of data -- currently the task of Bell 

Randall moved that the next meeting of the CCSWPC be the 4th Thursday in March a t  6 pm 
(not April a s  noted on the Metable distributed): supported by Scott. Motion carried. 

Hunt suggested that draft materials be provided to committee members for review no less 
than swen days prior to the scheduled meetings. It was noted that there is a budget for 
copies and ~ o ~ u n t c a t i o n s .  

Bell distributed a questionnaire to Leszcz, Harmon and White with a request for information 
on current sw management systems and capacity. The information request does not 
address recycling and compost systems. Transfer stations should be included a s  part of the 
system. 

Bell noted that he has an annual report on solid waste landfills. identifjmg them by county 
and where wastes are going. 

Hunt moved that we schedule public comment at  the half-way point in meetings (7 pm), that 
there be 3 to 5 minutes allocated per person, and that public comment continue no more 
than 30 minutes total: motion supported by Harmon. Motion carried. 

It was also decided to have a vote a t  8 pm to determine whether or not to continue the 
meeting beyond 8 pm. 

2 
4 



Public Comment' 

,-- Bert Kortes questioned BeIl if a unit of government fails to respond to the request to approve 
I the SWP update, does that count as a negative vote? Bell responded that there had to be a 

m. If the total of responses does not meet the 67% required figure, the plan is not 
approved. Out of the 19 units. 13 must approve. 

Rilett suggested that meetings would run more smoothly if members would raise their hands 
and wait to be recognized. and that Roberts' Rules of Order be followed. 

Leszcz moved to adjourn a t  9 pm. Motion carried. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Hunt. Secretary 



Clare Courlty Solid Waste Planning Committee 

Name - 
Doug Bell 
Sue Fortune 
Larry Gross 
Robert Hale 
Merle Harmon 
Richard Heintz 
Ann Hunt 
Richard 1,eszcz 
Marion Miele 
George Randall 
Sl~lrley Rilett 
Donna Scott 
Dave Stamper 
Gail White 

Address 

3535 State Street 
4854 North Jackson 
492 North Clare Avenue 
PO Box 86 
600 South Second 
1 1463 Bringold Avenue 
PO Box 8 13 
PO Box 434 
4922 Wildwood 
PO Box 504 
9300 South Ilernlock Road 
2744 North llarrison Ave 
2480 Spruce Ilill 

Saginaw, MI 48602 
Ifarrison, MI 48625 
llarrison, MI 48625 
Reed City, MI 49677 
llarrison, MI 48625 
Lake, MI 48632 
Harrison, MI 48625 
Harrison, MI 48625 
Ilarrison, MI 48625 
ifarrison, MI 48625 
I:arwell, MI 48622 
Ilarrison, MI 48625 
Farwell, MI 48622 

PhoneIFax Email 
5 17-386-649 1 dabell@voyager . net 
5 17-797-0800 
5 17-539-3844 
5 17-539-6461 
5 17-539-96261539-8464 mharmon@glccomputers.com 
5 17-539-3429 
5 17-588-98451644-2549 huntan@pilot.msu.edu 
57 1-539-61 1 11539-6545 
5 17-539-2 180iw386-86 17 mmiele@remcen.ehlis.cmich.edu 
5 17-539-2745 
517-539-1 152 
5 17-544-2464 
5 17-539-1223 
5 17-588-4369 
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March 26, 1998 . . 
* % ,  . . - ,' 

I 
\ The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Marion Miele at 6 pm. 

Members present: Donna Scott. George Randall, Shirley Nett .  Ann Hunt. Marion Miele. 
Richard Leszcz. Merle Harmon. Gail White. Larry Gross. Richard Heintz. and Sue Fortune. 
Absent: Robert Hale and Dave Stamper. Also present: Tim Wolverton. County 
Administrator. Doug Bell. CCSWPC Consultant, and Charlie Pardue. Drain Comissioner. 

Heintz moved to adopt the minutes of February 26 as presented, supported by Rilett. 
Motion carried. 

- 
Chairperson Miele reviewed basic protzol to be observed by the committee. She then - 
reviewed the list of items pr6Vided in members' packets and/or avatlable a t  the meeting. 

DEQ Plan Format (2 documents - Format. and Guide to the Using the Format) 
How to Use the Table 
Part 115 Solid Waste Management Act 
Current Reciprocal Agreements with: Missaukee. Mecosta. Ogernaw. Isabella. Gladtui!. 
Roscommon. Osceola. Gratiot. and Bay Counties (a current reciprocals on fde, per 
Wolverton) 
Clare County Solid Waste Plan Update. 1988. printed March of 1998 
Requests for Reciprocal Agreements kom: Ionia. Mason. and Barry Counties. and one 
from Allied Waste (Sauk Hills) 
Packet from Doug Bell including goals and objectives and work papers 
Also available is a report on solid waste l a n d W  in Michigan. 10/96-9/97 (request kom 
Wolverton if you want a copy) 

r' 

1 Go&: 

Doug Bell reiterated the goals as stated in the 1988 Update. 

Proposed suggestions for amendments to the presented goals (language changes in ttcdics). 
all made by Hunt: 

- - 2. Encourage inter-county cooperation in the development of a solid waste management 
system while maintaining capacityfor Clare County solid waste. 

5. Promote governmental. institutional. commercial, indusmal and residential recycling 
.-- - capabilities. .-... . .-- -. ,. - 

6. Encsilisge ~ i ~ ~ ~ o ~  sqzn.sicn ~f m r k e t ~  foT ~ t ? q r ~ ! d  m2tP~2.k.  %I".C! Use of 
recyclable and recycled materials by government. business. industry. and the public. 
including the adqption of recycled materials purchase policies. 

Discussion: 

#2: Scott -- Good to spell out the need to main- county capacity. 
Randall -- Can we add a statement limiting \Mste from other counties? 

#5: Scott -- Is there any unit of government that has recycling collection. Response from 
Harmon: City of Clare has curbside pickup by contract. There is a mandato~y .' 'A 
charge. but use is voluntary. -.: -5. - - >,,, .-.,:f.. . , . * --. t <e~.~h>L~;,. *. *--.::;> 

C . '^ . .__ 
#6: Scott requested an explanation or a recycled materials purchase policy. L .. 4. ,,.> ..' . . L , , ; : , ,  *. . 

, . 
Fortune: Purchase recycled materials first - , . , uz; t.' . L:... 

. . 
.; ' , a  

* 8t.f.-l - *- , 
> . a  
.:'A ' . 

. . . 
. .'* - L ' . - a* . , .  

,. ., 4 - 



1 -. .." .. 4 b . :LL s 2  ?=.+.-i:3 
... 

White: This is a  goo^ Jea, but should it be in the goals? 
Gross: Listing it in the goals is encouraging the practice 
Heintz: Are we trying to tell people what to, bufl 1 - 
Miele: This is an encouragement, not a mandate. 
Heintz responded that encouragement is equivalent to enforcement. i- 

White: Feels we may be overstepping our bounds t 

Bell. We'll address how to later in the implementation part of the plan. This is a 
promoting concept. 
Scott: Does "encouragew mean the same as -force?" This statement is without 
guidelines or penalties. --. - .. . . .. . ;. - )  

Heintz: This is not a problem now: but wflat ;bout ten years &om now... Throwing .- 
waste in the back yard may not coriform with the law and then we'll have the law out 

..r I -  enforcing violations. - ,  -\ - . 
Bek Might we soften it? . *  - , . r ? * ; -  - : .  < 

Hunt: 'Encouragew is a soft word. It-is not a -date. .. . 7 

White: This concept is already covered . *,the . origlnal I language. . 

White moved to adopt the goals as  written, with the suggested changes to #2 and #5. 
Supported by Leszcz. . . :, I + .-. 

Randall amended the motion to include the #6 changes. supported by Gross. 
% - 
4 ;  . . , ., . ..c 

Roll call vote on the amended motion -- : r~ .' i ' ,L. .. 
Aye: Scott. Gross. Randall, Rllett. Hunt. Mide. Fortune 
Nay: Heintz, Leszcz, Harmon, White 
Motion to amend the original motion carried 7 to 4. 

Roll call vote on the motion to adopt -- 
Aye: Scott, Gross. Randall. Riiett. Hunt, Miele. Fortune 
Nay: Heintz. Leszcz. Harmon, White 
Motion to carried 7 to 4. 

Objectives: 

Hunt proposed changes (in italics) to the language presented: 

- - c . Dwelop -and implement-education-prugt-6m-fo-finJaste reduction. source separation. - 
recycling. and integrated solid waste management for County residents. businesses. 
industries and institutions. 

-22 -.22-*a .--- 
----a-bncourage a n i o r n e  expanded use o-te/nonprofit orgamtions  for 

operating and coordinating formal efforts in reyccling and resource recovery. 

h. Encourage the expanded use of all feasible. environmentally and economicdly s o d  
non-landfill alternatives for solid waste management., 

. .... L . ,- . 

i. Encourage and support appropriate'locd: state. and federal legislation to provide 
incentives for waste reduction, source separation, and recycling. . , I . ,  

~ i s c u s s i  on: 

Scott: I understand -encourage and supPo& legislation. but how does this apply to non-' ' 

profits? , . - ',\ ' 

Bell: Through partnersups such as  the Midland Volunteers for Recycling 
. , ? . "  .: ' 

Hunt: I've worked with non-profits and know that there is no money to take - - on costly,~,~ . - ; I - .  

projects without funding. . - ! '  ..* . I .. 
- .  . *.'I . ., 

.I - -  : . * .  
. I  " 2  . . .  

a r - , r . i  . - 
I .  



Fortune moved to adopt me Objectives with m e  proposed &&nee. su~ported bv I 
- .  Roll call vote -- 

Aye: Scott. Gross. Randall, Rilett, Heintz, Hunt. Mikle, Fortune, Leszcz, Harmon. White. 
- , ,  . - 

/ Nay: none 
I 

- .  
Motion carried unanimously. 

Problems and Def~encies: ..: 2 L : : :  . ... . 
1 . > . I  , 

Heintz: Waste ~anagement  fs only open' 5 days a $&k. The City of Harrison wants it open 
Saturday (9-12) or Wednesday evening. Does that faq under this question? 
Bell: Examples show that this question @ qvide open. DEQ does not get specfnc on what is 

7' 

intended by this question. ' ' I '  . I  
Hunt: The database is incorrect in the 1988.ppdater Information was directly imported . . I. 

from the 1983 planwithoutrevisions. ',!. -r.~jC;: I;:::<: . . 
Scott: Question of the use of Northern 0 s  by Hanison residents. 
Heintz: The majority of city residents would like to take their waste and recyclables directly 
to Northern Oaks. 
Leszcz: Northern Oaks is open 9-5, Monday through .Fliday. 
Randall: Is there a problem with after hours du'mping? 
Leszez: Yes . , : ( a  L.: 
Heintz: If the facility were open. residents w&ld take wastes. but the hours are limited. 
Leszcz: Northern Oaks works on a 60 hours workload. The volume doesn't substantiate 
extended hours. WM w'ould have to put on additional staff. Operation hours would have to 
be addressed in the context of Resolution 90-13 (Clare County and Waste Management 
agreement). 

Solid Waste Collection Services Informatiorr 

Thanks to Merle Harmon, the matrix was completed for waste handling services within the 
/-- countv. [see attachedl 

d - 
Leszcz suggested that 'the Secretary contact the other haulers operating within t he  cou& 
and request information from them to be added to the database. Other haulers identifled 
are: Dent (Remus) 

John's R&se 
City Management (Sanford) 

- . -  
Lincoln Sanitation (Lake George) 
USA Waste - - 

- - - 

Public Comment: 

-- -~ifMcDonoii'@i, re-aste ManagemeniSTEEifed the history of the purchase and 
development of Northern Oaks. Since the opening of the facility. WMX has paid the county 
and township (Hayes) close to $1 million in fees. 
He stated that since the contract includes the number of counties that should be in the 
county plan. he believes that it is tfme for the county to add the balance 143 additional 
counties] to the plan. The current Solid Waste Management Plan requires reciprocal 
agreements, but the law doesn't. DEQ now requires only a n  agreement between counbes 
(not reciprocal). 
Most landfills are not open on Saturdays. 
Heintz: Money only goes to Hayes Township, not to the City of Harrison. But ~ a r r i s o n  gets 
the heat. The plan doesn't reference cities as units of government. . ., .- 
McDonough: Money goes to Clare County because of the agreement. Money goes to the ,.:, .- 
township because of the state law. z'? - , , - <..'.-, ' 

McDonough then addressed the USA ~ a s i e m  &rger. Merger was proposed three,.;<, 'i' .: 
weeks ago. but the Securities and Exchange -Commission and the Justice Departmkt eve":,' - to check for a mo~~opoly that doesn't benefit the people in the areas aec t ed  by the mki:ge?. - -:.a 

Then the shareholders will have to approve the merger, anticipated midsummer to ' i. %> : ' ,,. 7.:- '. . - . ,*. :;< ,'f 3 - I ., ;." - .. . . .T. .,' ?.',:: . 1 .. . - ,, - -,-*g'.,;,: ,a : 
.? - , *, I y,c.,:,*.* . '. . 
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. 
Financial OBcc2r/Chief EY ?uWe OfBcer, so . ......I, * 

we those functions. - ., - 
sS: Is USA Waste a national cornpar@ . . 
McDonough: Started in 1990. with a CEO that left BFI to work for USA Wastes. It grew 
through mergers and acquisitions. 

- 
i- 

Scott: What will that do to us? 1 

McDonough: Two months ago. USA Waste bought City Management: their operations will be 
merged. United Waste operats in Michigan (western and U P  -- Glen's LandfW in Traverse 
City area). In 97. USA Waste bought United Waste. In the fall of 97* USA Waste sold its 
Michigan operations to Allied Wastes from Manistee south. The merger will undergo a lot of 
scrutiny. Most continue to compete with City Management and USA Waste until the merger 
is complete. , . 

~ a n d d :  Is this an adverse takeovd 
McDonough: No. USA Waste approached WMX when the previous CEO left. Current WMX 
shareholders will own 60%: USA Waste shareholders will OWXI 40%. It will operate with a 
fointlv s ~ l i t  board. US name wil remain Waste Management. The Chair of the Board is a - 1 -  d .  

non-executive omce. 

Bert Kortes: There is legislation going on now-that might address impacted governmental 
entities. The trouble has been determining the degree of impact. He further suggested that 
the City of Harrison set up a recycling drop of station on city property, perhaps by the c i v  
hall. - .  . i , : . - . : . - , ,  - . . . . . " I -  - 
Next Tasks: , . 

8 ..: > = *; - 0 
, 1  - . -  . 

Doug Bell stated that he kill continue tb 'coll=ci iinformation for the data base. and will begin 
the discussion of alternative systems. . 

- .  
Hunt announced that she would not be able to attend the next meeting as she will be out of 
town. Fortune volunteered to take minutes in her absence. 

B;; 
Questions: [.- 

Randall asked numerous quesff ons that he had i d e i h e d  in his review of the 1988 Update. 
He requested clarification of the diff'erent types of landfill (Type I. Type 11. and m e  III) and 
the materials they could accept. He asked for a definition of a tipping fee, and then raised 
the issue of discarded tires and the problems with their disposal. 

There being no further business before the Committee. White moved to adjourn a t  7:45 pm. 
Motion canied. - .--, . ---- .--...a 4.: t- - .- 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Hunt. Secretary 



CLARE COUNTYSOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMZTTEE 
Apii 23, 2 998 

PRESIDING: Marion Miele, Chairperson 

The April 23, 1998 Clare County Solid Waste Planning Comminee meeting was called to order at 
6:05 p.m. 

Members present (at call to order): Larry Gross, George Randall, Shirley Rillett, Roben Hale, Marion 
Miele, Dave Stamper, Sue Fonune, Richard Leszcz, Gail M i t e  

Others: Doug Bell, consultant, Don Emerson, Weltech, Brian Graves, Weltech, 
Williard Dancer, Tim Wolvenon, Carol McAuley, Tony Barber, Weltech 

Excused: Donna Scoa 

Brian Graves was recognized and welcomed as the newest member to the Clare County Solid Waste 
Planning Committee. County Clerk McAuley noted that Mr. Graves would be sworn in momentarily. 

A ~ ~ r o v a l  of the Minutes 

The March 26, 1998 minutes were reviewed for correction and approval. Randall questioned which 
haulers were dumping at Northern Oaks Leszcz noted that WMI pickup is in Clare only. Bell 
reported that everything recorded as originating in Clare County is shown as going to Northern Oaks 
and that this is now the best information available. 

Moved by Randall, seconded by Rillea to approve the minutes as printed. Motion carried. 

Mr Graves officially joined the S / W  Planning Committee at 6: 15 p.m. 

Wele h P P g J  

The Chair reponed that at last months meeting a representative From Waste Management had been 
allowed time to speak to the group during Public Comment and that it was her feeling that this 
courtesy should be now be extended to the Weitech representative. She aiso noted that if anyone 
wishes to be placed upon the agenda, they should call her at (5 17) 386-861 7 prior to the meeting. 

Mr. Emerson stated that he is a geologist with Weltech and ~ J S  purpose in attending the meeting was 
to explain Weltech's plan to construct a facility to handle oil sludge waste. Thii waste is presently 
trucked out to disposal sites or solidified on site and left. This material, once solidified, now goes to 
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the Northern Oaks kcility. The  proposed new Facility would be c e n d i e d  to handle the material 
in a more responsible way and would be located in Redding Township. 

He explained that he had been in contact with Seth Phillips of MDEQ and had been advised that the 
first ,step in the process would be to request that the County amend the existing solid waste plan 
( 1  988) in order to begin the permining process with MDEQ. Weltech's application cannot be 
submitted until the Plan is amended 

Rillen: The  County's existing plan does not allow sludge to be dumped. 
Emerson: Mixing with kiln dust makes it inen by absorbing the fiee liquids which renders 

it a non-hazardous waste. 

Rtlien: The update to the existing solid waste plan is just in the first phase and 
the committee is not ready to do an amendment. 

Emerson: Seth Phillips stated that the process can run concurrent with the solid waste 
plan amendment process. 

Mieie: Uncomfortable approving anything at this point and would have concerns 
regarding a hasty decision at this point. 

Rillett: The 1988 Plan had problems being put together and Seth Phillips had 
cautioned the county to "do it right this time." The Committee is going 
to go slow 

Leszcz .. How long is the permitting process? 
Emerson: 9- 12 months 

Be!! : All Plans must be submitted to MDEQ by December I ,  1998. T h e  DEQ 
Director can then take up to six (6) months to approve 

Moved by Randall seconded by Mmte to consmder the Weftech proposal to consaucr a hcihty at a 
firrure date and only aher prov~smo~, and rewew of  a7 addrtlonal relevant mnhnnauon by Welrech 

Emerson Will provide detailed packets of information including leaving copies of 
drawings with the County Board 

Rillett Redding Township residents are opposed 
Emerson: The Township Supervisor is 'hot/cold" on the project 

ftllett: Is Weltech a transfer station? 
Emerson: No 
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Stamper: W h y  can't this be done at the old Kal-Con site? 
Emerson: Cost of transportation and economies of scale. 

Randall called the question Roll call. 

Aye: Randall, Fortune, Lesza, White, Graves 
Nays: Gross, Rillen, Hale, Miele, Stamper 

A tie vote was recorded. Motion debated 

Mr Emerson indicated that he will provide a complete packet of information with drawings as soon 
as possible and will continue to keep the Committee updated. 

Solid Waste Management Alteman'ves Doug Be// 

Mr Bell reviewed his April 16, 1998 memo which detailed the following: 

1 Information on solid waste collection and transponation services 
2 County population and solid waste generation data 
3 Memo concerning alternative sol~d waste management systems 

A summary chart of solid waste generation and land fill disposal was using the most current 
MDEQ report as a source Mr Bell noted that this is the best information we  have ever had in terms 
of identiFying the amount of waste being generated These figures do not include recyclables or 
special mdustrial~type waste generarion Mr Bell also noted that the EPA criteria for individual waste 
generation is now 4 4 pounds per person. 

Also included in the review materials was information on Clare County population trends and 
estimates Population trends have a linear relationship to solid waste generation (more population 
equals more waste generation) Mr. Bell noted that wtually all of the waste currently being disposed 
of at Northern Oaks is generared within Clare County and if figures are correct and strong population 
growth trends continue as estimated, 90,000 cubic yards of waste will be generated in-county by the 
year 2008 

7:00 o.m. Public Comment Penbd 

No one fiom the public wished to be heard, however, Rillea noted how interesting the chart 
detailing Solid Waste Collection and Transportation Systems was and asked if this chart will be 
included in the plan update. Mr. Bell indicated that he intends to develop a combination chart using 
the existing chart as a base 
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Alternative Solid Wasre Managemenr Smtems =view: 

Mr. Bell reviewed his memo which summarized the alternatives which were considered during the 
development of the current Solid Waste Management Plan (approved in 199 1 ). H e  stated that he 
suggested using these alternatives as a starting point for development of the new set of alternatives. 
Three alternatives were detailed within Mr. Bell's memo: 

1 .  Maintain Status Quo 
2. .. Utilize existing landfill with enhanced recycling and composting,. 
3 .  Study development of a regional solid waste management system. 

The  Advantages/Disadvanrages of each alternative were also reviewed by Mr. Bell. 

Rillett : What is the state's position on regional solid waste management? 

Bell: The  State favors this approach but provides little incentive to it's development.. 

Fortune: The "regions" would be five (5) DEQdesignated geographic areas within the 
state A free flow of waste would be allowed within these regions. This is 
not a dead issue, it is still favored by the Department although nothing will 
probably be done during this round of amendments. 

Randall (To Leszu) Is Waste Management considering the sale of approximately 40 
acres of land in Hayes Township (on East Lily Lake Road) to a private 
developer? 

Leszcz Yes - WMI would like to sell it if possible (37.6 acres). Provision of sewer 
and water would be at the developers expense. Annexation of this property 
by the township would also help the high school with their emergency 
ingresdegress 

Miele: Has suggested that Mr Randall put all of his excellent questions in the 
form of a letter to Waste Management and then the Committee can 
review the information 

Following discussion, Mr. Bell indicated that he will explore all of the alternatives as proposed and 
put them together in more detail dong with a evaluation process for each committee member. This 
will allow the development of the preferred alternative and will then be documented in the updated 
plan. 



T h e  Chair thanked Mr. Bell penonally and on behalf of the Committee for his excellent work Mr 
Bell also noted for benefit of Committee members that he was presently working in Task N and Task 
V of the existing Plan. 

Rillett: Will the committee get into anything regarding scrap tires 
Bell: This certainly can be identified as a deficiency in the current plan and 

be worked on by the committee. 

Randall: Four (4) resolutions (authored by Mr. Randall) will be offered on scrap tires 
at the MUCC summer meeting There will also be a resolution to the 
legislature in suppon of developing and implementing a state-wide recycling 
program. 

Miele: Any calls for information requests shouid be directed to Mr. 
Wolvenon. If you wish to address the Committee, 3-5 minutes will 
be allowed under Public Comment. If you wish to say more, please 
call her at (5 17) 386-861 7 to be placed on the agenda 

Wolvenon: Finance needs W-4's for processing of per diem requests. 

There being no other business to come before the Committee, it was moved by Randall, seconded 
by White that the meeting be adjourned Adjournment: 7:30 p.m. 

J 

(Acting) Recording Secretary 

NEXT MEETING: M4 Y28, I 998 A T 6-00 P.M. 
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Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
Meeting of May 28, 1998 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee was called to order 
by Chairperson Marion Miele in the basement of the Clare County Courthouse at 6:03 pm, 
Thursday, May 28, 1998. 

Members in attendance were: Brian Graves, Robert Hale, Merle Harmon, Ann Hunt, Richard 
Leszcz, Marion Miele, George Randall, Shirley Rilep, Donna Scott and Dave Stamper. 

Committee members absent: Sue Fortune, Larry Gross, Richard Heintz, Gail White. 

Also present were Doug Bell, Charlie Pardue, Commissioners Bert Kortes and Malcom 
Wilborn, and an unidentified member of the public. 

Changes of address were noted for Merle Harmon (1900 Sullivan Drive, Harrison, MI 48625) 
and Brian Graves (PO Box 249, Harrison, MI 48625) 

Approval of the minutes of A~r i l23 ,  1998 was moved by Rilett, supported by Leszcz. Motion 
carried. 

Correspondence was distributed and read. Correspondence included a letter from Committee 
member George Randall to Waste Management, dated 5/12/98, and the response from William 
McDonough, dated 5/21/98 (copies available at the meeting), and communication from Donald 
Emerson, WellTech, to all committee members, dated 5/14/98, and a response to same from 
Committee Chair Marion Miele (attached). 

Miele noted that she had attended the Redding Township Board meeting, and said that the 
residents did not seem happy with the WellTech proposal. Emerson told Miele that he did not 
think WellTech has a chance to construct the facility without the approval of township 
residents. A second presentation by WellTech is schedule for the CCSWPC June meeting. 

Work Plan: 

Bell reviewed the materials that he had distributed prior to the meeting. He presented three 
alternatives (status quo = landfill and voluntary recycling/composting, enhanced recycling and 
composting along with a landfill, or a regional solid waste management authority) and criteria 
for evaluating them. Criteria include: 

technical feasibility 
economic feasibility 
access to land and transportation routes 
energy consumption/production 
environmental impacts (short and long term) 
public health effects 
public acceptance 

Rilett: The law specifies the criteria. Will this franking] be a part of the Plan? 

CCSWPC - May, 1998 
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Bell: We are required to present alternatives and explain how each was evaluated. The Plan 
will focus on the selected alternative in detail. 

Randall: Alternative A [status quo] with an additional 1500 to 4000 cubic yards per day.. 
could we maintain the current management system? 

Leszcz: Yes 

Randall: I would think that this would fa11 under Alternative B [enhanced]. 

Bell: I am assuming that enhanced cornposting would go beyond what we are doing now. As 
far as recycling, what the committee is charged with doing as far as recommending options 
available. Most recycling is done through the private sector and could be continued. 
Enhanced materials recovery could include several options: 

establish educational programs 
become more actively involved in conducting recycling options - recycling center, 
recycling coordinator, etc. 
in-between - cooperation with the private sector and promotion of their programs 

Miele: Question of how to tie in the Plan with the private sector operations. 

Harmon: If the public doesn't feel industry doesn't meet the needs of those who want to 
recycling, there may be an alternative: County could use some tipping fee money to propose to 
Northern Oaks to pay for increased hours of operation to see if the expense is justified. 

Leszcz: Or the Townships could use tipping fees to set up recycling centers in the townships, 

Harmon: The other issue is criteria. The intent is to come up with a system which is most 
favored. My analogy may not be like those of others. 

Interlude - Discussion of rime factors and need for committee members ro do their homework. 
Bell stated that the numerical ranking vstem is only a tool. Discussion will make ir possible for 
the committee to pick a direction in which ir should go. 

Randall: There is a state law that residents of communities of greater than 7500 population may 
not burn leaves. This criteria is expected to go down. 

Harmon: That is a good point, but we not know whether or not it will happen. We have to act 
within the laws in effect today. WMX can accommodate leaves and yard waste for the county 
[in Northern Oaks]. 

Scott: If we are going to do recycling, we must make it easier. I don't see it happening 
without a push. I want to hear more about what systems we already have and want to hear 
input from others. 

Miele: Expected difficulty in discussions, but not necessarily on this issue. 
-. 

I 
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Randall: [read recycling resolution to be presented at MUCC annual conference in June, 
calling for mandatory state-wide recycling] I expect this resolution to be adopted and pushed 
before the Legislature. 

Leszcz: I thought we should fill [the matrix] out and have Doug tally and present the data. 

Scott: In our plan can't we allow for inclusion of recycling? That way if the Legislature 
changes the laws, we can do it, and it won't conflict. 

Rilett: Over the past few years I've heard a lot of comments about recycling. The Board has 
tried to stir up interest. Public would like recycling, wish there were a county plan [for 
recycling], but don't really want to comply unless it is made mandatory. 

Harmon: I know where you're coming from. We pick up from 25,000 homes per week. 
Evart has very little participation, though the charge is mandatory and use is voluntary. 
Midland has excellent participation. Clare County is influenced strongly by the dollar factor. 
People don't want to pay more for recycling and there is a high seasonal population fluctuation. 
I filled out my matrix based on the experience of people already serviced. Don't think we'll 
see a grand diversion factor. 

Miele: It should be available and in the plan for the future. 

Bell: Alternatives A and B have only fine differences. 
A is the status quo - doesn't prevent the expansion of recycling and composting 
B means working harder at increasing diversion of wastes 

County could do information and education to promote recycling and composting 

Leszcz: Recycling on an individual basis is up at the facility. People come in and recycle. As 
far as curbside pickup, most say they can't afford it. But the costs are pretry similar. I can 
bring you figures fbr the last couple of years, though we now comingle plastics, glass and tin to 
send to the MRF. The figures show a steady increase. 

Miele: The more information in the plan the better. 

Leszcz: I don't know why we don't do like New York and mandate it. 

Randall: Rather have items included in the plan 

Hunt: Our most outstanding deficiency in the current plan is the failure of the database to be 
accurate. We need to bring it up to date so we can plan accurately. 

7 
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Rilett: I don't see recycling as a boom to being with. I think it's a mindset we have to grow 
into. In Grand Rapids, recycling is taught in the schools along with picking up highway litter. 
It needs to be taught from the beginning to become automatic - We will do it 

Leszcz: When I worked in Sanilac County, we had a once a month program in the elementary 
and middle schools on recycling When I came to Clare County, I tried to do the same thing 
and could only get into Amble School on career day. The program didn't continue It was 
aimed at fifth-sixth-seventh graders 

Scott: Could we write this into our Plan? 

Leszcz: Yes.. Could be in the Plan and WMX has the materials to be used in schools and in 
the community. 

Miele: Materials are out there, but currently recycling is a part of the social studies 
curriculum 

Leszcz: The Sanilac County program took place once a quarter, but efforts to talk to Ashcroft 
marrison Superintendent of Schools] have not been successful. 

Hunt: It is difficult for schools to promote what they don't practice. Farwell serves lunch on 
disposable dishes and puts out a tremendous quantity of trash every day. The only recycling 
program in the school is paper collected by Special Education students. 

Solid Waste Alternatives Matrix 

Discussion began on the matrix proposed by Bell to evaluate alternative waste management 
systems. His intention was that committee members complete this as an assignment prior to the 
meeting. However, most had not, choosing to wait for discussion among committee members 
to clarify meanings, values, etc 
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Hunt proposed to draw the matrix on the white board and rate the alternatives using Bell's 
descriptions, but only positive numbers. She drew the matrix, directed the discussion, and 
recorded the totals. Bell will process the raw scores and return the weighted responses to 
committee members for further discussion and prioritization. 

KEY: General Technoloev Health Effects 
4 = very positive readily available very beneficial 
3 = positive specialty markets beneficial impact 
2 = neutral developing markers no impact 
1 = negative prototypes minor risk 
0 = very negative research and development high risk 

stage 

first figure is for the period of 5 years, second is for the 10 year period 

Regional Solid Waste 
Management System 

20121 
715 

33/28 
1218 

11/10 

1218 
8/13 

Discussion produced a new scale. 9 of the 10 committee members voted, with the raw scores 
reflecting the sum of the votes - 4 voting 3 would yield a raw score of' 12, 3 voting 2 would 
yield a raw score of 6, etc. The scores are then added to produce a total raw score for the 
group. A vote of 2 was assumed to be a "no impactn rating. 

Enhanced 
Recycling/Composting 

31/33 
16/28 
35/35 
16/16 

25/22 

18/17 

21i2 a 

Technology 
Economics 

Harmon: If an alternative is technologically feasible, shouldn't that be a 'no impactw? There 
would be no change if using a system that is already in place. 

Status Quo 

3513 1 
24/15 

Bell: In the last round of planning, technological feasibility had no meaning. The discussioa 
was on landfilling versus incineration, and the inclination should be that using a proven 
technology is more feasible than one unproved. 

Leszcz: The technology is here [for the status quo]. 

LandIAccess 
Energy Use & 

Production 
Environmental 

Impacts 
Health Effects 

Public 
Acceptance 

Scott: But is it a positive thing for our county as long as it's out there? 

36/36 
27/25 

11/13 

14/16 
201 17 

Hunt suggested revising the scale to add an additional value to the numbers. (see italicized 
values, above. These values were used for technological feasibility) 

- 
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Hannon questioned the definition of a regional solid waste management facility. For common 
discussion purposes, Hunt proposed a Scounty solid waste system with Clare County in the 
center, a common base for disposal and processing. 

Energv Conservation and Production: Production of energy from the disposal system as a 
criteria for rating. 

Noting that it was 8 pm, Rilea moved to continue the meeting until the current task was 
completed, supported by Scott. Motion carried. 

Enhanced Recvcling and Com~osting alternative was agreed to be a landfill with the expansion 
of recycling and composting availability and usage. 

Health Imvacts: Criteria was whether the alternative improved or mitigated potential or actual 
public health hazards. The value scale was further refined to add the values in bold for this 
rating. 

Randall reviewed the response to his letter. He stated that the mood is hostile. 
#4 - a gas monitoring system is used to detect landfill gases 
#5 - groundwater monitoring audits of disposal areas 
Randall stated the questions were answered, then denied. He stated that he differs with 

the respondent on the impact of the increase in yardage to local communities because of the 
transportation routes that are available. 

Last item - questions the response that with 55 counties included in the landfill 
operational area the total yardage would be unlikely to exceed 3,000 cubic yards per day. 

Leszcz moved to adjourn at 8:20 pm., Motion carried. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Hunt, Secretary 

Attachments: 

1 Correspondence - George Randall to Waste Management, dated May 12, 1998 
2. Correspondence - William McDonough, Waste Management, to George RandalI, dated 

May 21, 1998 
3. Correspondence - Don Emerson, WellTech, to Committee members, dated May 14, 1998 
4. Correspondence - Marion Miele, CCSWPC Chair, to Don Emerson, WellTech, dated May 

15, 1998 
5. Memo - Doug Bell, CCSWPC Consultant, to Planning Committee Members dated May 21, 

1998, with 5 pages of attachments 

- 
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Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
June 25. 1998 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Marion Miele at  6 pm. 

Members present: Brian Graves, Robert Hale. Ann Hunt. Richard Leszcz. Marion Miehle, 
- 

George Randall, Shirley Rilett. Donna Scott. and Dave Stamper. 
- 

Absent: Sue Fortune, Larry Gross. Merle Hannon, Richard Heinz, and Gail White. 
Also present: Tim Wolverton, County Administrator. Doug Bell, CCSWPC Consultant. 
County Commissioner Bert Kortes: Redding Township residents William Underhill. Patricia 
Schrom. Kim Krchmar, Twsp Supenisor Tom Krchmar. Chester Kelley. and Pat Kelley: and 
WellTech general manager Tony Barber. 

Rilett moved to approve the minutes of the May 28 meeting. supported by Scott. Motion 
carried. 

WellTech Pro~osal, Don Emerson, Geologist 

Mr. Emerson returned to discuss the proposed siting and construction of a facility to 
process oil and gas production wastes by m n g  them with cement kiln dust (CKD) to create 
a solidified waste that could be disposed of in the Northern Oaks facility. Emerson first 
requested questions, expressing surprise that no committee member had contacted him 
directly with questions. Randall responded that since the CCSWPC had voted to defer 
consideration. many may have waited to study the proposal. 

Rilett questioned Emerson regarding the company's relationship with Redding Township. 
She stated that it was her understanding the he had been to Redding Township a couple of 

I 
* ---* 

time and had told township residents that if they didn't want the facility it wouldn't be 
pursued there. She stated that she felt the CCSWPC was being used iike a pawn in a game 
between Clare County and Redding Township. 

Emerson responded that he did not make such a statement. When pressed hrther by Miele 
who was present at  the meeting and quoted Emerson's statement to the Township, he stated 
that this was his personal opinion, not the company's view. He further stated that the state 
law required amendment of the plan [to site the waste processing facility]. When asked by 
Rilett about the Township's position on the issue. Tony Barber. WellTech general manager 
who was present in the audience. stated that the company wanted local support, but would 
follow the protocol of the powers that be. 

Emerson went on to desc-i.be_the facWy,as,well designed-to handle the activity. with-arr- - - --- 
capable electric system, secondary containment consisting of a 60 mil HDPE liner (landfill 
standard), and a monitoring system built in to check the integrity of the concrete floor. The 
building will be well ventilated with a 5.000 CFM blower. He distributed copies of a DEQ 
letter signed by Jim Sygo. Chief. Waste Management Division. approving the construction of 
a similar facility in Kalkaska County. 

Randall asked him what kinds of gasses were going to be exhausted. Emerson responded 
water vapor. not gasses, would be exhausted. Vapor would obscure vision. Heat would also 
be exhausted. 

Scott asked him about the h a t  disposal destination of the product. Emerson stated that the 
solidified product would be disposed of in the Northern Oaks landfill. He stated the Wing 

i muds, sludges. and frac sands cannot be disposed of in a sanitary landfill. By solidifllng 
them, they could be so disposed. Rilett confhndd that the landfill cannot accept sludges, 
that they must be made inert. However she noted that this waste will quickly fill up  the 
landfill. 



Hunt questioned the source of the CKD. noting that the LaFarge cement kiln in Alpena 
routinely burns hazardous waste as a fuel and that this 'recycling" of hazardous waste is F==- 
exempt from RCRA under the Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIF) criteria. As such, the i 

CKD is contaminated by lead and other toxic materials and has contaminated a large area of 
the city of Alpena with toxic ash. Emerson responded that the CKD would come from 
Medusa Cement Ln Charlevoix. When asked if Medusa bums tordc/hazardous waste as  fuel. 
Emerson responded that no CKD would come from Alpena. When pressed, he stated that 
he did not know what Medusa used for fuel. but that CKD is exempt under the Part 115 
revisions. Hunt noted that the proposal did not address the source. transport, or toxicity of 
CKD. only the oilfield waste portion of the mixture. She further noted that the exhaust fans 
could easily emit the CKD into the neighborhood. 

Randall asked about testing for hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in the wastes. Emerson responded 
that you can smell H2S, and that the company had other options to handle H2S wastes. 

Miele asked if WeIlTech had gone to Redding Township since April. Emerson responded that 
they had not. She asked what is the company's base of support in the community. He 
responded that 20 people in the township [those present a t  the meeting] do not represent 
the township opinion. Miele further noted that the Redding Township board had made a 
decision and that no one appeared to be upset with the board for turning down the 
proposal. She stated that she believes in supporting the decision of the local community 
and not forcing a decision down their throats. 

Randall again addressed the issue of H2S-contaminated wastes. citing that his concern 
comes from the fact that a gas company drilled wells in the center of Manistee that had high 
levels of H2S in the gas, causing periodic evacuations of the area. Emerson stated that the 
company would not accept H2S wastes and will monitor materials. He stated that knowing 
the geology of the area. the company can predict that certain wastes will or not be 
contaminated, that they are consistent. i; L 

Rilett followed up on Emerson's statement about the base of support. stating that minimizing 
the status of a township board is belittling on his part. People go to the polls and vote for 
them to represent them. The township board is charged with making the best decision for 
their area. 

Miele asked if WellTech had approached other townships. Emerson responded that the 
company's primary reason for selecting the site (Miller SWD) was an  existing presence there. 
There is a currently operating brine disposal well for disposing of the free liquids off the 
sludges. the landau is close. and it's on a Class A road. The location is ideal from an-, --,- - -.,,- 
oper*ations standpoini;...,Randall'riaEa-UiaC iiie IdcatlZ>KIia-*iriile-ziiia a half from Temple. 

Emerson said that the operation was designed to minimize the impact on the surrounding 
area. Miele asked him to describe the service area. Emerson responded that it would be 
adjacent counties. about 20 to 50 miles. Bell noted that the import/export provisions under 
Part 115 would still apply [to the facility]. 

Scott questioned the distance to the nearest residence. Emerson responded that the closest 
was across M-61. Pat Kelley from the audience noted that she lives 0.1 mile kom the tanks 
and smells them all the time. Scott continued that if such a facility were to be built, it 
needed to be completely far away from people. since odors carry. Vapors travel faster and 
f'arther. and local residents need to know what is corning out of the facility. 

Stamper noted that according to the proposal submitted to the CCSWPC, if we were to let 
you do this, you could haul this in from anywhere in Michigan. Because the waste would bc 
processed in Clare County. it could be legally put into our landfill. Emerson responded that 

d 
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wastes would primarily come from central counties due to economic feasibility. Stamper 
/- further questioned if WellTech would try other properties owned in Hamilton Township. 

I Miele directed the question to Tony Barber. general manager. adding 'Do you know of any 
approaches to other townships?" Barber responded that the company already owns this . 
site. and that from a business standpoint this was the best one. 

Emerson wrapped up the presentation. noting that we all drive automobiles and that the 
only way they get down the road is with oil and gas. .With gas production and development 
comes wastes. WellTech is trying to provide a service to its clients and deal with the waste 
stream in a responsible manner. DEQ has already approved a similar site. The process 
needs to go through. a t  the very least deserves consideration of the request. 

Scott stated that she doesn't seem to know where the company will bring the waste from. 
Emerson responded that wastes will come from local counties. She further expressed 
concern about the local residents. Emerson responded that 1.75 miles to the south there is 
a residential area. WellTech took those concerns into consideration, moving the processing 
facility to the western end of the property to isolate it. This area has the same residential 
density as the Kalkaska County site. A public comment meeting there addressed local 
concerns. 

Work Plan 

Bell reported on the results of the May meeting exercise. He noted that the preferred option 
for a five year period was the status quo. for a ten year period would be enhanced recycling 
and composting along with a landfril. He was trying to get an  indication of the committee's 
preference for developing afianagement plan. He asked if this is where the numbers came 
out. does this reflect the *)of the committee for the five and ten year periods? The - response was affirmative. 

I 
\- -"* 

It was noted that by the work plan. we should have completed the plan arld approved the 
Executive Summary. Bell confumed that the original plan was ambitious, and that the 
CCS'IVPC is on track or ahead of' most counties. Indeed, some have not yet convened their 
committees! 

Scott asked if he had gone through the existing plan and find areas to change or leave as  is. 
Bell responded that there are concepts in the existing plan that may well be carried into the 
new plan, and that is a good place to start. There may be new items that are now required 
but that had not been addressed. 

Miele asked about progress on the database update. Bell responded that the waste i"-ug'y - 
had-provided earlier esZite5. ,-  He-wasgoiiig"WougTi m-em and comparing waste estimates . 
with population calculations. The real numbers we have are quantities of waste being 
landfilled for Clare County. The other numbers are estimates based on population factors. 
Poputation figures have been updated. 96 estimates are broken down by local unit of 
government. Miele asked him when we start writing the plan. Bell responded that following 
the matrix exercise, he can start plugging in the numbers. 

Public Comment Period; 

Bill Underhill. Redding Township - I drive by the wells and about gag. I know what they 
plan will be a problem. Redding has become a dumping spot -- tires. and now this. I am 
bitterly opposed. , .. 

3.: .  
3 " 

, _ . . a  - - 
(- Pat Kelley. Redding Township - I live one tenth 6t a mile f?Gm the facility. I woke up in the 

night with headaches &om the terrible smell. I don't want it. People are moving up full time 
in August that live closer. and they don't want it either. 
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Chester Kelley. Redding Townshi - We retired here fiom California, and are well aware of 
what dump stations can do. Th Uuted the whole water table from Riverside to Chino. 0 - 

F--- 

and we needed an aqueduct to s pply water. I've seen industrial waste tank trucks going t 

in. There is more than brine water being disposed of here, we can put up with brine water 
but not industrial waste. There is a sour gas smell; it is heavy, there is no air to move it. 
I'm concerned about the people living there. 1 hate to see everythmg going down that pipe -- 
pressure and percolation wlll force it back up into the water table. I don't believe the area is 
zoned industrial. Leszcz asked him what direction he lived from the facility. Kelley 
responded that he is west of the facility and that people moving up in August are even closer 
to the west of the facllity. It was stated that Redding Township is not zoned. Scott noted 
that with no cunent zoning. the facility would be grandfathered in when zoning is enacted. 
Kelley stated that they keep putting in more tanks, painting them green so they'll blend in, 
and sees more potential for accidents. 

The Kelleys submitted correspondence from Arthur and Rosemary Moulton. the neighbors 
moving up in August (attached) 

Tom Krchmar, Redding Township Supervisor - The people don't want this, no one has come 
forward to support it. We were always told the company needed our approval, but we found 
out now that they plan to go over our heads. The Kalkaska facility was described as  
operational. but it is not yet operating. I am skeptical about this. The counties they are 
hauling in from have not been set. We proposed a local committee and a contract to monitor 
the facllity. but they won't talk about that. They say the DEQ will monitor the operation, but 
our experience with the tire fire has taught us differently. 

Patricia Schrorn. Redding Township Deputy Clerk - I am concerned about the air. We have 
a premature baby in our family and how will this affect it. I am concerned about the water 
and how fast this will fill up the landfill. 

Miele asked if WellTech plans to approach Redding Township for a vote? Emerson 
responded that they never asked them for a vote since it's not required in the pennit 
process. 

Chester Kelley noted that the current facility is open 24 hours a day. seven days a week. 
with no one on site to monitor who drops what. 

Bert Kortes, Clare County commissioner -- WellTech fust came to the County Commission as 
we instructed them to go to Redding Township to get their blessing. At the MTA meetings. 
some folks thought it was a great idea -- as  long as  it's located elsewhere. The problem is 
that It is ciifficult to frnd a place -- the peopre aon't want it. It is pontical suicide to go along 
with it. 
Every township should address zoning -- there are other proposals lurking in the wings. 
Kortes talked about HB 5284, which addresses the intercounty flow of solid waste. He 
supports addressing solid waste problems on the county level. and that Solid Waste 
Planning Committees should be addressing the issues within each county. 

MieIe stepped aside as chafr to address the CCSWPC in a public capacity. She stated that 
she has noticed trends lately. that any corporation feels they can go around the CCSWPC to 
the County Board of Commissioners for assistance. The system doesn't work that way. 
Proposals only go to the board after the plan is written, and companies should follow the 
protocol. 

Pat Kelley asked who is monitoring the wells and who to contact. Response -- DEQ. 
Saginaw Bay district omce. 
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Hunt addressed concerns about the proposal including the fact that groundwater monitoring - 
/ 

I 
is not a protection but rather an  indicator that the system has been breached, the disposal 
of other liquid wastes in a brine disposal well. concerns about background testing. existing 
contamination from the Bowling operation that preceded WellTech (Mid Michigan Trucking. 
closed by DNR criminal enforcement action). CKD source and toficity. She concluded that 
she could not in any manner support this proposal. 

Public comment was closed a t  7:20 pm. Graves left the meeting at that time. 

Bell provided information on the next steps and that in preparation for the next meeting. we - 

should all review section three of the planning guidelines - solid waste management systems. 
and pages 22-42 of the guidance document. He will start drafting the management systems 
portion of the plan. 

Siting Criteria: 

Bell stated that this is a review process and example of a local siting process. There is no 
siting process in the current plan, since the location was specifically authorized. and that 
can continue. A siting process is only required when capacity falls to less than 5 years' 
capacity. The county has the discretion to name prohibited facilities. If not specifically 
prohibited, facilities can be sited. If there is more than ten years' capacity. thts is optional. 
The primary criteria is established by law. the secondary criteria is part of a technical 
review process. The review would have to determine whether a proposed facility is 
consistent with the Plan (i.e.. WellTech wants to be specifically listed). This process could 
be used with multiple sites under consideration. as  a comparison factor. He recommended 
reviewing the DEQ siting guide on pages 27 and 28 and 33. This proposal was distributed 

/ -- as  an example. 
\ 
\a - . Randall stated that he differed on whether this should be optional. He was remtnded of the 

animosity when Northern Oaks was sited -- petitions and ballots were part of the 
controversy, two commissioners were recalled. etc. He sees no reason to have a repeat. By 
the time we finish with our job. we should be able to set up siting procedure. We would be 
delinquent in our duty if we don't come up with a siting procedure. Bell responded that 
most counties don't have a criteria. Could be a statement of arrogance that they plan to 
continue to send their trash elsewhere. 

Randall then questioned some of the criteria. stating that these were inadequate protections. 
Noting that they were DEQ minimum criteria. Bell stated that the county could strengthen 
those provisions and increase isolation distances as long as  they did not preclude siting. 

__.__ _ _ _ ^  _--_ ---.-- -, - -  -.--- - -- -- _ -  .---- -._ 
Scott asked if we can disallow siting in a wetland? Bell responded that if we don't stipulate 
that. it can be sited. Without stronger county criteria. standards default to state minimums. 
Stamper stated that we should tighten the standards and that they should be guidelines for 
the future. 

Hunt agreed that it is important to include siting criteria. Who knows when the plan would 
be rewritten? However. we should not fmd "acceptable" a barely adequate ranking. She 
further stated that she would support the concept of negotiation with the local community 
(residents) as a mandatory part of the siting process. 

Scott asked about the capacity of Northern Oaks. Leszcz responded that current capacity is 
42 years. Randall asked about the noise level. Leszcz responded that testing is done at  the 
four comers of the WMX property and that levels fall considerably below EPA requirements. 
Testing is done on an annual basis. Backup alarms have to be audible. but trees. berms 
and the buffer zone help mitigate operational noise. Scott asked that landflll operation 
reports provided to the County routinely be forwarded to the CCSWPC. 





Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
July 23, 1998 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Marion Miele at 6:06 pm. 

Members present: Larry Gross, Robert Hale. Merle Harmon. Richard Heintz (at 6:30), Ann 
Hunt. Richard Lesza, Marion Miele, George Randall, Shirley Rtlett (at 6:08). Donna Scott. 
Dave Stamper, and Gail White. 
Absent: Sue Fortune and Brian Graves. 
Also present: Tim Wolverton, County Administrator. and Doug Bell, CCSWPC Consultant 

Others present: Julie Severn, Clare Sentinel. County Commissioner Bert Kortes. and Bill 
McDonough. Waste Management . . -. - -- -. -- .  -.- --- - -  - . - . -  - 

Randall moved to approve the minutes of the June 25 meeting as corrected, supported by 
Scott. Motion carried. 

Randall asked for a moment of personal pfivilege to complement the minutes provided by 
the Secretary. 

The Secretary noted the following correspondence. (Those starred were distributed at the 
meeting. The rest were distributed with the meeting packet.) 

7/ 1 /98 letter from E h b e t h  Browne. Shiawassee District Supervisor, DEQ, to Ric R 
Crawford, Venfce Park Recycling and Disposal Facility, alleging potential violations of Part 
115, PA 451 

Edward Haapala, Saginaw Bay District Supe sor, DEQ, to 
Oaks Recyceg andtgfsposal Fa~5Uty~.$~in~ p~f=ntlz$l'~ a : 

1'5, PA 45 1 . : , - L ; J ~ -  iLy- ! ,,, , * ,  

6/22/9$~m+$$,*igo~d Waste ~anA~'m&t;~dbrdi&tor..  0t!&ki County 
Environmental Heal;th,;regarding intercounty solid h t e  agreem&ts ' 

6/22/98 letter ,ikorn1Arthur and Rosemary ~ou l ton ,  Hanison, re&rciirig WeUTech 
proposal (read d d g  6/25/98 meeting) ti ... . 
6/26/98 letter from b n y  Sullivan, Planning ~i.&ctor. Charlwoii county; regarding 
intercountjl agreements - - - -- - 
6/30/98 memo from Helen Lau&k. ~ G t i o t  ~ o u n l y - ~ o h d  waste Planning committee. 
regarding reciprocal apeements 
Notice of public hearing 8/  18/98 regarding the Drinktng Water Revolving Fund 

Notice and minutes of 
\ 

Absence~ 

There has been spotty attendance by sweral members.' The Chair requested 
recommendations for an attendance policy. 

Randall sugg&ted th& communication be in the form 6f k l&er to tobent members. . . !;:,?$< ,. ........... ,-, .. ' ............... - . .  . . a 7 .  
. , 

Wolv&6* sugg-&ted we& d&&-&~:m&ting, wtea.but,*f gY ;&,iiVe 
- .  

,; .,, .... j {;$+;q:$: :; ,: . .  ,; .:"*$;... ."A+, ..: , .. A ,-- : . . . . . .  shw we !m:S$$. *6htfily. ,:j'. ....... -,! y, < --, , ., . -, 7. . . a ,  . . . . . . . . .  . .  4 ,  ,:; .! 
. ., . . .  . . . : . . - lk- j< ,;., ,< .. .... . . <: ..# ..-,,.:.! .9 . . .  : :+ " : ,  . ,  - :  . . ............ .' :. ? '  . . . . .  .::&$.:??!; .,: & ,, . .--..,t-.::y < 

. i aAoh! i ta te~  , . , ; i i j T : ; . ,  that ? . :  gny p ~ l i @ ~ d o ~ i e d  . . should be in &ec't from .:r. .&is' , 'ybint .. fonimd. . ;;,- ...  ., . , . . . . .  . , .. ,. : 4 .... -' . - 
d' 



Hunt stated that those absent frequently should be asked if they intend to continue to 
- 

participate in the work of the Committee. i-. 
I 

Stamper moved that any member that misses his/her second unexcused meeting be nowled 
by letter with a copy to the Board of Commissioners. At the third meeting missed. the Chair 
would request that person be replaced by the Board. Said policy is to go into effect with its 
adoption and not be retroactive. Supported by Hunt. Motion carried. 

-. 
I 

Bell reviewed the material he had sent to Committee members prior to the meeting. He 
noted that of the current and future counties authorized for export. none have licensed solid 
waste disposal facilities. There is no need for an  export agreement a t  this time since we 
have a licensed facility within the county. but we may chose to establish contingency 
agreements. Of all the counties currently listed, only Bay has a licensed facility. None are 
licensed or proposed in the other counties. 

He reminded the Committee that types of new facilities not specifically prohibited in the Plan 
Update are considered approved for siting. according to the DEQ. 

Scott -- Would a processing plant be like [the proposed WellTech facility]? 

Bell -- Yes. and another would be a contaminated soil burner. (A discussion followed on the 
technology of burning contaminated soils by heating them to a temperature that would 
destroy hydrocarbon contaminants.) . . I C  : .  . . 
Hunt asked if there had been discussion k i th  the Cgmmittee of items 5 through 10. since 
she did not recall decisions or recommendations being made on these issues. 

i 
Bell responded that we did talk about collection and transportation, making a list of haulers i 

and their areas. The rest we didn't talk about in great detail. Volume reduction is a 
processing step. Waste reduction hasn't been discussed. In the final plan we may want to 
go into more detail, encouraging business and consumers to reduce waste generation. 

Hunt noted that she remembered the goals heading in a different direction. 

Northern Oaks has been importing wastes from other counties. Bill McDonough. Waste 
Management. was a t  the Clare County Commtssion meeting Monday (7/20) to address issues 
relativetrthe . d e g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E W G ~ ~ ~ ' i ~ o E e  tZ--- 
meeting to address both the DEQ notices of potential vfolatfons and the WMX requests for 
increased intercounty agreements. 



i- 
Bell said that the concept of reciprocity developed during the mtial planning cycle. and was 
not a part of Act 641. Whether we want to continue to use agreements is optional. including I special conditions and limitations. 

Leszcz further elaborated that counties don't have to have agreements; they just have to be 
listed in one mothers' plans. 

Randall quoted the Gratiot County inquiry stating that they want 100% import/export 
agreement, which could be up to 120.000 per year. Do we want to sign a n  agreement 
for up to 120,000 

Miele said that we what other counties are doing. Everyone wants to ask. and 
they all deserve consideration. 

McDonough proposed to do a presentation to the Committee based on a waste generation 
and flow designed without considering the current contracts with Northern Oaks. His 
detailed presentation involving a map of Michigan. identified solid waste facilities. and logical 
service areas will be duplicated by Miele and provided to Committee members. [Secretary's 
note of thanks so she doesn't have to reproduce her sketches!] 

He noted that the Committee may be able to work out contingency agreements with Wexford 
County and City of Midland. but those are both public facilities with W t e d  semice areas. 
Also within the Northern Oaks service 'circle" are the Pierson landfill (private with about 4 
million yards capacity), and the Whitefeather landfill in Bay County which is currently a 
wMX facility but must be sold a s  part of the merger agreement. Whitefeather has a similar 
capacity to Northern Oaks. 

.-- Other potential backup facilities could be the Crawford County facility a t  Waters. It is easily 
( +- - accessible up US-27, but privately owned facilities may not accept wastes from other 

counties. Once you go north of M-46. and take out the western counties served by Allied 
Waste, WMX is the only +uler/landfUl operator of any size. 

Scott asked if' Northern Oaks were to close, would Waste Management be obligated to take 
our waste at  another WMX site? 

McDonough stated that is why WMX considers the Waters facllity to be a good choice. 
Crawford County has about a 25-county service area. 

Stamper asked about the &tus of A-1. McDonough responded that they operate a transfer 
station in Kalkaska, but there are now owned by WMX through the merger. -- -,- . . T---y..- ..-f-,----Q _ . , _ - . . - - _ _ - - _  _C-C. 

- .-q.-"-----Cc-C'-- 

Hunt asked Lf the law allowed for one-way agreements, i.e.. export, not import? What about 
export contingency o n l o  

McDonough responded that it would be legal. but they (wMX) want it to go both ways. 

B ~ U  noted that the Committee can put conditions dn the transfer of waste. 
' 1  

WMX is currently h a u h g  in Gladwin. Gratiot. Roscomrnon. Isabella. Mecosta. Osceola. 
Ogemaw and Bay counties in the proposed service 4. - New counties in the cfrde are ': . 
Iosco. Arenac. Lake;.~&va~go b d  Wexford counties. Midland. Missaukee and ~ah is tee 'd?  
not have currently o p e w g  recipiocal agreements. %gee is a transfer. station in ~pnf* 
County and one in ~ e o t  ~%ih ty  that was recently closed but will be opened a i d  that ,. .: 
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agreements: Bay is a conmgent only. The Bay County agreement is only signed by Clare - 

County, not by Bay and could therefore be a violation. i- 
Miele noted that the CLARE [Citizens for Logical Alternatives and a Responsible 
Environment] suit to estabbh the service area for Northern Oaks identifled the Bay County 
letter as not an intercounty agreement but as  a statement of intent. The letter appears to be 
with Traxler/B & K Appraisal, not Bay County itself. 

McDonough countered that the settlement agreement with Clare County agreed to accept 
wastes from Bay County. 

After a period of discussion between Miele and McDonough, it became apparent that one 
was addressing CLARE (the citizens* group) and the other Clare (the county) in the findings 
of the various legal decisions. The Chair further stated that, according to the legal fhdings, 
DEQ (then DNR). and agency representatives. the Plan (Solid Waste Management Plan) is the 
law. Contracts, interpretations, and agreements can be subjects of discussion. but the 
County Plan is the final authority over what is allowed to be done with solid waste within the 
county. 

Randall admitted cofision among various documents that have been provided to the 
Committee. One lists a group of counties with authorized reciprocal agreements, another 
states a different, but overlapping group. By comparing three sets of data provided to us, 
none is in full agreement! 

Harmon stated that we needed to focus on going forward instead of dwelling on the past. 

Miele agreed, but stated her intention to clarify the record. 

McDonough next a d d r k e d  the Venice Park letter, stafing that approximately one yard of 
waste from Clare County was included in a load the hauler had picked up. The yard was 

C 
asbestos removed in Clare County. He further noted that there is a general rule with the 
enforcement personnel that if a hauling route cross& county lines. no more than 1CPh of the 
waste in the truck at the time of disposal cdn be fkom a different county or the hauler will . - have to track the waste. . .. - .. 

* \ 

P e w  

There being no public comment, this portion of the meeting was closed at 7 pm. 

Miele noted that because it may take more than one meeting to discuss this issue, we 
should plan to schedule an additional session. 

Hunt suggested that we not try to do this in August. With vacations. scheduling would be 
self-defeating. , .  

Scott asked of the 13 counties listed in our plan, how v y  are actually reciprocal (having 
licensed facilities)? *.. .L.* ' _. I- . , - . .  . .  . 

,, .,.. - .-. , , . ... ' ., I .  I 
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/ Miele thanked McDonough for an excellent presentation. The visuals helped Committee 
I members to understand both what options currently exist and those for future 

consideratlori. She will use a digital camera to duplicate the map and distribute copies to 
Committee members. 

Bell noted that the handout he had distributed indicated current disposal volumes and 
captured limits from the current agreements and contract with the County of Clare. 

Wolverton noted that, Clare County is currently pursuing Empowerment Zone status. and 
that Miele has consented to serve as an environmental representatlve in the dwelopment of 
a ten-year strategic plan. Anyone wLlltng to volunteer to work on this project, please call Tim 
at  539-2510. 

Miele asked the Committee if, after learning what the possible service area could be and 
knowing we need to gather additional information on those counties. do we want to ask Bill 
McDonough to return? 

McDonough responded that he is willing to return. He is seeking amendment of the 
agreement with Clare County, but noted that a- new Michigan manager will be anlvlng soon. 
with no history in this state. (Bob Baress from the Pacfic Northwest) 

Miele responded that we need to work to an agreement that will make the parties happy. 

Hannon asked If she envisioned a decision/consensus a t  the next meetlng? 

Rflett responded that she doesn't know the answer. But she has thought about the problems 
of ten years ago. and the bottom line is that decisions were made behind the backs of the < people. 'I don't ever want to do that again. Each of u s  needs to think about who we 

- represent. The people of Clare County should be first and foremost." 

Mfele added that we will probably narrow the list, but may not reach agreement in one 
meeting. 

- .  - - .  
Wolverton asked if the public would be covered under the 90-day comrndt period? 

- * -  

Rllett responded that g & e d y  only means Township Boards would consider the Plan. not 
the 25.000 citlzens of the county. CCSWPC owes the public a lot of education as far as  
what we are working on -- m t  Is  the only way to learn what the public thtnks. When the 
plans go to the Townships, only 10-15% of those elected ofllcials will read them. 

. - .....I .--L.-.---- .. Wofvertorrsaid that a k r z f  ~ k ~ e ' i l S i i 5 C w F S X ~ a ' T o ~  me=% and go Over 
the proposed counties. 

Rilett responded that as a former township ofnclal during the last round, and having a 
Commission representatlve she still didn't know what was going on until 5 to 6 months down 
the road. 

Miele added that lait time the Plan and the contract didn't mesh. This time they need to 
agree. 
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McDonough responded that Waste Managemenfs intent was to remind the Board of 
Commissioners of the agreement. The letter was not intended as a threat. but as a 
reminder. They want to work out the numbers between 13 and 55 counties. 

Hunt suggested providing as  much information as possible to Committee members in 
advance of the next meeting to be most productive in considering the potential service area. 

Bell responded that .he will assemble as much as possible. Wolverton will duplicate and 
distribute it. 

Randall asked l minutes and meeting materials could be distributed at  least two weeks prior 
to the next meeting to give members time to prepare. 

Wolverton responded that he will try to get them out as soon as possible. 

There being no further business before the Committee. Harmon moved to adjourn at 8:05 
pm. Motion carried: 

Respectfully submitted. 

Ann Hunt, Secre- 
? 
I 



SOLID WASTE PLANNING MEETING 
August 27, 1998 

Meeting called to order by Chairperson, Marion Miele. Those 
present: George, Merle, Doug Bell, Richard, Larry, Marion, Donna 
and Shirley. Bill McDonough was also present. 

There being a lack of quorum, those present decided to informally 
discuss reciprocal agreements and other issues regarding the solid 
waste plan. Bill M. explained that he personally does not like 
deep well injection. He would rather solidify product and then 
dispose in landfill. An odor could be present. 

Richard is permitted by Type 11 landfill to do same as WG1-Tech 
but needs it approved in the current update of the solid waste 
plan which could be included in the plan. Richard would like the 
possibility of creating a similar program on the Northern Oakes 
site. Marion said that Tony Barber of Wal-Tech was going to 
contact Summerfield Township to see if they give approval for 
their siting in that township. Committee does not want Wa1-Tech 
included in the new plan unless summerfield agrees first. 

Some are in favor of limiting amount of garbage able to dispose in 
Northern Oak s .  f 
Waste Management is selling off Bay area landfill. 

Those present decided to hold a special meeting on September 10, 
1998 at 6:OOpm because of there being a lack of quorum to make 
decision this evening. Marion urged everyone to be present. Sue 
Fortune has missed several meetings. 

Recording minutes, 

Shirley Rilett 



Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
September 24, 1998 

The meeting was called to order by chairperson Marion Miele at 6:07 pm in Room A of the Claie 
County Building. 

Members in attendance: Sue Fortune, Larry Gross, Robert Hale (at 6:20), Merle Harmon, .4nn 
Hunt, Richard Leszcz, Marion Miele, George Randall, Shirley Rilen, Donna Scott, and Dave 
Stamper. Absent: Brian Grave, Richard Heinz, and GaiI White. 

Also present: Doug Bell, Consultant, Bert Kones, Chairman, Clare County Board of 
Commissioners, and Bill McDonough, Environmental Health & Safety, Waste Management 

The secretary read a letter from William McDonough, Michigan Region Environmental, Health 
and Safety Director, Waste Management, addressed to the committee (attached) 

Other items distributed included: article from the Saginaw News "Recycling pays, eases pressure 
on Midland landfill," September 13, 1998; and Rachel's Environment & Health Weekly #617, 
"Headlines: Landfills are Dangerous." 

Minutes 

Corrections to the July 23, 1998 minutes were offered by George Randall. Randall moved 
approval of'the corrected minutes, supported by Rilen. Motion carried.. 

Corrections to the August 27, 1998 work meeting minutes were offered by Miele. Scott moved 
,, approval of the corrected minutes, supported by Stamper.. Motion canied. 

Well Tech 

Well-Tech had been designated time to present updated infbrmation regarding their oil and gas 
waste solidification proposal, but no company representative was in attendance. 

Waste Management 

The remainder of the meeting was spent in continued discussion of the primary service area for 
the Northern Oaks facility, contingency counties, methods of adding counties, and caps on 
landfill rates. 

Rilen questioned the inclusion of Bay and Montcalm counties only by action of the Board of 
Commissioners (BoC) as proposed in the McDonough letter. 

McDonough responded that they may need to be included, but waste from these counties would 
only be received with additional approval from the BoC. 

,' 

t - 
Rilett - Can we do that without an amendment? 



McDonough - Yes, as long as it is stated in the Plan.. - 
Scott - Would we address Midland and Wexford counties the same way? 

McDonough - They would be contingency counties to receive waste from only if their landfills 
closed and no longer accepted waste. 

Randall noted that the proposed cut to 3500 cubic yardslday (as proposed in the McDonough 
letter) times 260 days of operation was 910,000 yardslyear. At present the landfill is receiving 
524,000 yardslyear, an increase of 386,000 yardslyear.. 

McDonough noted that this is a reduction from the Iimit, not the actual daily total. 

Randall said that this Board wouldn't look well at receiving an additional 400,000 yardslyear. 

Harmon - WMI is loolung for disposal capacity for counties we now service. 

McDonough - The 3500 yardsfday figure includes the proposed new counties without 
contingencies.. Most are in the plan now. 

New counties are: Alcona, Arenac, Iosco, and Lake. 

Randall noted the article he had circulated which noted the reduction of 498,748 cubic feettyear 
from the Midland landfill. 

Clare County has 25,000 residents 
City of Midland has 12,000 homes - roughly equivalent to Clare County 

McDonough - WMI is proposing to drop Bay, Manistee and Saginaw counties [in the current 
Plan update] 

Rilett - Counting the contingency counties, there are 12 new ones. 

McDonough - We have to look at the situation where if a landfill closes 

Scott - If contingent, and we accept. are we then obligated to continue accepting waste from 
these counties? 

Bell - The Committee can put conditions on contingency - time limits, temporary basis, 
amounts.. . 

Randall - According to the 5/21/98 letter from WMI, if' all 55 counties [listed in the Agreement 
between WMI and the BoC] were added, it would be unlikely Northern Oaks would receive 
3,000 yardslday; now we are talhng 3,500 instead of 3,000.. 

McDonough - WMI wanted flexibility for special waste jobs.. 

Miele noted that the cap is calculated on a rolling average 
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Harmon responded that there would be approximately 700 yardslday, but those numbers are 
already included in the 2500 yardslday calculation. 

Leszcz added that they listed the limit of 3,500 yardslday because a soil job could exceed 3,000 
yardsfday, wanting a cushion to do a job in a limited amount of time. 

Randall - Aren't you supposed to guarantee Clare County 20 years' capacity? 

McDonough responded 20 years fiom the time of opening. 

Miele confirmed that the Agreement stipulated 20 years' disposal capacity for Clare County 
waste. 

Randall asked if this was how the life of the landfill was calculated. 

McDonough responded that the life of Northern Oaks was expected to be 20 to 25 years.. 

Randall asked about expansion. 

McDonough responded only with the permission of the county. The300 foot set-back cuts into 
the 120 acres, and there are height limitations. But any change would take approval of the BoC. 

Miele - After reading the letter.. . if a county is named in the Plan, contingency or not, it's in the 
Plan. I am nervous about Crawford County - it has a big landfill with lots of agreements. I 
haven't given much thought to Saginaw I can see a contingency county, not four. There have to 
be more limits. It's hard to foresee four landfills going down at once! 

Harmon clarified the impact on Clare County of Crawford County's agreements. If their landfill 
closed, we'd only take Crawford County trash., 

McDonough - WMI's primary commitments are to Crawford and Clare counties. Those counties 
only, not intercounty agreements. As far as export, recommend we list all the counties because 
the goal is to make our waste go away. For import, Crawford is primary because it is closest, has 
best transportation routes. Saginaw is farther away (Birch Run); Charlevoix and Leelanau even 
farther. 

Rilett asked for an impact on Clare County if the Crawford landfill closed, what about overnight 
waste (the "24-Hour" Rule).. 

McDonough and Harmon claimed they had never heard of this rule, which was explained as an 
operating rule which allowed waste deposited in a transfer station that stays there for 24hours 
became the "property" of the county and therefore could be disposed of as that county's trash. 
McDonough stated that the county of origin remained the same. This initiated intense discussion 
with several committee members asserting that they had been told of this "rule" by DMUDEQ 
persons. Others claimed that it was not so. Finally recommendation was for the Secretary to 
contact Seth Phillips in the DEQ Solid Waste Unit to ask for written clarification. 

McDonough stated that as an operating procedure at a transfer station where waste comes in 
from multiple counties, the proportion is maintained ( K waste goes to one landfill, !4 to other 
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- 
Leszcz - The state is currently on a binge on Marathon and Total to clean up oil fields There ,- 

could be a real push, and WMI wanted to see a back up. WMI can operate under the average, but i, 

needs flexibility. 

Randall - At the last meeting the Committee discussed averaging, especially winterlsummer 
rates. Total unlikely to exceed figure. 

McDonough - WMI is still suggesting that we use the same rolling year calculation as in the 
Agreement with the county. Contingency counties, if added, would still have to be limited by 
volume. If the limit is 3,000 yardslday, and WMI takes in 2,500 yardsfday fiom the primary 
service area, it would be limited to accept only 500 yardsfday additional waste fiom special jobs. 

Stamper - How much is the landfill taking in now? 

Leszcz - 2700 to 2800 yardslday now. 

McDonough - Historically Northern Oaks started at about 1,500 yardsfday, but that has gone up 
with the merger and "special things" Rich has going on. 

Scott questioned the addition of Charlevoix County as an import contingency. 

Harmon - If Charlevoix closed, waste should go to Leelanau and vice versa, even 
CrawfordIOtsego. WMI has to look at transportation and other costs. 

Rilett - So if we are looking realistically and we probably will never receive waste fiom 
Charlevoix, why include it in the Plan? 

Harmon - To provide relief if needed. 

Rilett - I'm not comfortable with that in the Plan. 

McDonough responded to the question of why naming additional counties: There are volume 
limits in other areas, agreements for the future, and what if Northern Oaks were to be closed - 
might have to take wastes to more than one county . Charlevoix is not really that important. 
Crawford is important to WMI. It is the next closest landfill and most Northem Oaks waste 
could go there. Saginaw and Crawford are the most important to WMI for contingency. 

Scott questioned the capacity of the potential contingemy landfills, wanting to determine their 
capacity to take our waste. 

Leszcz and McDonough responded: 
Crawford - lot of capacity - 22 years projected landfill life 
Charlevoix - smaller - takes in 800 yardsfday - 2 years capacity, seeking expansion 
Saginaw - similar in size to Northern Oaks - about 18 years capacity 
Leelanau - tremendous capacity - similar volume to NO - 20 year landfill life 

Gross questioned the service area for Charlevoix County. McDonough responded that the 800 
yardsfday were about evenly split between Charlevoix and Emrnet counties 

7. 
Stamper asked how may yardsfday would come from the four additional proposed counties t 
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McDonough suggested that for insurance, list all the counties for export. Harmon and Leszcz 
echoed this sentiment stating that adding counties is a plus, a freebie. There are no 
disadvantages. 

Rilett reiterated that the issue is importing waste from four counties. 

McDonough stated that the only one WMI needs is Crawford, for logistical reasons. He also 
suggested Bay for export, noting that the Bay County landfill, while not owned by WMI, would 
also be a good choice for a contingency. 

Gross supported Crawford County as contingency, but only for waste generated in Crawford 
County. He expressed concern about the resolution of the question on the 24-Hour Rule. 

Hunt stated that she support the inclusion of Crawford County for contingency only and with 
strict stipulations as to time, amount, and other factors. She stated that the inclusion of Bay 
County under the same conditions would be a strategic decision, and could allow for some 
competitive advantage for the county. She expressed concern about just listing all the counties 
for export, stating that there was a moral obligation to not just spread our garbage everywhere 
without accepting waste on a reciprocal basis. She also said the waste from contingency counties 
must be generated in that county. 

Public Comment: 

Bert Kortes, Chairman, Clare County Board of Commissioners: Likes the stipulation to only 
waste generated within the county [for contingency], but wondered if Saginaw has a cap? 
McDonough responded that it has had no agreement in place with an established cap, but the 
Saginaw Plan limited the amount of waste up until about 4 years ago. Saginaw County had four 
landfills, but is now down to two. 
Kortes continued, would the excess be hauled in here? What about disposing everyone elses' in 
Saginaw, then bringing Saginaw County waste here? 
Scenario 2: Crawford has to shut down. What would we do with other counties' waste if our 
county's waste exceeded the cap because we had taken in contingency wastes and the total 
exceeded our rolling average cap? 
Harmon responded that they wouldn't let the company get into that situation, because of WMI's 
responsibility to its customers. Crawford will have to have contingencies, too. No county should 
have just one. 
McDonough added that there are additional choices in northeastern lower Michigan. 
Leszcz added that if our cap is 3,000 yarddday, and even though they need the space, we can 
only accept the difference. That is the purpose of naming all the counties to assure disposal. 
McDonough continued that Bert is pointing out scenarios where a landfill could close. If Alcona 
is added to our plan, and both Crawford and Montmorency?Otsego were closed, DEQ could use 
emergency authority to direct waste, although this would have to be done in writing and with a 
specified time limit. 
Rilett requested McDonough to comment on why we should list all the counties in the lower 
peninsula, and on the last line of the letter where he stated that WMI reserves the right to request 
other counties. 
McDonough responded that the company would have to request an amendment to the Plan to add 
more counties. 
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depending on agreements) although the waste itself may not be the exact waste generated from F 
I 

that county. 

An incident that occurred several years ago involving a WMI truck coming from Midland County 
that dumped on the floor of the Surrey Township Transfer Station was discussed and additional 
information added to the recollection of several committee members. 

Rilett - After all the stipulations we talk about are in the Plan, how hard will it be to regulate 
without a lawsuit? 

Bell - There is a reliance on the landfill operators only accepting waste from authorized counties 
They are required to report annually. As far as day-to-day monitoring and enforcement, some 
counties are more involved but the majority is self-policed. Clare County does not have a 
certified Health Department which could assume this task, leaving the DEQ as enforcer. 

Rilett - I thought the DEQ wanted to get out of enforcement of Solid Waste. Is there any kind of 
enforcement mechanism to guarantee to the county that those things are not going to happen? 

Bell - There is always a county/DEQ conflict over staffing and money If the county is more 
willing to be involved, that is certainly ok with the DEQ, but I don't see a lot of involvement in 
the enforcement area from the DEQ. 

Rilett - As a general rule counties expect that whoever they're doing business with they would 
want them to be fair and do their own policing. 

Randall - DEQ doesn't have much of an enforcement arm. They were using DNR conservation 
officers, and some may still be assigned to DEQ, but there is almost nothing.. . 

McDonough - It comes down to trusting industry to comply with agreements and plans. The last 
round of reports were compiete, even reporting their own violations (although usually small 
volume) Industry tried to comply with the language in the Plans requiring reporting where waste 
comes fiom - part of the current Agreement between WMI and BoC. 

Miele - For peace of mind, see ordinance as an enforcement tool. We should set parameters for 
contingency operation, export/import and primary service areas. 

Scott asked how many of the counties in the requested primary service area have landfills. 

McDonough - none 

Scott - In other words, we receive their waste, but there is no reciprocal. We don't have to worry 
about them if our landfill is closed? 

Bell - The county would not be obligated to take care of their waste 

Miele - I don't have a problem with the primary service area; I have a problem with the 
contingency counties as proposed. 

-- -- -- - - - 
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Harmon noted in response to discussion about volume caps that restrictions are already in place 
[through the Agreement]. Would caps be by county? 

Hunt responded that she felt the cap should be reiterated in the Plan, and that there would be an 
overall cap restricting total yardage. In addition, there could be provisions to stipulate conditions 
and define contingencies included in the Plan. 

Rilett commented that she felt that the Committee has talked about this issue quite a bit, and that 
we all know about what we want. WMI has worked very well with the Committee on the Solid 
Waste Plan. She suggested that she is very comfortable with the primary service area, but not 
with the contingency issue. 

Hunt suggested that we address the issue in separate steps: Primary service area, Cap, 
Contingency and restrictions. 

Motion by Harmon: 
The Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee agrees to accept as the primary service area, 
the following counties: Alcona, Arenac, Gladwin, Gratiot, Isabella. Lake, Mecosta, Missaukee, 
Ogemaw, Osceola, and Roscommon 
Supported by Scott. 

1 10- 

Rilett asked if WMI were totally secure in the proposed primary service area. 

Harmon responded that they were happy with it.. WMI representatives had felt that if they 
presented what was wanted and needed up front, that this would be seen as in the best interests of 
all. 

Stamper questioned WMI about a proposed solidification plant, and what impact that would have 
on the operation of the landfill if were operated in one of our primary service areas. 

Hunt responded that such wastes could be stipulated out if the Committee chose to. 

Rilett called the question as a roll call vote: 
Fortune - yes Heinz - absent 
Graves - absent Hunt - yes 
Gross - yes Leszcz - yes 
Hale - yes Miele - yes 
Harmon - yes Randall - yes 
Motion carried unanimously. 

Rilett - yes 
Scott - yes 
Stamper - yes 
White - absent 

Hunt then questioned Leszcz about the current disposal figures. 

Current cap is 4000 yardsfday McDonough proposal is for 3500 yardslday 
discussion of 3000 yardslday current disposal averaging 2800 yardslday 
A rolling year is a twelve month period that ends with today. 

Scott - Was WMI projecting the life of the landfill based on the cap? 

Randall responded that the current projection of 17.6 years is based on 16 million cubic yards.. 
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Gross indicated support for a limit of 3000 yarddday. I 

McDonough noted that the 4,000 yardslday figure comes from the Agreement between LVhlI anc 
the Clare County BoC. If the Agreement weren't amended with the new cap on waste, the 
county could be in default' of the Agreement. Consequently, WMI could continue to recelve 
waste, but the county would not receive compensation from WMI. 

Rilett was conbed  by the previous statement. She questioned WMI on what their managers 
would have to say in response to the proposed limitation. 

McDonough responded that if the cap were 3,000 yardslday, that would be acceptable But 
cautioned that this must be amended to the Agreement. 

Leszcz said that Northern Oaks would live with it, but it would be tight. He would be more 
comfortable with a cap between 3,000 and 3,500 yardslday. 

Harmon reported that he was in a meeting with the person who would sign an amendment, Bob 
Banis, and he stated that the limit proposed in the McDonough letter 'made sense.' 

Leszcz followed up stating that he had talked with his boss and that they would feel best with a 
few hundred yards' leeway. 

Randall reported on the result of his calculation, noting that the projected landfill life would be 
. - 

20.5 years. + 
i 
\'- - 

Scott proposed making a cap of 3,000 yarddday, with the exception of when hauling in 
contaminated soil. 

Rilett responded that she'd rather have a hard and fast number. 

Harmon agreed, stating that staying with a rolling cap provided a clean number to work with, 

Leszcz added that he's not asking for 3,500 yardslday, but that he needs a cushion. 

Stamper stated that he had no problem making a motion to cap yardage at 3,000 yarddday, but 
wanted assurance from WMI representatives that the county won't be sued. 

Leszcz assured him that he [Leszcz] would generate a letter to WMI to support the proposal 
during the writing/review process. The county and WMI would need to work on the necessary 
amendment to the Agreement. He further noted that the Agreement is with the Board of 
Commissioners, and that there needed to be a binding amendment to that document. WMI woulc 
formulate a letter of support to be attached to the Plan review documents. 

Bert Kortes was asked to comment. He stated that the Board will go with whatever the 
CCSWPC recommends. Most of the concern about 1andfiIl issues comes from Shirley, Bert and 
Carol Hole. The majority of the Board is waiting for direction to come from the Committee, 
although they would certainly want a legal review. 

Stamper reiterated his concern about legal repercussions of making the change. h- 
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Rilett made the motion: 
Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee establishes a 3,000 cubic yardday cap, based on 
a 5-year rolling average. 
Motion supported by Stamper. 

The question was called on a roll-call vote: 
Fortune - yes Heinz - absent 
Graves - absent Hunt - yes 
Gross - yes Leszcz - yes 
Hale - yes Miele - yes 
Harmon - yes Randall - yes 
Motion camed unanimously. 

Rilett - yes 
Scott - yes 
Stamper - yes 
White - absent 

The next issue to be addressed was naming counties approved for contingency. 

Leszcz made the motion: 
The Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee approves the inclusion of Bay and Crawford 
counties in the Solid Waste Plan for the export and import of solid waste on a contingency basis 
only, subject to the stipulations and criteria adopted by the Committee. 
Motion supported by Hunt. 

The question was called on a roll-call vote: 
Fortune - yes Heinz - absent 
Graves - absent Hunt - yes 
Gross - yes Leszcz - yes 
Hale - yes Miele - yes 
Harmon - yes Randall - yes 
Motion camed unanimously. 

Rilett - yes 
Scott - yes 
Stamper - yes 
White - absent 

Rilett asked if WMI weie year 2000 compliant? 

Harmon responded that the company was in the process of assessing its systems to get them 
millenium-ready. 

Rilett noted that Y2k compliance could become a contingency problem in tracking wastes. 

Harmon responded that this problem was addressed in the recent merger. USA Waste was 
further along in the process, being a smaller company. Mainframe computer will be ready; PCs 
are being assessed and updated. 

Stamper asked if WMI had any plans for solidification [of oil and gas wastes such as proposed by 
WellTech]. 

Leszcz responded that WMI would like the Committee to consider an option to do solidification 
at Northern Oaks. 

Stamper questioned if this material would still fall under the cap? 

Leszcz responded that it would have to.. 
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Randall made a motion to change the scheduled date of the next meeting to Wednesday, October 
21 due to conflicts of several Committee members. Hunt supported the motion. Motion camed 
by voice vote. 

Next items for discussion at 1012 1 meeting: 

Address the Bay/Montcalm intercounty question posed by the McDonough letter 
Conditions for contingency 
Mechanisms for adding other counties 
Solidification 

Discussion ensued addressing the solidification question, followed by a commitment by Leszcz 
and McDonough to bring a proposal before the Committee at the next meeting . Rilett restated 
her opposition to any proposal that doesn't first have township support. 

Other discussion revolved around the proposal by the Empowerment Project to have a feasibility 
study of a tire shredding facility to address the problems of abandoned/discarded tires and to 
hopefilly avoid future fires. 

Motion by Gross to adjourn at 8:20 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

IS/ Ann Hunt, Secretary 
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Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
Meeting of October 22,1998 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee was called to 
order by chairperson Marion Miele at  6:07 pm in the basement of the Clare County Building. 

Members in attendance: Robert Hale, Merle Harmon, Ann Hunt, Richard Leszcz, Marion 
Miele, George Randall, Shirley Rilett, Donna Scott, Dave Stamper, and new member 
representing the waste industry and replacing Gail White, Teresa Ziegler. 

Absent: S u e  Fortune (cofiTcting meeting), Brianeraves, Larry Gross and Richard Heinz. 

Minutes 

Rilett moved to approve the minutes of the September meeting, as corrected, supported by 
Scott. Motion carried. 

Corres~ondence 

Hunt read the email from Seth Phillips, DEQ, in response to the CCSWPC's question about 
the "24 Hour" Rule. (attachment 1) 

- 
Work Plan U ~ d a t e  - - 

Bellstated that with the resolution of the service area and conditions issues, we'll be in good 
shape as these are the main issues of contention central to the Plan. He is ready to begin 
drafting. 

Hunt questioned whether we wanted to revise our meeting schedule due to the holidays 
which conflict with our scheduled meetings in November and December. She suggested that 
we skip a meeting and combine the two for an early December meeting to give Bell time to - 
draft the Plan. 

Bell raised a question abaut the quantities of recydable materials to go from Northern 6aks 
to the Isabella County MRF. 

Scott moved that we shift the November meeting to 11/24, supported by Randall. Motion - 
carried. 

Riiett questioned theprocedure of reviewing the Plan. 
- 

Bell responded thaGhe Townships.receive the plan for a 90-day review period under the 
general public review, and again after the Board of Commissioners complete their review. 
Townships give final approval. When the plan is released for general public comment, the 
notice will be published and provided to municipalities along with a copy of the Plan with a 
request to keep-it available for the public. 

Scott asked whether the municipalities have 90 days to reject. 
- 

Bell responded that there is no time limit on approval, that the municipalities have to act one 
way or another. It has been proposed that there be a default or time limit for the review, but 
this change has not been adopted by the Legislature. 



Scott asked if there has to be a majority to accept. - 

Bell responded that 213s of the municipalities have to approve. (13 in Clare County) 

Intercountv Amrements 

Randall distributed attachment #2, on which he had marked the service area counties and 
the contingency counties. He questioned whether all counties have been approved for import 
and export of garbage. Discussion ensued because the counties in the primary service area 
do not have disposal facilities. Only contingency counties are for "import and export" of 
garbage Handout was corrected: Item 2 should read Addttiorzal gounties approved for M?MI 
by SWMP Committee on 9-24-98, contingency basts oltly under very restricted conditiolts 

Randall further questioned WMI representatives on the committee regarding the intake of 
waste. In 1997, waste averaged 1564 cubieyardslday. 1998 figures, based on 4th quarter 
estimates, appear to be 1800 cubic yardstday. 

- 

Randall asked - if WMI would intend to go up to that figure by the end of the year. 

- Leszcz responded that NO was doing a contaminated soil job when he provided the figures at  
the last meeting. Waste has dropped off now, but another job is coming up in November. 

Randall asked if he should have checked with the Board of Commissioners before accepting -- 
the contaminated soil job. 

Leszcz responded that he did not have to check with anyone as long as NO stayed under its 
cap of 4000 cubic yardslday . 

Randall further asked why, since the daily yardage increased from 1500 to 2800, wasn't the - Commission informed of this. - 
- 

Leszcz again responded that theyardage was under the cap. - 

Scott asked if 3000cubic yardstday is an a-greeabje figure, would that number have to be 
reflected in the Agreement? 

Leszcz noted that the cap is presently 4000 cubic yardstday. WMI representatives agreed to 
drop the cap to 3000 cubic yardstday with the approval of the Clare County Board of - 
Commissioners, but that he was concerned about exceeding the limits with special jobs. - -- 
Scott stated that she thought WMI would live with 3000 cubic yards/day,agree with the 
County, and then end the hassle. - 

- - 
Wele questioned Randall about the train of his reasoning. She asked about the quotes from 
the 9/22/98 minutes on pages 3 and 7, stating the current rate of 2800 cubic yardstday. Are 
you saying they aren't averaging 2800 cubic yardslday? 

- Randall responded that in 1998, the thud quarter figures were based on September 2300, 
August 1754, and July 1950. He asked if NO intended to reach the 2800 cubic yardsiday 
level byDecember. 

- 

Leszcz answered that NO had a special project during September.. If the question had been 
. what the daily average was from the first of January, h e  would have responded differently. 
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Rilett asked if that wasn't a bit misleading She stated further, "If I remember correctly, we 
were left with the knowledge over the year the rolling average was 2700 to 2800 cubic 
yardslday. m] did not explain the numbers as they did tonight." 

Leszcz stated that if he had been asked to provide a rolling average, he could have He was 
asked for the disposal rate &. 

Rilett asked how much the landfill is taking in. 

Leszcz responded that he couldn't answer - that. 
- 

Rilett pressed further, asking for an  approximate answer. 

Leszcz answered the current rate 1800 to 2000 cubic yardslday. 
- 
Randall added that the average daily rate was 2300 cubic yards in September. Calculating' 
this out, at  the present time the landfill is taking in 35,000 cubic yards more than in 1997, 
and projecting 43,000 cubic yardslyear. 

Scott noted that she got the average. She asked him [Leszcz] and he said he has special 
things coming in. 2700 versus 2800 cubic yards/day - I don't see what difference it makes, as 
long as the daily cap isn't exceeded. - - 
Stamper noted that the fluctuation can happen - ZOO0 cubic yards todG, 3000 cubic yards 
tomorrow. 

Miele stated that the question was not addressing the difference between the monthly 
average and the daily figures, again as long as the cap wasn't exceeded. 

Randall stated that he initiatgd the &scussion on 4000 cubic yardslday to show the difference 
between the monthly average and the daily input. He suggested using the time span of one 
year because of seasonal variations. 

-Leszcz_stated the NO has a 5-year rolling - average. - - 
Scott approved of accepting clean-up wastes as long as they didn't exceed the rolling average 
Limits. 

- 
- X ~ i e i e  reiteratexthat the cap is based on a rolling average - riot to exceed 3000 cubic 

- yardslday based on a 5-year rolling aerage. '  

Randall said that he wanted tcchXhge the contract limits from 260 days to 261 days of 
opepation. 

Hunt responded that the committee can't do anything about the contract. This is outside of 
the area we can change. The eap, according to contract, is calculated on a 5-year rolling 
average. 

Miele asked what the cantract states - on calculating royalties. 

Lesz~z responded that royalties are paid quarterly. 

Bell noted that there is a theoretical maximum of 260 days [of operation] for calculations. 
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Leszcz responded that WMI hoped to go to 6 days a week or 286 dayslyear, but now only 5. 

Scott commented that it wouldn't matter as long as it doesn't go over the cap. 

Randall elaborated that 3000 cubic yardsfday times 52 by adding the extra day; he suggests 
changing the cap to reflect the difference in the operating year. 

Miele responded that we [CCSWPC] figured the cap based on a 260 day year. 

- Randall continued: Additional 26 days adds 68,000 cubic yards; meaning 858,000 cubic 
yardsfyear. A 260-day year is 3300 cubic yardslday, and runs the life of the landfiU down to 
18.6 years (a 2-year decrease). He wants us to maintain a 20-yea? lifefcapacity. 

$cott asked how would it work if we put the cap a t  780,000 cubic yardslyear? - 
Stamper responded 286 dayslyear by 3000 cubic yardslday limit? 

Leszcz added that we m 4  agreed to go down to 3000, if we go into the agreement, 
everything else goes bye-bye. - 
Miele stated that the purpose of the discussion was to clarify questions and document the 
discussion in the minutes. 

Harmon added the discussed changes in the contract were agreed to by consensus at the last 
meeting, to change the cap, nothing else - not days of operations, averages or formulas. 

Randall stated that in his mind it was a yearly cap. 

* .: ; >* ... ? -'I"'- i , ,. 

publid i.pj:3 *?*.:+; c~mmentp,&i~di ;::;*,27,;:,:g!~,-;s+: ,&&I;. 7u,<:?., y t ~ - . + v , ~ . 4 : 2  .: ;:%; !. .. :, , ::-*: . - ,  -.*; ' ;;Y~;:-G< ..: $ :  :.,, .. . . .- . , * . . :% . .  ... - . ,.:? " . ", -, , . , , . : .~-u~; , ' .~! ." ," .  . :, -. , ,%. . - 7  ,.. , 
: 4 .  . "f.';, .*;i,,*+. ,.... .-- , .,,:$ , -:: ,, ; ::? ,: .. : ? ! \ *  ~ .:,,* - I *  , , ~ e h  K & ~ S  - TGJVRS&~~S don'fne'eiis- hiv&o rksiond td the Plan. ' 

t fl . '. -.. 
Bell interjected K they give neithek a y& no= a no, there h no zesponse. - 

1 

Kortes continued, by not approving, essentially they don't approve the Plan. I t  is important 
that the municipalities know we wantiexpect them to give us a vote. - - 
Smtt reaponxed that Last time we had a &d"time getting re6pollses b a q  Many diddt 
-return them, despite committee members-going tnmeetings to solicit responses. At that - 
time, they had 90 days to reject, *en an okay by default. - - 
~ i e l e  5uggeste; that a t  the next meebng, local munidpalitie4be divided up among members 
and that we attend meetings.. - 

, .;.. . 2: . - 
Kortes continued. ~ometimes y e  have &&ty deciding what words mean. We need B have 
an ave?age over a p i a d  of h e :  ~ ~ k z c r e a s e  of 1000 cubic yarddday, knowing that royalties 
will increase, will increase NO by 50%/day. Dealing with Hayes Township and Harrison, this 
translates into increased vehicular,traffic and impact on roads. The question is, how much 
more? - - 

;- ' 8 

Harmon stated that the transfer station in Tawas averages 3 to 4 loads a day, and 3 to 400 
yardslday qin be carried in one tru&. The rest of the increase will come off the freeway into 
the southern end of town. 
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Discussion returned to the captrolling average issue.. - . 
L 

Scott statedtthat the committee had never discussed the number of days duri~g  the 
&scussion of the cap. If this is a part of the contract, we have to accept 286 days or fight to 
change the contract. " - - - - -- 

- 
Kortes said that he would like to see a report on truck traffic (cbmmercial duposal), since the 
perception is that this wiIl impact the tourist trade. 1 

~eszb'respo&ded that he would put it on the list to gkne$te thereport^' 

Leszcz submitted the following comments on behaif of Bill McDonough, who'is no longer 
employed by WMI, regarding solidification: 

Waste Management requests that language be added to thl, solid-waste pZan which states that 
solid waste processing facilities are allowed by the plan and shall be diemed consistenrwith 
the solid waste plan if their IGation is approved by the Clare County Board of 
Comrnissioners. 

- 
Kortes, commenting 05 the 'sludge issue, said that he can understand 3000 cubic yards as 

- refu%e, sludge is a different matter. He hopes that this plan will exempt this kind of traffic, 
as it is much more dangerous per cubic yard. 

Stamper noted that this waste is already coming through our town.. biine water, h a y s  oil, 
and wastes acquired in trucks. 

Kortes stated that it cannot be brought into the landfill ifin liquid f o h .  - - - 
Stamper added that it cannot be accepted unless solidified. - 

I .. " . ,. ' ' 1 :  
- '  - .a ;  - \  -?  ; . . ,  * 

KO& &id ihat ede'i thoughdthe compositib< is &axig&dbY ad& %dbsi; thi skate sti l l  
has the 5-e h g e r  as in the liquid fmm; the solid would - , .- stil l  be dangSr6b$;i:!c;, -. ..*- . .; : . - < .  *' . 

Randall noted the prior correspondence has consistently stated 260 days, and he had read 
nothing to the contrary, so he used that number. - - 
Randall moved to set the cap a t  3000ubic yardslday, and 783,000 cubic yardslyear, based on 
a 261-day operating year, on a byear rolling average. Supprted by Hale. 

Scott asked if the motion were passed, are you bniiallftelling them m] they can't 
operate on Saturday? - 

Randall responded that they could if within the cap. 

Scott continued, if you want to spread business out over 6 days, doesn't this limit it? 

- Randall responded that it is not necessary to specify the number of days if you have an - - 
/ - - annual cap. 
i 
L. Stamper added that 286 days set by contract x 4000 cubic yardslday = 1,144,000 cubic 

yardslyear. George wants to lower the cap 200,000 yardslyear; Rick says that will put him 
out of business. 

, , 
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Scott asked if we are going to chop both the cap and days? Amend the contract? Shuley 
- 

asked where we were in court.. . . 

The calculation was amended that 26 fewer days at  3,000 - yardslday equals 78,000 cubic - 
y ardslyear cut. 

Randall amended the motion to remove 261 days and leave yearly cap of 783,000 cubzc 
yards/year. Amendment supported by Hale. 

- 
Harmon stated that he wanted-to go back to the statement made during the public comment 
period - WMI had presented their information up front, and now he feels we are regressing 
This proposal is not what we agreed to 

Rilett responded that when we discussed the issue of 3000 cubic yardslday, no one brought 
up the issue of the number of days This was not considered because it was not thought of. 

Harmon reiterated that the committee had agreed not to change the contract; but to change - 
the rolling average 

Ziegler stated that she agreed with Harmon, that the committee's digressing from what was 
- previously voted on would not benefit county royalties The county should look favorably on 
what we have done 

- 
Miele noted the continued conflict between the plan and the agreement; that these don't jibe. 
Those that are concerned about these issues will look to the County Plan which came frrst. 

Stamper stated that it was his understanding that the committee's previous action was 
voting on decreasing the contract agreement by 1000 cubic yardslday 
- 

- The question was called and the vote on the amendment was: 
-- 

Fortune absent Leszcz -no 
Graves absent 
Gross absent 
Hale Yes 
Harmon no 

Miele . no 
Randall Yes 
Rile t t  Yes 
Scott no 

Heinz 
- 

absent - Stamper no 
Hunt no Ziegler ~8 

Amendment failed. - - 

The question was called on the motionitself, and the vote was: - 

Fortune absent 
Graves absent 
Gross absent - 
Hale yes 
Harmon no - 
Heinz absent 
Hunt no 
Motion failed. 

Leszcz no 
Miele no 
Randall Yes 
Rile tt yes 
Scott no 
Stamper - no 

' Ziegler no 

Mechanism-for Considerina Addition of Bay and Montcalm Counties to Primarv Service 
Area: 
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Harmon stated that he was seeking preapproval of the committee to add counties if the 
Board of Commissioners approved adding them (without having to amend the plan).. 

Miele stated that she believed the law was set up to protect people, that  any amendments 
needed to gcrthrough the approval process. 

Scott asked if we wanted to give up this [authority] to the Board of Commissioners? She 
noted that in that case adding counties to the plan would not come back to the Committee 

Bell responded that she was correct. He is not sure whether that kind of process would be 
legally acceptable. He felt the Committee should either approve with conditions or not; that 

- .  
we shouldn't amend the plan without the amendment process being followed. 

Leszcz asked what if some of the counties we approved are not mentioned in other plans? 
Shouldn't we leave a mechanism open to replace a county? 

Rilett stated that she doesn't believe it is fair to the public to give the commissioners that 
much authority - even to replace a coynty. Most commissioners are not familiar with the 
plan. This would not be a good move 

Leszcz clarified that he did not mean the commissioners, he was just addressing the issue of 
replacing counties. - - 

Hunt commented that this would provide a sales opportunity for WMI. 

Harmon responded that the solicitation needed to come from the committee so it doesn't 
sound like a sales pitch from the hauler. 

Bell stated that a t  some point there needs to be a committee process to address other 
counties.. This contact should come from the committee -- designated-agency, committee 
chair or consultanTon behalf of the committee/county. This should happen before the Plan 
gets done so if a county declin-6s there would be time to solicit another one. 

Scott suggested that this should be done, t h s t h e  counties approved for the primary and 
contingent waste areas should be contacted, 

Rilett moved to leave the power of making the decision to add counties ta the Plan with tihe 
Solid Waste Planning Committee, supported by Stamper. A roll-call vote indicated all 
members present supporting themotion. Motion carried.. - 

Stamper asked if we were going to contact the counties. - - 
- - 

Scott moved to instruct the consultant to contact each of the counties in the primary service 
area and the contingency counties, a s  approved by the CCSWPC, to ascertain whether they 
are willing to include us in their plan.. Supported by Stamper. Roll c$ vote: 

Fortune absent 
Graves _absent 
Gross absent 
Hale Yes 
Harmon Yes 
Heinz absent 
Hunt Yes 

Leszcz Yes 
Miele no 
Randall yes - 
Rilett Yes 
Scott Yes 
Stamper Yes 
Ziegler Yes 
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Motion carried.. 

Harmon asked for a date by which the letters would be sent.. Bell responded by the end of , 

October. 

Stamper moved to extend the meeting until 8:30, supported by Randall.Toice vote, motion 
carried. 

- 
Contingencv Conditions - 

Harmon asked if the DEQ has a de-htion of contingency. 

Bell said that  he had posed that questionto Seth phillips, who stated it was up to us to 
define. Criteria could include: 

What constitutes contingency 
Clarification of time limit 
Intention of committee to stay within the volume cap (hmiting contingency to 
excess capacity. - 

Leszcz posed the scenario that another landfill were closed due to DEQ measures, only waste 
from two counties would be acceptable, how can this affect the cap? 

Miele stated that conditions could include the rolling average and an  emergencylshort-term 
basis - 

Leszcz responded that i t  could be for a period of three to four months. 
- 

Hunt noted that  counties should have more than one contingency. 

Miele commented that even if both contingent counties were closed, she'd not be in favor of 
lifting the cap. - 

- - 
Leszcz stated that if DEQ reads contingency in our plan, they have the power toforce us to 
take the-waste.. - -- 

Hunt responded that if the state is directing additional waste to Clare County, it should be 
with a state order. don't crack the cap., - 
Scott commented that if a county or company volunta%ly closes a fachty we shouldnot be 
committed to take their waste. She suppgrted rescinding the contingency if it is voluntar* 
closed. - 

- 
Randall asked if Crawford County were to close, would we be obligated to just take waste 
from Crawford or from all the counties that dispose in Crawford County? 

Leszcz answered only Crawford County waste. - 

Hunt moved that contingency be defined as  short+erm (no greater than six months), waste 
generated within the contingency county, that  total volume must stay within the volume cap, 
and that the contingency relationship end if the contingent county voluntarily closes its 
waste disposal facility. Supported by Scott. Roll call vote: 

Fortune absent 
Graves absent 

Leszcz Yes 
Miele yes 
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Gross absent Randall Yes 
Hale Yes Rilett yes - 
Harmon Yes Scott Yes 
Heinz absent Stamper Yes 
Hunt Yes Ziegler - Yes 
Motion carried. 

Scott asked questions to cl& the early discussion by asking why we would want a 
mechanism for adding counties. She suggested that WMI have a list prepared for back-up 
counties. 

Rilett stated that if the letters go out on time, we should kt every county's board meeting 

Bell stated that he would ask for responses prior to the next committee meeting. 
- 

Solidification 

Rilett stated that the last time we met, Richard Leszcz was to attend the Hayes Township 
- meeting. 

- 
Leszcz responded that  he did not attend the meeting; he was waiting for the engineers to 
come up with drawings. 

Discussion ensued of the language proposed by McDonough @age 5, paragraph 4) 

Miele stated that planning starts with the committee and that we have always been careful 
to heed the wishes of local government. I t  is important to her that industry go to the 
impacted local municipality first and gain their approval before they can be put in the Plan. 

Leszcz suggested that  Clare County be changed to Solid Waste Planiting Committee. If - 
WellTech came and we said no, it would be done with If we said yes, they would have to KO 
to the township. 

- 
Stamper moved that  for a solidification operation to be okayed, i t h a s  to first be approved by 
the affected township (local municipality], then the Clare County Solid Waste Planning - 

Committee, then to the Clare County Board of Commissioners for approval before siting. 
Supported by Rilett. 

Miele reiteratea that the most important part of the process is to send i t  outfor local 
township approval. - - 

Scott asked if she-was talking about before we completed the plan? - - 
Stamper responded that if they wanted to do this, they would have to follow this process. 

Scott if we put in the plan with these stipul%tions, are you okaying the process and then - 
approvarfor siting? 

Rilett stated that  she was not h favcr of putting the process in the plan a t  aU. - 
Leszcz said that  he heard the concerns and agree with both. He is in favor of it because we 
don't want it just any place in the county, but a t  the landfill. Such a plant should only be 
built in a secure facility. 
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Hunt responded that the motion doesn't address location. 

Miele stated that this short-steps the process. Such a plant should go through the 
amendment and approval process.. 

Rilett said that if Stamper changed the motion to require it to be in the Plan, she would - 
withdraw support for the motion.. 

Harmon wanted-to know if there were a solidif~cation unit at Northern Oaks, and if he lived 
within smile, would he smell this? Will the smell increase the level of smell a t  the corners of - 
the property 

Stamper responded true, but untrue If sour waste, you will smell it, but we don't want any 
sour waste 

Randall stated that he saw the motion as a procedure to be followed, and that any agencies 
could refuse. 

Harmon asked further if we eliminated sour gas, would he have increased odor? -- 

Stamper said that even though the gas wasn't sour, there would still bean  odor. 

Miele stated that if citizens came to the county board after all approval processes, what 
would be the impact on the rest of the - county? 

Scott said that it should be a part  of the plan, not a n  amendment. 
- 

Randall said that it should go out to all the townsbps for approval. 

Hunt suggested that we table this &scussion and pick i t  up a t  the next meeting. - 
Hale ..moved adjournment a t  8:40 pm.. 

Respectfully submitted, - 
/s/ Ann Hunt, SecrBary 

Please note new member: Teresa Ziegler 
2470 Kapplinger 
Farwell, MI 48622 - 
539-8493, ext. 3131 (work) 
539-8460 (fax) - - 
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Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
Meeting of November 24,1998 

The meeting was called to order at 6:05 pm in the basement of the Clare County Courthouse. 

Members in attendance: Brian Graves, Larry Gross, Merle Harmon, Ann Hunt, Richard Leszcz, 
Marion Miele, George Randall, Shirley Rilett, Teresa Ziegler. 
Members absent: Sue Fortune, Robert Hale, Richard Heintz, Donna Scott, and Dave Stamper 
Also present: Doug Bell, Consultant 

Leszcz moved adoption of the minutes of October 22.1998, supported by Rilett. 
Randall offered clarifications as follows: Page 3, % way down the page, statement by Miele, aIthough 
reported as stated, should have said, ". . . based on a yearly average over a 5-year period." Page 5, 
statement by Stamper, although reported as stated, should have correctly stated, "... 286 x 3,000 
equals 858,000 cubic yardslyear, or an increase of 284,000 cubic yardslyear." 
Minutes approved as presented. 

Corresvondence 
The secretary read the letter from Scott Brown to the DEQ and their response regarding the operation 
of brine disposal wells and the proposal to site a solidification facility in Redding Township 
(attachment 1). 

Intercounty Letters 

Bell distributed copies of the intercounty solicitation letter sent to Crawford County. Letters were sent 
to all counties in both the primary service area and the contingency counties. 

Leszcz questioned where the wording came from in the BayICrawford letter regarding the cap. 

Bell stated that this was defined at the last meeting. 

Leszcz questioned whether it was appropriate for us to tell them that we are reducing our volume cap 
prior to asking for reciprocal. 

Bell responded that these letters aren't asking for reciprocals, but if there is a volume limit imposed, 
they need to reflect that in their plans. 

Leszcz asked what if they put it in their plans and they are not compatible? He has received calls from 
three counties, and WMI is making contracts to haul waste. He questions why the statement was 
made. 

Bell responded that these are the conditions of authorization, according to the September 24 minutes, 
page 9. 

Leszcz added that he had gone to the DEQ plan update guidelines and did not find any requirement 
that would limit the import of waste. 

Bell responded that it is not reauired but the limit is part of the Plan. Limits can be daily, and 
conditions can be listed, etc. For example, Macomb County's Pine Tree Acres has annual limits for 
Sanilac and Tuscola counties. If quantities are limited, the letter needs to acknowledge this. 

Leszcz added that it points out the need for other counties to come up with other disposal sites. 



Miele asked whether the intercounty agreement that was used for the last update would be used again. 4- - 7 
i 

Bell responded that this question has cdme up in conversations with Missaukee and Osceola counties. 
They were saying it was not necessary to have separate written agreements if the conditions are 
specified in the plans, but are okay if added. 

Miele stated that the county could set the parameters, that the new intercounty agreement came out of 
the contention the last time around. We need to provide continuity, using the same agreement with all 
counties. 

Leszcz cited the problem being the restraints. The state mandates recycling and every county is doing 
it. 

Miele responded that in the intercounty agreements, the law supercedes everything, but if both sides 
W I  and CLARE] agreed, we should work from it. 

Bell added that it would be helpful to other counties and should be standardized and presented by 
Clare County. 

Leszcz responded that would be no problem. He asked if it would be the responsibility of Clare 
County Commission to obtain agreements. This was the procedure in the judgement order, with the 
assistance of WMI. 

Rilett noted that whatever the judgement says, it would not be a problem since administration of the 
plan is out of the hands of the Drain Commission. 

Miele wanted the intercounty agreement included in the Plan. 

Leszcz suggested that a group review and possibly streamline the agreement, to which Rilett 
responded that shauld be worked out with Tim [Wolverton] and Bert [Kortes]. 

Leszcz suggested Marion, Tim and himself. She [Miele] is very familiar with the agreement, and we 
need to do this. 

Rilett suggested that the County Board Chair should appoint the persons to be responsible. 

Harmon moved that the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee will require a consistent 
intercounty agreement to be signed by all counties in the primary and contingent service area. 
Supported by Rilett. 

Rilett asked, What is the timeline? 

Leszcz responded, "Yesterday." 

Harmon agreed that it is pretty urgent. 

Bell added that it is needed to follow up to some of the letters, stating that we will be requiring a 
separate written agreement. 

Leszcz said that the reciprocals should be going out with the Plan for review. He suggested that if 
Miele or anyone else wants to discuss this, he would be available to meet through the Northern Oaks 
office or at the county building; he wants to move the process along. 
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Miele suggested that we set up the committee from here. 

The motion was voted on by roll call vdte: 
Fortune absent Leszcz 
Graves Yes Miele 
Gross Yes Randall 
Hale absent Rilett 
Harmon Yes Scott 
Heinz absent Stamper 
Hunt Yes Ziegler 
Motion camed. 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
absent 
absent 
yes 

It was decided that the committee to work on the intercounty agreement would be Merle Harmon, Ann 
Hunt, Richard Leszcz, and Marion Miele. They will meet December 1,6 pm, at Pepperocini's. 

Hunt asked why Wexford and Montcalm counties were approached with leners. 

Bell responded that along with Bay and Crawford, these were listed as contingency counties. Bay and 
Crawford were contingency both ways; Wexford and Montcalm were contingency disposal only. 

Hunt stated that they were discussed, but the only reciprocals that were approved were Bay and 
Crawford. Harmon and Leszcz concurred in this statement. She stated further that the CCSWPC 
voted for Bay and Crawford counties, but only as reciprocals. The others were discussed as choices 
during the discussion with Bill McDonough. 

. .  
(- 

Harmon stated that Clare will be in Wexford County's plan as a contingency site. 
1 
\.- .- Leszcz questioned which way the contingency would flow. 

Harmon responded that if the Wexford County landfill shuts down, we will be their contingency 
disposal site. 

Miele responded further, stating they can say whatever they want, but if doesn't hold true if not 
specifically listed in both plans. 

Hunt suggested that we should clarify the situation, that these leners [Wexford and Montcalm] were 
sent in error and that we regret any misunderstanding.. . 
Bell responded that the lener onIy asks if they would accept waste on a contingency basis. If they 
have identified Clare in the Wexford plan, then we should let them know. 

Responses from the letters to date: 
Arenac - will be in Clare Plan as a primary service area 
Gladwin - will be in Clare Plan as a primary service area 
Ogemaw - will be in Clare Plan as a primary service area 
Roscomon - will be in Clare Plan as a primary service area 
Alcona - will not 
Gratiot has responded yes 
Iosco - no response 
Isabella - no response 
Lake - no response 
Missaukee - will identify Clare and ready to sign intercounty agreement 
Osceola has responded yes 
Mecosta, through the DEQ, which is writing their plan, has responded yes 
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Hunt noted that we have heard from Mason County, which is outside our service area. Will they be 
contacted? 

Bell said they could be. 

Randall asked who would be substituted for Alcona County. 

Harmon responded that WMI intends to lobby them. If they still decline, is it the committee's intent 
to identify an alternative? Don't know who that would be, but it doesn't make sense for Alcona not to 
identify Clare since it could have a negative impact. WMI supplies a11 transportation. 

Leszcz questioned whether the committee approved 12 and 1 or 13 and 1 (other counties + Clare). 

Hunt responded 12 and Clare. 

Leszcz stated that we never did discuss this issue. What if Alcona continues not to accept? 

Harmon responded that if he had to throw a dart, if Alcona were to say no, he would have to say 
Montcalm County. 

Miele said that she has faith Alcona will say yes. 

Harmon said that the county made the decision without representation from the company to explain 
the advantages, . 

Draft Plan 

Bell distributed the draft Plan prior to the meeting. He stated the appendix will provide additional 
supplemental information, as well as the Executive Summary which will be added later. The 
committee had reviewed a prior draft up to the ImportExport section. Pointing out the section on 
Resource Recovery, Bell said that he tried to describe to the best of his knowledge various programs 
active in the county. The Plan asks for informational and educational programs, which he left blank 
because the committee had not discussed this area yet. He asked if there were any active programs, 
who would be responsible for implementation, and whether MSU extension would be involved. 

Miele noted that all of these were mentioned in the Ordinance, but that yes, they should be a part of 
the Plan. 

Bell responded that some things take place now, like Leszcz going into the schools, various classes, 
etc.. He asked if this was offered on a community-wide basis. 

Gross noted that at one point there was discussion of a Solid Waste Coordinator doing some 
educational work. Jim Neff was being considered for that job.. 

Rilett responded that he was appointed at the last meeting. that Solid Waste education will be a 
seasonal project to be worked on outside the gypsy moth program.. He will take care of this after the 
gypsy moth responsibilities are taken care of. 

Bell added that a number of counties have some type of solid waste/recycling education coordinator 
outside of landfill operations. 

Rilen stated that she was unaware of any educational programs Leszcz was offering in the schools. 
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Leszcz responded that he participated in Career Days, Earth day, but not in the high schools. He 
concentrates on 5" and 6" graders. He ifescribes how landfills operated, what can be recycled, and 
urges students to take things out of the garbage and recycle them. 

Harmon added that the Isabella County h&F is a destination for a lot of school field trips. 

Rilett stated that the Grand Rapids public schools are teaching the concept of waste reduction at the 
preschool level. 

Leszcz added that the hardest thing is to get principals to come across with transportation to the 
facility. They don't want to take time for field trips. Amble is the only school that has visited the 
landfill. 

Public Comment - 7 Dm 
There being no comment, the meeting returned to the discussion at hand. 

Rilett identified the back of the cover page as containing erroneous information - asking why the 
designated planning agency is listed as the Department of Public Works and Charlie Pardue as the 
designated contact? 

Bell responded that it was listed because the DEQ has them listed that way on their list. 

Rilett suggested that the DEQ may not have been notified of the county's change of agency. 

Bell stated that we might consider some kind of management advisory board to continue with the 
implementation of the Plan after the Plan's adoption, for example educational programs. 

Rilett noted that it seemed to her that there was some mention in Act 641 of the Solid Waste Planning 
Committee meeting once a year, and she asked if there were anything similar in the new Act. 

Bell responded that the Planning agency and the committee are to meet a minimum of quarterly, but 
only during the planning or amendment process. 

Rilett asked again if there were anything in the Act that addresses continued oversight. 

Bell responded no, that there is no additional role for the planning committee once the plan is adopted. 
He fhrther noted that the committee has not had much time to review the draft Plan. 

Hunt clarified that Surrey Township had constructed its own transfer facility with Clean Michigan 
Funds, and that it was publicly owned, but operated by Waste Management under contract with the 
Township. She noted that there is no mention within the Plan of the agreement between WMI and 
Clare County over the operation of the landfill and asked if this should be mentioned. 

Bell identified the siting process as one for further discussion. He stated that there are at least two 
options: 1. No process, just list those types of facilities that are forbidden to be sited within the 
county (i.e., incinerators, etc.). 2. A specific siting process and how it will work for other types of 
solid waste facilities (for example, the Well Tech solidification proposal). 

Randall said that he was under the impression we had discussed this issue earlier and had agreed to set 
up a site committee to avoid a repetition of the process of siting Northern Oaks. He distributed an 
article titled "Trash as a Burning Questions" that addresses the situation in Macomb County. He 
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would think we would want to include a siting process; our population is growing and finding a place .F 
will be harder and harder. t 

Rilett indicated that the Act 641 required the county to certify remaining capacity every year. 

Bell corrected her statement, saying that it only applies if there are less than 10 years' capacity. 

Leszcz indicated that he wanted to know whether or not we are going to put anything in the Plan 
regarding a solidification plant, or are we going to exclude it. He was questioned as to whether or not 
he had approached Hayes Township. He responded that he had not and did not intend to do so The 
landfill is already sited there, and a solidification process doesn't require additional engineering work 
At this point, he has no intention of approaching Hayes Township unless mandated by the CCSWPC 
or the Plan to do so. 

Miele reiterated her directive to approach the local government as a courtesy and solicit their opinion. 

Leszcz responded that if this body writes that into the Plan, he will do so. 

Miele made the statement that as a member of both the committee and the community, if the proposal 
is not approved by the local community, she would not be in favor of it. 

Harmon said that he thought he understood where Leszcz is coming from. That if the procedure is put 
into the Plan, it should include the parameters the committee wants. The timing of doing both the 
Plan and the proposal for the solidification process is not feasible. WMI wouid like to have the option 
but it should be put into the Plan with restrictions. 

Miele said we are going to have to sell the Plan, and if we are asked if there is the potential fbr a 
solidification plant, what do we say? 

Rilen agreed with Miele, stating that she is not in favor of a general statement in the Plan. Lots of 
Hayes Township residents are opposed If the proposal is put into the Plan, even with the approval of 
the Township, we are inviting that era back again. 

Ziegler asked how peopie are aware of the process. What type of knowiedge do they have? 

Rilett responded that when the Redding Township issue came up, people become aware. Neighbors 
came to meetings and expressed their opposition. 

Ziegler stated that there isn't necessarily an odor with solidification. 

Miele said that could be a selling point, but she was talking about the concept in the Plan. She knows 
it costs to put plans together, but also knows that if WMI wants the facility at Northern Oaks they 
would be making a grave error if they don't have plans ready and approach the township for their 
approval. 

Leszcz responded that it doesn't work that way. As a manager, he has to look at alternative ways of 
making money for the company. 

Miele insisted that if WMI gets approval from the local government, the proposal would be written 
into the plan. 

Harmon moved that we establish siting criteria in the Plan for a solidification unit with parameters to 
be agreed upon at a later meeting, supported by Leszcz. 
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Rilett stated that she doesn't believe that WMI would need plans and drawings to go to the Township. 

Leszcz said that he has done that before, and that he wants to see it in writing, and to follow the letter 
of the law. If he is wrong in this assumption, he waits to be shown. 

Bell stated that there should be either a specific site or a specific process. 

Leszcz said that we would be doing the same thing if we had less than ten years' capacity, we would 
need to identify the steps to be authorized. 

Hunt asked for clarification of Harmon's motion, that siting pardmeters must be agreed upon before 
the Plan is approved by the committee and released for public comment. 

Harmon responded that yes, his motion did not say that but that was his intent. 

Rilett commented on the public review process and approaching the township. 

Ziegler, to Rilett, stated that she understood her position, but at the same time people's knowledge 
may not be accurate. 

Leszcz reiterated that if the committee is requesting something it should be written. 

Hunt supported having hard and fast criteria in the Plan, not optional criteria. 

Leszcz stated t'hat he believed that what is happening is that some members of the committee don't 
want to sign the Plan, that we are afraid to put our names on it. We keep refemng to "the People". 
We should put restraints and restrictions in the Plan. 

Randall stated that he believed we are putting the cart before the horse, that if we put language in the 
plan and don't have the permission of the township, it is just language. 

Harmon suggested that we look at the process. We have been appointed by the county to put the plan 
together as representatives of the people of the county. If the Plan says that the local government must 
approve the proposal by unanimous vote, that procedure must be followed. He doesn't disagree that 
we need township approval for sitiing. 

Miele suggested that they come as a package. 

Harmon said that if we [WMI] were there at the planning stage a few months before, and then came 
back with a full blown proposal, the six months' lag time defeats the proposal because the township 
would then be in turmoil. 

Ziegler agreed with Harmon about the turmoil a proposal can create, Newspapers during the recent 
local elections were still referencing the iandfill issue. She can remember the old Surrey Township 
dump - it was a disaster, nothing was taken care of; no liners. Now there are liners, regulations, 
reports, etc. WMI is fighting to keep it a clean process. Solidification process is better in a controlled 
location. 

Rilett agreed with Ziegler, but this is a county committee. WMI or whoever owes the people an 
explanation of what is proposed. She believes Leszcz thinks he'll get a no when he approaches the 
township. 
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Leszcz responded that he doesn't think so, that is not the reason. F==- 
i 

Rilett said that the people have been thiough this in the past ten years, and that we have to be 
especially careful with this area [Hayes TownshipAiarrison area]. 

Harmon asked if she was saying that she didn't trust the township board? 

Rilett answered no, but agreed you WMI] need to get their approval before it goes into the Plan. 

Hunt stated that she believes there should be criteria regardless of the type of facility. There should be 
uniform criteria which would be applied to whatever kind of waste processing facility could be sited. 

Rilett noted that at the time the property was sold to WMI, all seven county commissioners admitted 
they didn't know what was in the Plan; one didn't even think slhe had a copy. 

Hunt offered a friendly amendment to Harmon's motion: substitute waste urocessine facilitv for 
solidification unit, and add before the completion of the Plan prior to public review. Zieger supported 
the amendment. 

Miele asked Graves what had happened to WellTech's proposal. 

Graves responded that they were having difficulty finding land. 

Rilett stated that using such general broad terms, a township could read the possibility of solid waste 
processing, deep,well injection, or a burning system into the Plan. 

Bell stated that it could not be incineration because of air quality requirements, but that it could be a p 
solid, mixed waste, or soil burning facility. Incineration runs into EPA as well as DEQ restrictions. k- 

Harmon asked if'a township wanted a facility, would that require a Plan amendment if it wasn't in the 
Plan? 

A roll call vote on the amendment was as follows: 
Fortune absent Leszcz 
Graves Yes Miele 
Gross no Randall 
Hale - absent Rilett 
Harmon Yes Scott 
Heinz absent Stamper 
Hunt Yes Ziegler 
Motion carried by a vote of 6 yes, 3 no. 

The vote on the full motion, with the amendment. 
Fortune absent 
Graves Yes 
Gross no 
Hale absent 
Harmon Yes 
Heinz absent 
Hunt Yes 
Motion carried by a vote of 6 yes, 3 no. 

Next Meeting 

Yes 
no 
Yes 
no 
absent 
absent 
Yes 

was as follows: 
Leszcz Yes 
Mieie no 
Randall Yes 
Rilett no 
Scott absent 
Stamper absent 
Ziegler Yes 
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The next meeting is schedule for Christmas Eve. After considerable discussion and comparing of 
schedules, it was agreed to shift the meeting to Thursday, December 17, a week earlier. 

Leszcz moved adjournment. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:02 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

- . Is1 Ann Hunt, Secretary 
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Ciare Coun ty  Sol id  Waste P l a n n i n g  Commi t t ee  
Meeting of December 17,1998 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee (CCS\WC) was 
called to order a t  6:03 pm in Meeting Room B of the Clare County Courthouse 

Members in attendance: Larry Gross (arrived at 6:10), Robert Hale, Ann Hunt, Richard 
Lesza, Marion Miele, George Randall, Shirley Rilett, Donna Scott, and Teresa Ziegler 
Committee members absent: Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, Merle Harmon, Richard Heinz, 
and Dave Stamper. 
Others present: Doug Bell, Consultant, Tim Wolverton, County Administrator, Bert Kortes, 
Chairperson of the Clare County Board of Commissioners, Joe Parkinson, resident of Hayes 
Township, and Jerry Li tke, Hayes Township Supervisor 

Leszcz moved approval of the minutes of the November 24 meeting, supported by Rilett 
&I0 tion carried 

There was no correspondence to report. 

SoEd Waste Plan U ~ d a t e  

Miele reported that a small committee made up of her, Richard Leszu, and Ann Hunt met 
December 1 to review and propose changes to the existing intercounty agreement. Copies of 
the proposed revision were distributed to CCSWPC members prior to the meeting and Hunt 
distributed copies of the language in Act 45 1, which references intercounty agreements. 

Randall addressed the rolling &year average in Section 4.5, page 10 "Volume Limitations* of 
the existing contract between WIW and Clare County. The contract states that the volume of 
waste is to be audited at the end of each calendar year, commencing with the fourth year of 
operation. Since we are now beyond the 4th year, Randall proposed to amend the language to 
state " ... to be determined on an annual basis over a five-year period" in the letter which 
was sent to the other counties. Since these letters have already been sent, the proposal is 
moot. LMiele asked Randall to wait on other proposed changes until the contract update. 

Hunt requested that Bell locate the correct citations in the law referenced in the Intercounty 
Agreement and to fill in the blanks. 

Rilett questioned whether the volume limitations would be affected if a solidification plant 
were sited in Gladwin County, could processed wastes be disposed of in our IandfiH? She 
wants the committee to be aware of how quickly the IandGU will fill up if disposal a t  or equal 
to 3000 cubic yardsfday. 

Leszcz responded that a t  the present volume, there is a 43-year lifespan. If the limit were 
4000 cubic yards, the lifespan would be 28 years.. . 

Rilett asked if solidification waste could be further compressed.. 

Leszu responded that the waste is almost Like dirt, and dirt 61l9 voids. 1:l ratio, when you 
add dirt to refuse, dirt hlls the voids. 

Rilett asked about the characteristics of s o i i ~ c a t i o n  waste. 

Lesza stated that it is 70% solid. 

hfiele asked Ziegler to describe the waste. 



Ziegler responded that the waste is not in a cube; it iii like solid, which can be pwhed and 
moved around to fill the v4id9 in a-IandfiU. It can be compacted wi th  landfill material. 

bble further questioned, is this stuff dry? 

Ziegier responded yes, but like mil it has some moisture in it. h is like ma]ring a calre; liquid 
and lour are combined to make a batter. 

Lmzcz added that material being dwposed of in a l a n m  must pass a paint filter test. The 
material is put in a Giter and timed to determine what percentage of liguid would come 
through a filter. 

Hale asked what is the allowable percentage of moisture. 

Lesza responded 60% solid is allowed by DEQ. 

Discussion ensued regarchng sewags sludge versus oil iield sludge. There is a question of 
whether the contract would allow the disposal of the latter. Lesza stated that it would be 
allowed if it passed the paint filter test. 1 

Randall questioned the kiln dust and whether that is the same as incinerator ash. I 
I 

Lesza responded that it could not be &om a municipal waste incinerator because of the 
concern regarding heavy metals. I 

I public comment: k t " .  .. L I ; . , I, 

. '  $ . 
Miele prefaced qmynentsby le$ting q&rs o f ~ ~ p u b h  know about p&r C C S ~ C  
mot im and I * -  a-, , .  . addr+g +@fwti~ . , @5tsp<:: ; . .J . , ._. ., , . it . , 

.. " 1 . , . ,. . , .*. I., ,,*{ 
' f ,  

< * t : B& respanded.ht the &a mid 0&6=~;ud d & e  p m p ~  w d &  r e ~ h e m i ~ ~ ~  
Before a amstruction appbttim is considered, DBQ a s h  the CQMB far B fhcting's ' ', : 
consistency with the solid waste p l a  The plan,mmHiden~ a sp&csite ar jp& out ri ' ' " 
siting p a .  Whmthi 00pptpfindsthe prcj jp~df  r;mcristant with the plani,DEQ,* & 
the appbt ia~ . . ' * .  . - .,.- . . ,  ,.. . , ) . r e -  . , , . , . ,  1 1  

. . 
i 4 ?,:,- I, . 3 ,  . . 3 6  

Kortes askedifthe sdidi6catioio material ~ould~hnve tube under the 3(KJl yad&k-up. If : 

he had his druth~~ll-he wouldprefrEl p , g n d d u e  wex this stufE He&ttsud dwxibine: 
a conversation wi th  Seth PhiIlips oEDEQ'a waste management stntf that codkme4 that 
townshipa rnnnnt, aa a mngle entity, have ve* power wer siting [of afslility]. L ,  . . 
Lesza asked Karbswhat he thought the material is. ; , , - , - '  .:.. 

::I 
. +. 7 . . . I  

,I .'." , > ' .  ,#,I ,. >,.... 
brtes responded thnt you coddn't pipwr this mPterial inio ibe l a ~ d ~ n  tiefok p-g it , 

The s o l i ~ t i m  pmxss doesn't remove h d u a  components. Lots of 
the l&dEII are bad;.. like batted..: but w6 d a f  need more. 

< L'.'.. '-,,* 

Letaa stated that the material had to be tested p ior  to mixing it and mahingit a kid. 
I 

I 



Kortes stated that we don't have to add additional siting language if we have capacity for 20 
vears. 

Miele responded that we have discussed siting criteria and would require local approval. 

Kortes said that he called the DEQ. We cannot make up additional criteria beyond Act 451 - 
the DEQ would reject the plan. They consider this a subjective approach and we cannot give 
veto power to the townships. 

Miele used an example to illustrate the proposed siting process, which w d d  include local 
approval. 

Kortes said the process is that the county board is the final approving entity. If the township 
board approves and says no, but the county board okays it, the outcome would be overriding 
the township decision. 

Leszcz said that if you wish to put language in the plan specific to siting a certain type of 
facility it would have to be approved by 213 of the municipalities. If the plan stipulates the 
process, the individuaUcompany would have to f d o w  the process. 

Bell added that the CCSWPC could limit certain criteria to certain kinds of facilities. The 
process has to be based on objective, measurable criteria, avoiding anything subjective. Ewe 
use a process in the plan, i t  has to meet the criteria okayed by DEQ. 

Randdl referenced the mixiutes of the October meeting where Stamper made a motion 
regarding a solidification plant which would require township then C C S W C  then county 
board approval before siting. 

Scott asked if we could put in fthe Plan] where they could be sited. 

Bell responded that the county could include a process, which must be based on objective 
criteria, not subjective such as a vote of a local board Act 451 preempts local control. 

Rilett posed a hypothetical situation in which, by leaving the motion as is, a solidification 
plant could be sited on Northern Oaks property. However, WellTech could site 4 or 5 
processing facilities and then bring the waste in to Northern Oaks. What is to keep another 
company &om siting a facility under these criteria? 

Bell stated that there are other options. The county could, through the planning process, pick 
and choose what kind of fxility could be sited. L o d  siting precees could include 
requirements to hald a public hearing on a proposal, but i t  would stdl ha& to EoIlow a 
P-. 

Miele asked why the motion opened the door to anything? 

Bell responded that the CCSWPC could Limit the types of facilities, could refuse certain 
types. 

Miele asked, "What about local control?" 

Bell responded, Tt won't fly." 

IkIiele stated that the CCSWPC was 'going to put Ianguage in the plan addressing local 
control, but the consultant did not teU us we couldn't during those discussions. 

b 
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Rilett added that the oro~osal could allow mdtiofe facilities. 

~ o e  parkinam *yea TO- nsidmt, dt,& w t  fie testing process; who tests? 
W h o v ~ e s ?  . 1 . .  . . . I .  * 

.' -.,.? I.. : 0 

I' 
. * .  

bna r e t d  the question 0 Ziidq. - .  . -. . . - - -A,.  ... .. . _' . 
Zkgler rwpondk that the generator aftbe waste b respansiMefbr testing thn,agh an 
independent lab. Based on the geqptor%i linmsledge d the mtucdtype d waste, certain 
tests would be run rmch as a TCLS whidh tests metala, Irfganics, volatiles, etc. The waste 
must meet certain Eliteria. After testa are run, d t a  are mbmitted with generatar's waste 
profile sheet which is reviewed by a WMI representative and aent on to engineers to be sure 
the waste is within state limits. 

, Parkinson questioned if added materials could cut down the hazards? 

Ziegler responded that the material is just salidi5ed. , .. all  liquicta must be $ested ; 
Parkinson statd'that he had a *ioblem with #e mnar afthe mat& paying for:tbe test 
and giving it to the l a n n  operator. I 

/ I 
Le- responded that these a r d a l e  U s ,  d e d ' b y  the state, and appmved by the 
WMI engineer. Then the site (ikm] has the'rhnirus whether to take it m not. -Every 
truckload is tested. If have a facility at NorthemOaks,,the waste wil l  come in as sludge, and 
then mixed with cement ldn dust, sawdust, w@ ~%@LI; ete. I 

- I -  

* * !  , 
i 
i 
I 

Parkinson questioned, *And nane af Chis is tuxic? ' "' ' I  

~ e -  responded that a m e  I I ~ U  -3aaipt A u s  waste 
1 
i 

, I  I, .. , . ) 

Rilett probed further, 6 g  if approval is givwhr each load . . . l , l b  

i 
4 .  

. " 4 . ." .: - . . 
I ': . c z , l  

Ziegler rsaponded that testingis &me in a & & C e ~ ~ i t h $ ~ ~  -. and EPA mles do&bthc : 
pro~ed~rek x _ - 1 ,  . , L  - ,s;I>. * 

' - . .. . , . ./,' 

. ..,. 
' I 

Rilett stated that she couidn't ba'ccmvihcedtliat$e& a& LOU& l h q a e # ~ ~ i ~ ~ d  a& , to 
test eadi and every . . load [of sludgef. ,"." , . .: ":* , 1 .:. . I $, . . 
LeQa responded that he has been in the waste WBBS fa 23 years and that a.+tarrt 
is on site quickly to deal with spills. He ndim&ed'Wd'-t atxident: id ReernkITownship 
where d i e d  fuel was spilled and consultants had to detennine hoa md's'6iI hiid b be '* 

removed to avoid cantamination d gnnmd and maface w+xs. 
I ,  . I 

' I' . 
Ziegler added that ahe has anttended Ms. &ti  they rely & rep-tative samples! 

~iletttolaaboutametin~iot6isrmm.abichwmasadin~momo~Imdoond~dby16e 
DNR The questioa waa asked about inspections d the landfill. and the fn?qu~ncy dtite, 1 

visits. The DNB respandehthat they were conducted in +dameto~the rule8.,.wetq x+d 
from a paper annocmcing the drastic cutting of st& &d thea asked the 'qu&on agaie 
DNR admitted tbat downsizing had an impact on the inspections and that there w&e not 
e n o u g h , ~ r s .  She then asked Beil if thke-is an-g in Act 45 L to addrerrs quality. 
We had heard from Redding Township residenu that the p.+cessdenst+h: I 

i 
Bell respanded that odor concerns could be a part, especially isolation distances and 
permitting issues. I 
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Rilett asked if anyone knew if the air quality questions fix the Redding Township residents 
had been addressed. Someone responded that they had been given log sheets to document 
occurrences. Randall read from the DEQ response 4.. noise, time of day, or hquency of 
trucks arc not regulated.." 

Leszczstated that the 'WMI proposal would not include deep well injection, but the other 
proposal had included injection of 5000-@on tankers of liquid. 

Jerry Litke, Hayes Township Supervisor, introduced himself, saying that he was here to 
listen and learn and had no comment. 

Randall asked Leslez if he would put in a 5000 C q f a n  to exhaust gases. 
I 
I 
I Lesza responded that they haven't designed it yet. 

Randall rephmsed the question, asking if WMI foresees the need for a fan. 

I Parkinson asked, you say you PWIJ haven't designed i t  -is it your respousibihty or DEQ to 

i put together the prints? 

Lesza responded that there are several basic types of facilities. For a sludg;! job, could be an 
open top mixed with a backhoe, tested, mixed with refuse, and covered daily. 

Litke stated that WME is a solid waste disposal facility. Now are they talking about 
changing what comes into the site to accept liquids? 

1 Lesza responded, Northern Oaks is a solid waste disposal facility bringing in liquids and 
processing it for disposal into the landfill. Some facilities don't have disposal. Well Tech 
proposed mixing the wastes off-site and then transporting them for disposal. - 

Scott asked if they had to have liners. 

1 Lesuz responded, oh, yes. 

Rilett asked if by giving you I \ '  permission to site one at Northern Oaks, does this give 
any other company open invitation to site one elsewhere? 

I Bell responded not necessarily as long as we designate one specific site. 

/ Waldron asked if RTMI had a ballpark estimate for capital outlay and eneigy consumption. 

Lesza estimate Well Tec's cost at about $25,000 (construction, unknown labor costs) At 
Northern Oaks, already have liners and staff, no free liquids would be accepted or disposed 
of, only sludge. He estimated $6,000 to construct a vat. Testing and transportation to the 
site would be provided. They would have to purchase soIid materials. WMI would have a 
competitive advantage. 

Rilett noted that the motion did not give Northem OaHs siting privileges, it was generalized. 

There being no further public comment, the public comment period was closed. 

Miele stated that the CCSWPC has repeatedly discussed criteria to give the final say-so to 
the townships. Why are we finding out only tonight that this is only hot air? 
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Bell responded that the purpose was to address local concerns. If the purpose was for local 
. +. okay, thm would not have beea any facilities discussed with DEQ over the laat 10 years, 

despite valid local concerns. DEQ has tried to design siting criteria (an ongaing proaw of 
what they'll accept, since they have become more stringent over the last round of updates). 
DEQ doesn't pmvide "good examplm," so there is a constant push and shove. Preemption 
goes back to Act 641. 

Miele stated that as a committee we have discussed local government being able to say no or 
yes, but n o w  bas been said to ditmurage us firam the Iocal controI issue. 

Bell said the committee has looked at two sets of criteria - the original IlNB criteria and a 
shorter version on primary criteria. Only at the last committee meeting die the committee 
bring up siting criteria. 

[chairperson excused LaPzea at 220 due to a prior commitment and the committee tadr a 
short break ] I i 

Rand& raid that at the last meeting Harmon proposed ianguage for siting a aolidifkation 
pmeeaa. The committee agreed, but everyone understood that there would be local control. I 

Randall made a motion to reconsider the motion of November 24.1998, regarding d h g  
criteria, supported by Rilett. I 

I 
! 

Hunt stated that she had pmpoaed amendatory language to the propod to extend fhe siting 
criteria to any potential solid waste proaessing or disposal facility, b d  on the 1 
understanding that there would be proviaions for local review at  the h n t  end d the pmcess. 
She stated that she Gelt she was misIed and supported reconsideration. I - 

, .* 

Zieder stated that she was opposed to the motion, and that it should not be &d;ea <L- 

tolueht. There are not enough people here tonight who made and supported the motion. 
1 

Rilett noted that everyone knew about the meeting and could have attended 

The question w a ~  called, and a roll call vote was taken: 
Fortune absent r~?szcz 
Graves absent Mi& 
Gross Y e s  Randa7.f 
Hale Yes Riiett 
Harmon &%en t Scott 
Heinz absent stamper 
Hunt Yes Ziegier 
Motion carried, 7 yes to 1 no. 

absent 
Yes  
Y M  
Yes 
Yes  
absent 
no 

Scott made a motion to not indude any siting criteria in the Plan, supported by *did- 

2iegIe.r stated again that she fdt it inappropriate to consider thie motion in the abslmce of 
the full committee. ? 

! 

Rilett called tbe question. The vote was by mu call as fallows: 
Fortune absent h z a  h t  / 
Graves absent Wele Yes 
Gross Yes Randal Yes 

I 
Hale Y M  met t Yes i 
Harmon absent Scott Yes ! 
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Heinz absent Stamper 
Hunt Yes Ziegler 
Motion carried, 7 yes to 1 no. 

absent 
no 

Rilett asked about the letter from Bell on the siting process. What do we do about the 
present site? 

Bell responded that we could identify the present site (Northern Oaks) and state our intent 
not to site any further facilities; say the site already exists, and that no additional facilities 
would be sited as long as the county has 66 months of disposal capacity 

Miele clarified that Northern Oaks is located in Section 32 of Hayes Township. She stated 
that the motion means that no new facilities, including solidi6cation plants, transfer 
stations, etc., anything which requires licensing, could be sited in Clare County. 

Bell noted that roll off unites and open facilities don't require licensing. 

Randall clarified how many yards of capacity calculated into years of landfill Life span. His 
calculations were based on Leszcz's statement that there were 16 million cubic yards 
available. At 3000 cubic yardsfday, that makes 18 years of capacity. 

Rilett stated that before we had Act 45 1, we had Act 641 which said we had to not;lfy DhR in 
June of each year what was the remaining capacity. 

Bell responded that we only have to no f i  when capacity reaches less than 10 years. 

Rilett added the Lesuz had stated earlier in the meeting that Northern Oaks had 43 years' 
capacity. 

Bell confirmed that was the figure in the annual solid waste report. 

Parkinson asked if they are putting in more waste? 

Scott responded that the cap was a t  4000 cubic yardsfday, but now it will be 3000 cubic 
yardsfday. Northern Oaks has been running a t  about 2200 cubic yarddday. 

Rilett asked whether or not the county would sponsor a person going to each township to 
explain changes in the plan before the township votes. 

Hunt noted that during the initial public review process, the committee divided up local 
municipalities and attended meetings to talk about the PI&. 

Scott suggested . . that we have a document that explains the changes. 

Bell said that the Executive Summary won't be too helpful; he could put together a public 
summary for that purpose. 

Randall wanted to make sure the progress on the Plan is satisfactory so the DEQ won't come 
in and take over the planning process.. 

Bell noted that Arenac County had theiz first meeting Friday, and Isabella County hasn't 
named their committee yet. The only plan that is complete is Leelanau County's which is 
before the DEQ for consideration. 
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Rilett said she was asked by a township if the Solid Waste Committee has to ask for an 
. . exteasion. Em strict are they about the timetables? 

I: . . 
Bell responded that they aren't vejrp strict. We can expect a reminder from DEQ 

Mi& suggested that we be proactive and contact DEQ to let them know where wetare in the 
P-• 

Bell responded that he could send a letter. He will have the complete dr&, the executive 
summary, and the appendix fm the next meeting [January]. 

Scott made a motion that we contact the DEQ to advise them where we are in the plan 
update pnrcess, and project a f;n;nh date, supported by Hunt. Voice vote approvedlthe 
motion unanimously. 

Rilett stated that under Act 641, the minutes of the meetings were part of the plan. What 
about Act 45I? 

! 
I 

Bell said that i t  is not spded .  We could add them if we wanted to. 1 , 
I 
1 

Hunt maved to include the minutes of the meetings of the Clare County Sdid Waste 
Plnnning Committee in the Plan, supported by Scott. Voice vote approved the motion 
unanimouaiy . ! 

Randall questioned legidation that would have removed the county as a responsibie party for 
planning or oversight. Kortes noted that the bill died in committee. I 
Hunt made P motion in recognition of Shirley Rilett's long participation in the sold waste 
pinnn;ng pmce88 and that shell be missed, Supported by Rand& &tion approved by voice F 

I \ 
vote. 

i 
Miele noted that we now have several members who have not attended in aome tide. She 
asked Kortea if there were any openings for wEch Rilett might be eligible. 

Next meeting. Thursday, January 28,1999, a t  6 pm. 

Riiett moved to adjourn at  8:00 pm. I 

I 
Respecdully submitted 

Id Ann Hunt, Secretary 
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Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
January 28, 1999 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee was called to 
order by Chairperson Marion Miele at  6 pm in the basement of the Clare County 
Courthouse. 

Members in attendance were: Forrest Meek, Lany Gross, Robert Hale, Ann Hunt, 
Richard Leszcz, Marion Miele, George Randall, Donna Scott, Dave Stamper, and Teresa 
Ziegler. 
Committee members absent: Doug Cohb, Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, and Merle 
Harmon 
Also in attendance: Doug Bell, Consultant, and Shirley Rilett, Hatton Township 
Supervisor 
Chairperson Miele noted that Forrest Meek is the new representative of the Clare 
County Board of Commissioners and Doug Cobb will represent the City of Harrison. 

Minutes of December 17. 1998 
Randall and Leszcz offered corrections to the minutes. Stamper moved adoption of the 
minutes as corrected, supported by Scott. Motion camed with Leszcz dissenting. 

Corres~ondence 
None received since last meeting 

Handouts 
Ziegler submitted a description of the paint filter test (attachment 1) which was 
discussed during the December meeting. 
Randall submitted three articles on recycling and solid waste (attachments 2-4) 

Plan Uodate 
Miele addressed the issue of siting criteria. The committee felt it important that siting 
would have the approval of the local municipality, but found that this was a 
misassumption. There is no provision for local control which would meet DEQ 
approval, so a motion was made and passed to remove siting criteria from the Plan at 
this time. 

Leszcz stated that he had left the meeting early, and was upset to read that after he had 
left the solidification plan was voted out that we had, at  one time, voted in. He stated 
that he was rescinding his vote to decline from 4000 cubic yards/day to 3000 cubic 
yardslday. This is a violation of the resolution with the county commission. If the 
county continues on this track, he may recommend rescinding payment from Waste 
Management to the county, and the 3% CPI tax on refuse. 

Miele responded that as of the December meeting, the county had not allocated any 
funds for the continuation of solid waste planriing in 1999. There was concern because 
the consultant sat through meetings while the issue of local control was discussed and 
did not correct the majority's assumptions. Solidif~cation plans have been on the 
agenda for the past six months. 

Leszcz stated that he was following the law. Provisions were to be put into the Plan for 
solidification. The committee is trying to reduce [Northern Oaks1 daily volume and put 
me out of business. 



Miele said that if the committee had allowed the language to stay in the Plan, it would 
have thrown control out the window. 

Randall added that at the October meeting, Harmon had proposed adding the language 
to the Plan, and we agreed. In November, the line of Iocai control was discussed as 
being necessary frbm the local municipality to the county to the committee. If the 
county signs off on the agreement, the county has no control, only the DEQ. 

Leszu responded that the committee is prohibiting him from doing business. The 
facility is one of the best in the state, but the committee is not letting him do business. 

Scott said that she understood where Leszcz is coming from, but that he is playing 
hardball. The committee set a cap of 3000 cubic yards/day without tallcing about 
solidification. She never has wanted more than we already have. She is not happy 
about the rescinding of the resolution, but when she found out that the issue of local 
contro1 could not be addressed, she supported it. 

Bell said that the Plan could address local government to work out an agreement with 
the local community. This could be included in the Plan without a de fado siting 
process. 

Scott directed the statement to Bell, 'but you've known all along. Does the state say we 
cannot let a local unit of government have veto power over any site?" 

Bell responded, no, only through vetoing the Plan. 

Scott added, then why didn't you tell us? 

Bell said that he was talking about including a facility up front [speci@ng a facility]. 
Siting criteria is for future processes. If you want to pennit a specific facility, the Plan 
can include it. 

Scott stated that if we're going to site a facility, we'd have to do it for anyone, otherwise 
we'd be establishing a monopoly. 

Leszcz interjected, then why cut my legs off? I may npt build a solidification plant for 
five to ten years, and this is a five to ten year plan. If it is excluded from the Plan, 
nothing can be done until the next Plan. 

Scott stated that the solidification plant was never in our Plan. 

Leszcz said the laws are changing. Government is stopping solidification in the field, 
and wants to move to centralized disposal facilities. 

Scott responded that the committee can go back a d  open up the Plan through 
arnendmen t. 

Miele added that it was not the intent of the committee to shut down Northern Oaks, it 
acted out of genuine concern for the community's future. Leszcz said it would take too 
long to draw up plans [for presentation to local unit of government]. Company can 
come up before the committee to ask for an amendment. 

Leszcz asked why doesn't the committee abide by the decision of 4000 cubic yardslday 
and 55 counties? 



Miele responded that this was a Plan versus Contract issue. 

Leszcz said it has been nine years since the contract was signed, and this is a new 
update. The county resolution was for 4,000 cubic yards/day and 55 counties. 

Miele responded that the Solid Waste Plan said 13 counties. This committee has added 
counties [for this update] for [WMI's] benefit. 

Leszcz responded that the counties that were added were ones where WMI was already 
picking up waste. 

Scott stated that she was on the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee before 
the commissioners signed the contract. Commissioners who signed the contract told 
her that they'd never read the Plan. 

Leszcz responded that he has abided by the law. He objects to the way things were 
handled last month, but that he wants the committee to succeed. 

Miele responded that she never questioned his intent. 

Hunt clarified her position on the vote of the last meeting to Leszu, stating that she felt 
it inappropriate to handle siting on the basis of one company's proposal, but rather that 
siting should be a generic process, dowing a proposal to stand or fall on its own. She 
believed that the local unit of government would have the opportunity for first review, 
but learned in December that this was untrue. Thus, she withdrew her support for the 
resolution to include a siting process in the Plan. 

Randall referenced the handouts he had distributed, noting that many communities are 
receiving Canadian trash without having the ability to stop it. Companies are 
cramming the trash down the throats of the local community. 

Meek questioned what the meaning of the word "siting" is in this context. 

Bell explained that it is establishing the location of a facility. A solid waste facility is 
usually a landfill but could include processing plants, incinerators, or large, licensed 
transfer facilities. 

Meek asked what is the harm of the process if it meets the requirements of the law? 

Miele responded that solidification is not the issue - local control is the issue. Last 
month we had included language that would have been removed by the DEQ if included 
in the final Plan. 

Meek noted that when federal money comes in, local control goes out. Money equals 
authority, regulations, etc. We can fight for local control, but if we take federallstate 
money, we have to accept fedetal/state guidelines. 

Scott responded that we don't take money for solid waste planning. 

Meek then asked who sets the criteria for solid waste? 

Scott responded that the DEQ sets the criteria, the committee is set up by state 
guidelines, and the Plan is written to guidelines. There is no money to pay for solid 
waste management or planning, it is up to us  to write the Plan. 



Meek asked what is the function of this committee? 

Bell responded that the planning committee drafts the plan, then it is sent out for a 
public review period of 90 days, followed by a public hearing. The committee then 
makes any necessary changes and forwards it to the county board of commissioners for 
review. They can approve it as submitted, return with specific objections, or abandon 
the committee process and write their own plan. After the commissioners approve, the 
plan is formally submitted to the local units of government for their review. 67% must 
approve the Plan before it is sent to the DEQ for final approval and adoption. 

Meek then asked if the 4000 cubic yards/day is valid today. 

Scott responded that it is in the contract, but not in the Plan. 

Randall noted that state law requires the Plan to be updated every 5 years. 

Meek asked who makes up the plan for a facility? 

Miele responded that the company does, but has to follow state criteria 

Leszcz asked why he should come back with an amendment to the Plan when siting 
criteria could be put into the Plan. Judge ruled to abide by the Plan, but the county 
resolution is still in effect, and the court directed these issues to be taken up in the 
planning process. 

Randall noted that the figure of 3000 cubic yards/day was f i t  proposed in a letter 
from BiIl McDonough, WMI, responding to a letter from George Randall, and he read the 
wording from the letter. (letter of 5/21/98, in which McDonough states that even if 
waste were to be imported from all 55 counties, it would be unlikely to reach 3000 
cubic yards/day. 

Meek again questioned what is the harm [of solidification]. 

Miele reiterated that the discussion is not of whether or not there is harm, but whether 
there is local say over facilities located in their area  

Scott asked how solidification is done. 

Stamper responded that they do a lot of it. 

Scott then asked if townships had any say over solidification within their borders. 

Stamper responded that companies take the tanker trucks and wash them out. The 
liquid waste is hauled to Kalkaska to process, and then trucked to Cedar Ridge (landfill) 
for disposal. Soloban solidified waste from some sites on M-6 1, taking it off-site for 
solidification, and then hauling the waste to Northern Oaks for disposal. Solidification 
is done in roll-offs or in pits. 

Scott stated that she did not realize that solidification was going on in the townships. 

Pub& Comment: 

I Shirley Rilett, Hatton Township Supervisor, stated that after being on the Solid Waste 
Planning Committee for so many years she oouldn't stay away! She recounted the fad I 



that KalCon came to the catnty board two or t h e  years ago with a solidfieation plan. 
At the time, the County Board of Commissioners referred them to the township for local 
okay. In Reddiy  Township there was quite an upheaval; people came to this committee 
to beg us not to allow the fadity to be built. Northern townships also turned it down 
Leszcz then brought up the idea, and we asked him to go to Hayes Township for 
approval. Prior to the vote in November, the committee believed we had a say in the 
process. Sotidificdon waste will cut the landfill azpacity/tife of the landfill. She cleariy 
remembered the vote on the reduction ro 3000 cubic yards/day, and Lesza voted yes. 

This commt'ttee has worked together very well and hard. it was not Ri2ett's intention to 
cut o n  business. She reminded L e s z a  that in business there an? often two sides, and 
this time your side doesn't win 

Scott asked if it is required to have a license to solidify on site, can Northern Oaks get a 
license to solidify? 

In response to numerous questions about the process of solidification a t  the well site, 
Hunt, who had served for several years on a state-level committee to re-write the rules 
governing oil and gas exploration and development in Michigan, explained the process. 
At the well head, a pit is dug to hold the fluids that are generated during the drilling 
process. This pit is required to be lined. Into the pit goes drilling muds which are a 
mixture of stone cuttings and din combined with additives to keep the drill bit 
lubricated during the drilling process. Also, brine (production water) which comes out 
of the ground during the process is piped into the pit. The brine contains the common 
contaminants of benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene and xylene. When a well is 
'completed," or connected to either a gas pipeline or in the case of oil to a battery of 
tanks, the free liquid in the pit (brines) is pumped out and hauled away to be injected 
down hole (deep well injection), injected into a low-producing strata to force more 
product out of the well (enhanced production), or held in tanks and used by county 
road commissions for ice and dust control. The remaining contents of the pit are then 
mixed with a stifiening agent or solidfication agent in the pit, the liner is folded over the 
top of the contents, and a bulldozer then pushes earth on top. When the site is 
chpleted, no marker is required to identify the location of the pit. Hunt further noted 
that two of the highest volume waste streams were exempted from the provisions of the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) when enacted by Congress because of 
the tremendous political power they wielded. Both waste streams con& many of the 
same toxic chemicals that are highly regulated in other industries. The oil and gas 
industry and the mining industry assured Congress that they were able to manage their 
wastes safely, and not pose a threat to human health or the environment. 

Leszcz noted that it is more expensive to solidify on site. 

Gross questioned the process of stiffening and what could be used to stiffen the waste. 

Executive Summaq 

Bell explained that it follows the DEQ criteria. The committee offered several changes 
in language and corrected some of the information. These corrections were noted on 
the materials distributed by Bell prior to the meeting. 

Leszc. asked if the county had hired a Solid Waste Coordinator? 

Gross responded that Jim Neff has been hired, but that his job description includes soil 
erosion, gypsy moth coordination, as well as solid waste. Rilett added-that his job title is 



environmental affairs, and that he is to work with the schools on recycling and other 
issues. 

Scott noted that what is necessary may not be education but more cooperation from the 
public. 

Bell said that the appendix wiI1 include a roster of the committee and asked for updated 
information. A sheet was circulated for such purpose and is attached (attachment 5) 

Leszcz questioned the participation of the representative of the East Cenu-a1 Michigan 
Planning District. Their representative has only attended three meetings in the past 
year. He asked if we are paying the planning district for their participation. 

Scott requested that the committee notify the district that they are not being 
represented and was told that Tim Wolverton was doing that. 

Bell suggested that we ask the county representative Dennis Zimmerman (from Lake 
George) to participate. 

Bell also provided the citations from Act 45 1 for the intercounty agreement (solid waste 
part 1 15, hazardous waste part 1 1 1). 

Meek stated that he was concerned about the longevity of the landfill. He believes this 
is stop-gap technology and that there are other technologies coming along. He 
suggested that the Solid Waste Coordinator attend a conference in Dallas in June to 
learn about other technologies, but was told by other Commissioners that they fund 
nothing south of Lansing. There hasn't been a good understanding of what the 
problems are. The bottom line is, What's the harm?" Danger is in old dumps leaching 
into the water table. 

Miele reiterated that the issue is not harm, it is that the language would have opened 
the door to the solid waste industry - the committee wanted to have control of the 
future. The question is not whether we have a solidification plant, but 'Do we have a 
say?" 

Leszu stated that Bell had said that the committee could name a facility in a section or 
a township. 

Miele responded that the former language was general. 

Bell noted that any company can come in and approach the committee for a Plan 
amendment. 

Stamper said that when he worked for KalCon, they met with the DEQ when they 
wanted to build a facility in Redding Township. The DEQ at that time said that KalCon 
would have to get township support, [Leszcz ciarifled that the PIan comes first], 
supervisor's signature, then come to the Solid Waste Planning Committee. 

Bell said that a proposal for a solid waste facility must first be found consistent with the 
county solid waste plan by the designated planning official (drain commissioner, county 
executive, etc.). That person would then issue a statement of consistency through 
either specific mention in the Plan or following a siting process. The last couple of 
generations of plans did a lousy job of siting criteria, so DEQ is scrutinizing Plans 
closely. If the language is contrary to DEQ criteria, the Plan is rejected. The frnding of 
consistency allows the company to proceed with f h g  an application for a pennit. 



Leszcz noted that if this body [CCSWPC] named Northern Oaks as the disposal facility 
designated for a processing facility only, this would be the way to proceed. Or WMI 
would have to request a Plan amendment. 

Rilett said that she voted against the siting motion in November because it appeared to 
be a lame duck motion. The siting parameters should be part of the package. Between 
the November and December meetings, we found out from DEQ that we couldn't include 
siting language that inciuded local control veto power. 

Leszcz moved to designate Northern Oaks (section 32, Hayes Township) as the only site 
for a processing plant. Motion was rescinded by the maker after a discussion of a 
parliamentary procedure. 

Scott moved to extend the meeting to 8:20 pm, supported by Leszu. Motion passed 
with Gross dissenting. 

Scott requested reconsideration of her motion of 121 17/98 to not include any siting 
criteria in the Plan. Supported by Randal. Motion carried by the vote of 6 yes to 4 no. 

Leszcz moved that the Northern Oaks Recycling and Disposal Facility, Section 32, 
Hayes Township, be the designated site for a solidification processing plant in Clare 
County. Supported by Ziegler. 

Miele asked for clarification. If we say yes to Waste Management and put this in the 
Plan, are we looking at  litigation by other companies when we give Northern Oaks the 
go ahead? 

Leszcz responded that he did not know. 

Ziegler said that if we designate this site now, but another company comes in and 
wants an amendment, we could ask for legal opinion. 

Miele said that when WeUTech came in, we asked them to go to the local township for 
their approval. 

Meek stated that we have a facility to handle this, and Northern Oaks is the best way to 
handle it. 

Leszcz rescinded his motion with the understanding that WMI and the county would 
each seek legal input on the question of potential litigation if the CCSWPC designates 
Northern Oaks as the sole site for a solidification processing plant. 

Stamper moved that Commissioner Meek be requested to seek legal advice on behalf of 
the committee and county on this issue, and that county counsel be invited to attend 
the meeting of February 25 to respond to this question. Supported by Hunt. 

Meek asked if the county had another facility, would that comply? 

Scott responded that this is a brand new thing. Solidification is not the same as a 
landfd, but the landfill is the final disposal site for the solidification waste. 

Randall expressed concern about 4000' deep injection wells for brine disposal along M- 
6 1. The neighbors of the facility complained about the odor. If sludge is processed at  
Northern Oaks, the smell could be blown all over the piace. 



Miele asked that language be added to the motion to invite the prosecutor to the next 
meeting (February 25) to address the issues. 

Stamper responded to the issue of hydrogen sulfde contaminated sludges. 

Rilett asked if it is illegal for a municipality to intentionally create a monopoly? 

Vote was taken on the motion to request a legal review; motion carried. 

Scott questioned whether a progress report had been made to the DEQ. Since Bell had 
agreed to make such a report and he had left the meeting at  8:00 pm, there was no 
answer to that question. 

Leszcz moved adjournment at  8:25. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Ann Hunt, Secretary 



C l a r e  Coun ty  Solid Waste P l a n n i n g  Committee 
February 25, 1999 

The meeting was called to order at  6:07 pm in the basement of the Clare County Courthouse by 
Chairperson Marion Miele. 

Members in attendance: Merle Harmon, Ann Hunt, Richard Lesza, Forrest Meek, filarion Miele, 
George Randall, Donna Scott, and David Stamper. 
Members absent: Doug Cobb, Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, Larry Gross, Robert Hale and Teresa 
Ziegler. 
Also in attendance: Doug Bell, Consultant; Bert Kortes, Chairperson, Clare County Board of 
Commissioners; Shirley Rilett, Hatton Township Supervisor; Hayes Township residents John 
Schemer, Gerald Litke, Joe Parkinson, Joan Kortes, and Lee Dancer. 

Randall moved approval of the minutes of January 28,1999, supported by Hunt. Motion carried. 

Overview of Countv Board of Commissioners meet in^ of 2/16/99 

Miele reported that the commissioners had asked Bell and her to attend the meeting to respond to 
concerns raised that the CCSWPC was not making sufficient progress. Also the board had not 
appropriated any funds for the continuation of the committee. The Commissioners budgeted enough 
for the committee to meet one more time (tonight) to fhish the Ran.. 

Scott asked what is still needed for the Pian in addition to the existing Plan? 

Bell responded that the Plan draft had been sent out in November, and that since then he had added 
appendices, the executive summary, and (at the meeting) a packet of corrections. Members of the 
committee will receive a fufl, clean copy before it is sent out for public review. He noted that the 
committee has had the plan since November, and that only minor changes had been made since that 
time. 

The committee will not be given any more time by the Board of Commissioners. 

Scott asked if the County Board is shutting us off, whether we are done or not done. 

fifiele stated that she had told the Board that the Plan is about complete. 

Meek questioned whether, in light of the discussion a t  the last meeting about siting a sludge 
processing facility, is there any provision in the Plan? 

Bell responded that there is no provision for any solid waste disposal facilities. 

Randall asked where, specifically, in the Plan this was stated. He reminded the committee of the 
earlier statement that if a facility was not specifically forbidden, it is okay. 

Bell noted that the language precluding the siting of any additional facilities' has been added to the 
Plan. 

Scott asked further whether what we have done is sufficient - reviewing the existing Plan, making 
changes - and we are not required to do anything more. 

Bert Kortes. Chaimerson, Clare Countv Board of Commissioners 



F- 
The &st item Mr. Kortes addressed was the budget. Since the County is on an accrual system of i 
accounting, they don't know where the fund balances are yet; they haven't closed 1998. The event 
that precipitated asking Miele and Bell to appear was that Bell's contract with the county expired 
12/31/98. It  is hoped that they can work something out. There was a concern that the Plan 
preparation process was dragging out, and that the obhgation to communication with the County 
Board of Commissioners was not being met and vice versa. The problem was determining how long 
the process wil l  go on. The committee has worked very well, overcoming problems, disagreeing. and 
moving on. The number of reciprocals has increased, the daily cap was decreased to 3,000 cubic 
yardslday This still was a potential 30% increase in yardage over current levels. 

Everything went well - agreed to reciprocals, changes of yardage. But progress bogged down with 
discussion of the sludge plant (many, many problems with this proposal). This is a contentious issue 
The last proposal was to locate it in Hayes Township [at Northern Oaks]. The townships have to 
approve the Plan by 67%. If the Plan is too controversial, other townships wil l  join Hayes in 
rejecting the Plan (such as Hatton). And other townships won't even vote, which essentially 
registers as a negative response. 

Kortes talked with Seth Phillips, DEQ, during the last week or so, and asked him questions: 
Can the Plan designate a specific parcel? Absolutely yes 
Do you need to? No, as tong as there is capacity available. With capacity, there is no need to site any 
further areas. 
What about the deadline? Not too big of apmbkm yet. nLis will be determined case-by-case. Only a 
few counttes have submitted their plans. 
What if the Plan is rejected (or not submitted on time)? DEQ would write the Plan for us, but they 
don't really want to. 
Then what happens? Pubtzc heanng by DEQ. 
We have the Plan, we have the reciprocals, we have an agreement on yardage; the Plan is ready to go 

7 
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to the public. Any changes from this time forward can go through the Plan amendment process. 

Scott stated that members of the CCSWPC attended township board meetings to help educate the 
locd aiunicipstlities about the Plan. Local unib can be careless about getting this done. She 
suggested @;-kip ttieili a mciitki G ~ G ~  2eS~sring the Phi, &en attending meetings. Once they 
understand, they'll vote to approve. She believes this Plan is an improvement over the existing Plan. 

Kortes agreed, stating she is absolutely right. But there are still townships that are not county- 
oriented. There are three or four who won't respond.. But we have enough that will agree unless we 
add something contentious. 

Miele afErn~ed Scott's statement, syingkthat we had discussed guiug aY a group bi, the local 
municip&ties.. 

Meek said that he is still trying to catch up. There is a problem at the wellheads; are we g~iiig tc 
sweep it under the rug? 

Leszcz said'we w m t  to et this hue .  The soLUcaiiun quesiiuu was &ussed, plus ihe coruruiilee 
& iiiGii~&8 h..d &.ie.&ez y&-&ge a& e&Tage the toiiii~e8. I& &t5=t &. fGi a sGE< 
1 -  
IJUSLLI~SS d&iuu. YiTv11 dwsn'i uwessuily w w i  w yui a s u l i ~ c a u u u  uperaiiuu iu ai I'u'uriherll 
c-. c h  ~ l , ~ v ~  %-z zG zG-zy L ~ L ~ ~ -  Gith L & ~  s G E a c z ~ G G  -k8 -6e,, %-z ehTl- 
&wgas ai ihe apprupriait: h e  iu &a agsuda. 

Baud& yuiukd oui h e p u c i e s  ~ I I  yarciage repork6 ~II iha mmiiug orSi2413g versus ihe Augusi 
A - A -  ----*.A- J A -  LL - ^  --.- A-- 
W L ~ S  i e p u ~ e u  Lv LU* ~vuuby .  



Leszcz responded that when Randall asked the question, he reported the amount taken in that day 
The monthly figures include a special waste project. 

Randall then questioned a statement made in a letter from Seth Phillips to the county dated 
10129198, that the revenues from disposal &ust support soLid waste activities. 

Bell responded that in Clare County, the fees are host fees, not impact fees. The question of the use 
of surcharges is currently in court, appealing on the restrictions on their use. Surcharges can be 
adopted by local ordinance. Fees are not taxes and must support solid waste program activities 

Leszcz afiirmed, stating there are state fees, county fees, and township fees. 

Scott asked if this is so little that the work we are doing can't be covered by the solid waste fees. 

Kortes responded that the money goes into the General Fund, and totals about $200,00OJyear 

Scott asked how much i t  costs the county a month for the committee's expenses. It  bothers her that 
the county gets $200k a year, but doesn't have enough money to fund us to do the work we're 
required to do by law. 

Randall noted that WMI pays the county and township in excess of $250,000 a year. He wondered 
what services are being provided. 

Scott said that if the county is spending the money on other things and not supporting what's 
required to be done, that's not right. 

Kortes responded that there comes a point, when the process bogs down, that the Board wonders 
what's going to happen. The next Board meeting is March 3, from 2-5 pm, then again from 6 pm 
until finished.. Miele asked for time on the agenda. 

Hunt explained the process of authorization of the Plan and how the committee is a part of the 
process. The law states that the committee is to make changes and forward on to the next step. 
Further, she wanted the ability to review any document in its h a 1  form that goes out with her name 
on it. 

Kortes agreed that this was a reasonable proposal. And that the committee should present i t  at  the 
next board meeting. 

Randall, noting the agreement to reduce the cubic yardagelday, asked if the contract should be 
amended? Other committee members responded that this is a legal question and had to be put 
before the board. 

Meek again brought up the issue of the sludge.. 

Miele responded that the process is happening. The committee has already turned down a company 
who wanted to site in Redding Township. The committee had a concern about the creation of a 
monopoly. 

Lesza responded that he was looking for a way to increase revenues. Due to changes that will be 
explained,'WMI will pull the proposal away to keep it from hindering the Plan. The problem of 
sludge will not go unattended - it is currently being shipped to Shiawasee County 



Miele added that the soliditication process is still going on in the county with or without a 
solidification plant. 

Randall supported, stating that i t  would be a stumbling block for approval [of the Plan]. 

Harmon addressed the Committee. Over the last two weeks, WMI has closed the Cadillac office and 
the Waters hauling operation, and is moving those trucks and employees to Harrison. This will 
make more than a hundred employees working out of Harrison. In order to support this, WMI is 
asking the CCSWPC to add Crawford and Kalkaska counties to the Plan as  primary disposal areas 
He stated that the impact would not be that significant. There is a landfill a t  the county Line at 
Waters in Crawford County. The trucks would leave Harrison and would make two dumps at 
Waters, then return to Clare County with full Ioads to dump at Northern Oaks. This would give 
WMI more flexibility in their operations. Wexford County waste still would have to go to the 
Wexford County landfill. There would be no increase in volume, but will add flexibility to routing. 

Stamper asked if we let these counties in, will solidification waste from Northern A-1 in Kalkaska be 
able to come here? 

Leszcz responded that it is going to Charlevoix by agreement with the company. 

Miele asked about the number of yards per day from these counties. Harmon responded that he 
didn't know. 

Meek asked what company Harmon represents. 

Harmon responded that he represents the hauling division of WMI. F 
\ 

Randall inte jected that he feels the intercounty agreement is far too long. 

Scott noted that we already have Crawford as a contingency county, and well continue to have that. 
She asked if Wh4l wants to add Crawford and Kalkaska so their waste can be hauled back to 
Northern Oaks at the end of the day. 

Leszcz responded that if they put six trucks up there, and they did two dumps a t  Waters, then 6 
loads would be returning. 

Harmon added that an average would be 200-300 cubic yardstday. 

Stamper stated that if the committee authorizes this, Northern A-1 and Key Energy~Welltech can 
haul solids here. 

Harmon responded that they could, but Northern Oaks has to keep under the cap. If they are close 
to the limit, the trucks will have to dump at Waters.. 

Scott stated that the proposal sounded reasonable to her as long as they stayed under the cap. 

t 

Public Comment: 

Lee Dancer, Hayes Township, stated his concern about local government not being included in the 
planning regarding a solidification unit coming to the l a n d . .  The township was not & d y  
approached. Is this legal? Ethical? Sensible? As the host township, it didn't seem right. But he 
has a better idea of what is going on after hearing the discussion and reading the minutes. Still, 
does the township make any difference? 1 



Miele responded that the committee had tried to write language into the Plan regarding local 
government approval, but we learned later that we couldn't do that.. As  of tonight, the solidification 
facility doesn't seem to be an issue. 

Dancer stated that he was also concerned about the lack of oflticial n&cation; the township should 
be informed of what was being planned for it. 

Randall responded that because of the lack of local control provisions, we have added language 
preventing the siting of any solid waste processing facility in the county. 

Scott supported his statement, saying that up to two months ago we had a provision in the Plan, but 
then we found out we couldn't do that. 

Dancer said that both Redding and Summerfield townships were approached. Hayes didn't hear 
anything. It  is a moot point anyhow, but they felt they had no say in the process. 

Kortes raised a guestion regarding Kalkaska and Crawford Counties - do either of them accept out 
of state or Canadian wastes? 

Harmon responded that Kalkaska has no landfilI. Crawford accepts no out of state or out of country 
wastes. 

Shirley Rilett, Hatton Township Supervisor, asked if WMI owns the l a n w  in Charlevoix County? 

Harmon responded that WMI does own Cedar Ridge in Charlevoix County. 

Rdett then asked why not take solidScation waste up there rather than bringing it down here [to 
Northern Oaks]? 

Harmon said that the routing touches on the comer of hfissaukee and Crawford counties, and 
Kalkaska is a logical addition. 

Rilett then asked if the minutes of the prior meeting had been sent out. 

Sunt responded that they were mailed to Tim Wolverton on the Monday after the last meeting 
February I), but they had not been distributed prior to the meeting and were available there. 

mett  noted that not sending them out eliminated the cover letter reminding members of the next 
neeting. 

3andall noted that he had made a motion a t  one time regarding getting the minutes out two weeks 
~r ior  to the next meeting. 

Mieie stated that the County Administrator dropped the ball. 

lancer then asked that if the primary disposal for the added counties would be Crfiwford/Otsego, 
:ouldn't these counties be written into the Plan as second= disposal? 

%&on responded that it was true, but WMI d o e a t  want its hands tied. He stated they wanted to 
reep the yardage cap, not stipulate primary versus secondary or adding routing restrictions. 



Rilett urged the committee that even though the solidifcation issue is moot, to look into the future 
and the amendment process. We have had two companies approach us. Keep in mind that there are 
,..1;c;....1 ........A- &r La... -..Lrlr +LZ.." m.. ..-.l...-..a-r..L -.-rrrr r.... --.I& :-. *I... ..--.. ,a 

Bell suggested that in terms of getting the Plan done, and wanting to get a clean copy to review prior 
to public rftlease, that the next meeting be scheduled as a work session. His time is limited by other 

i 
commitments, and he will not enter into a contract extension ifhe doesn't feel he can fbEU it. 

Scott asked what we have to do so that he can put this together. If we add what WMI has asked for 
and omit the solification plant? 

Bell responded that he will add the two counties, distribute the Plan, and urged members to mark 
them up with comments in preparation for the next meeting. 

Jerry Litke, Hayes Township Supervisor, questioned what Miele had meant by establishing a 
monopoly? 

Miele responded that the committee had said no to WelTech. Language was introduced last meeting 
to site a s o l i ~ c a t i o n  plant at  Northern Oaks, which would have allowed only one in the county, but 
the committee was concerned about facing litigation for limited siting. 

Public comment closed a t  7:30 pm 

Harmon made the motion to enter into intercounty agreements for waste disposal with Crawford and 
Kalkaska counties. 

r=;. : 

Randall asked if that means we change Crawford from a contingency to a reciprocal? _ 

Bell responded that they can be listed in both catagories. 

Miele stated that we can change the status to fuil intercounty primary. 

Randall supported the motion. 

Bell stated that the conditions in the Plan cover all counties - yardage, etc. 

Meek asked what was the rational for these terms - primary, reciprocal, and contingency. 

Bell responded that in case of operational failure, a contingency would provide disposal service.. 

Scott added that the provision was to protect us in case our landfill is shut down. 

Stamper stated his opinion on adding Kalkaska County. He said that he thinks a lot of us don't 
understand what is going on. A solidification in Kalkaska County, when waste is brought in and 
solidiiied, means the waste is generated in Kalkaska County. Therefore the sludge could be hauled 
to Northern Oaks after solidification. It  could be hauled here or to Cedar Ridge. 

Miele added that only when it is processed does it become solid waste. Then i t  is generated in 
Kalkaska County. There are two trucking firms in this county that could haul solidification waste 
back 

Harm00 noted that the total still had to remain under the cap.. 



Leszcz stated that currently sludges from Clare county which are processed cannot be disposed of 
here. Northern Oaks will have to know all the points of generation, and wiU deal with local waste 
before that from out of the area. 

Scott asked if we have a problem with disposing of solidification sludge in our landfill? 

Leszn responded no, we are doing that right now. 

Scott then asked, where is the problem? It's a choice between solidi6cation waste versus household 
., waste. 

Harmon noted that the sludges currently being disposed of are of the same nature from Evart 
Products, Accustar, and the waste water treatment plant, and no problems have been observed. 

Stamper stated that there is no sense solirtifvlng here if there are two plants up there. He asked 
what is the camp a t  Cedar Ridge. 

Neither Harmon nor Lesza knew. 

Miele stated that when we approved the Bay and Crawford counties for contingency, she had a 
concern about the number of counties currently disposing of waste in Crawford County. 

Scott asked what about Crawford? We have one of the best landfills in the state. She wasn't worried 
as long as they don't go beyond 3000 cubic yardslday. 

Miele responded that her concern was initially about Crawford County, and that she was expressing 
a personal opinion as a member of the committee. 

Harmon responded that if trash were generated within the county, the trash is the same. 

Miele responded that her concern was about the size of the service area for Crawford County. 

Harmon asked why the concern over the service area? 

Miele responded that she had a concern about monitoring what is brought in. McDonough [Wm. 
McDonough, WMI Engineer] had stated that they couldn't guarantee all the waste would be horn the 
county, but the quantity would be the same. 

Harmon stated that they couldn't stop someone who lives in another county [out of the service area] 
from dumping household wastes elsewhere. We have to trust the integrity of the company operating 
within the county. He further stated, "Any trucks under my control, that's 50-60 trucks, operate 
under the highest ethical standards. I will not ask drivers to violate those standards." 

Dancer noted that this appears to be a tradeoff between dropping the solidification project on site 
and expansion. 

Harmon responded yes and no.. The solidification plant could have gone anywhere, it didn't have to 
be a t  Northern Oaks. There are no solidification plans at this point. 

Dancer asked if the same oiKeld stuff could come in from other counties? 

Harmon responded that the material could come in here, yes, and it is already corning here. 
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Leszcz noted that if a solidification plan were operating here, it could take liquid from all over WMI [ 
might have still be pursuing this project, but the new trucking routes offer a better idea to meet the 
cap. 

Dancer noted that he would have a concern about the quantity of waste from KalkaskalCrawford 
counties as opposed to Gladwin, Isabella. This won't limit i t  from coming in, just where it comes 
from. 

Rilett asked if the committee would vote on the counties sep-mately or one vote. 

 anda all called the question. The vote was: 
Cobb absent Leszcz 
Fortune absent Meek 
Graves absent Miele 
Gross absent Randall 
Hale absent Scott 
Harmon Yes Stamper 
Hunt Yes Ziegler 
Motion carried by a vote of 6 yes, 2 no. 

Yes 
Yes 
no 
Yes 
Yes 
no 
absent 

Randall suggested that the intercounty agreement be reviewed and checked for typos, and that 
suggested language be added to the agreement. 

Next Meeting 

Thursday, March 25,6-8 pm. This will be a work session. Please review the Plan in detail and note ,i;;; 
comments. '\ _ 
In addition, any available committee members are urged to attend the Board of Commissioners 
meeting March 3, a t  6 pm. 

Meeting adjourned a t  8:05 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Hunt, Secretary 



Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
March 25, 1999 

Meeting was called to order a t  6:05 by Chairperson Marion Miele. 

Members in attendance: Larry Gross, Robert Hale, Merle Harmon, Ann Hunt, 
Richard Leszcz, Forrest Meek, Marion Miele, George Randall, Donna Scott and 
Teresa Ziegler. 
Absent: Doug Cobb, Sue Fortune, Brian Graves and Dave Stamper. 
Others in attendance: Doug Bell, Consultant; Tim Wolverton, County 
Administrator; Bert Kortes, Chairman of Clare County Board of Commissioners, and 
Shirley Rilett, Hatton Township Supervisor. 

Randall moved acceptance of the minutes of February 25 as presented, supported by 
Scott. Motion carried. 

Scott reported on the Clare County Board of Commissioners meeting. Committee 
members were not on the agenda as pmmised, and had to wait until 7:30 to address 
the commission. Scott, Stamper and Randall represented the CCSWPC. The 
committee did not use half of its budgeted amount for 1998, but the remainder was 
rolled into the General Fund. Randall noted that over $200,000 h m  Northern Oaks 
operations goes into the General Fund annually. Meek responded that the problem 
was not money but the timelines that were dragging out. Hunt noted that the 
committee did not get started until February 1998 due the failure of the Board of 
Commissioners to appoint members to the committee. 

Work Plan 

Bell stated that all members of the committee should have received the draft plan in 
time to review it prior to this meeting. The update is now complete. This is not as 
lengthy as the prior plan because of the abbreviated format [required by DEQ]. 

Leszcz asked to address the committee before going further. He stated that there 
was a recent meeting conducted a t  Northern Oaks with upper WMI management. 
The reorganization and merger was a topic, particularly how it was impacted by the 
proposed Clare County 451 Plan. Leszcz has been instructed to inform the CCSWPC 
that he cannot support the Plan as  it stands now. On questioning, he stated that the 
problematic areas were the reduction in daily volume [hm the contract signed with 
Clare County Board of Commissioners] and the number of counties involved. Leszn 
apologized to the Committee, stating that he believed things were going well, but he 
cannot support the Plan. If the committee chooses to meet and discuss the 
problems, he will agree to do so. 

Wolverton, asking for M c a t i o n ,  queried if the PIan doesn't,match the Agreement, 
then it is not acceptable. 



Miele noted that the WMI merger had taken place in July, and it is now March. 
Why hadn't the committee seen or heard this before? She further asked who had 
instructed Leszcz not to support the Plan. 

Leszcz responded Teny Cooney, Vice President of Landfill Operations, Northern 
Michigan. 

Scott asked what vote was necessary to pass the Plan? 

Bell responded that eight of the fourteen members of the committee had to vote in 
favor. 

Scott said there are [lo] of us here, what if we wanted to vote on the Plan tonight? 

Bell reeponded that it takes 8 to make a quorum, thus 8 to make a majority. For 
purposes of approving the Plan the vote is a majority of members not a majority of 
those present at a meeting. However, it is not necessary to vote on the h a 1  plan at 
this time, just to release it for public comment. 

Scott asked if the committee does not approve the Plan, what is the status? What is 
the alternative? 

Leszcz admitted that he didn't know. That there may be other ways to resolve the 
issue. 

Hunt stated that at a minimum the database would have to be updated, the capacity 
for the next ten years would have to be addressed. 

Scott stated that she is a private citizen representing the public. You [Leszcz] have 
private interests you represent. 

Leszcz responded that he represents solid waste and his company, but he is still a 
citizen of Clare County. He further stated that we have an Agreement in place [with 
the county] and the plan should follow. 

Miele stated that WMI propoeed the counties [for the p ary senrice area] and 9 proposed the daily limit [cap decrease]. At the time, you were asked "can you live 
with that?" McDonough, then representing WMI after the reorganization, said the 
company could. The committee has bargained in good faith ... The time has been 
wasted; this is a good Plan. TIus is ridiculous, I can't believe that you'd tell us a t  the 
last minute that there is a problem! 

Randall asked for cIarification of the areas of disagreement, to which Leszcz 
responded the number of counties and the daily volume. Raqdall noted that there 
are more counties than before. Leszcz responded, "One more." 

Scott stated that WMI picked out the counties, and added two more a t  the last 
meeting.. Although t b  is not personal, it is a hard pill to swallow. 



Miele said 
Nothing is 
representa 

to Leszcz that his bosses are putting him in an uncomfortable position 
in writing. The committee directed to write the Plan induded three 
tives of Solid Waste, plus Brian Graves and Dave Stamper. 

Wolverton asked what we can do now: Update the existing Plan, Negotiate with 
WMI, or Give it to the state to write. 

Hunt stated that there was a fourth option, which is to release it to the public for 
review without a vote [of the committee]. 

Randall noted that Leszcz voted in support of the change of the daily cap from 4,000 
cubic yardslday to 3,000 cubic yardstday. 

Leszcz noted that he rescinded his vote a t  a subsequent meeting. He then asked if 
the committee has to approve the Plan prior to the public review. 

Bell responded that the committee can authorize release of the Plan for a 90-day 
public review. When we release the draft plan, we know it is stili drafi. Technically, 
everything in the Plan is subject to change. 

Wolverton asked if the committee releases the Plan for public review, is it necessary 
for a majority of 8 to vote to release? 

Bell responded that there needs to be action by motion to release or by resolution. 

Wolverton then asked if 67% of the local governments don't approve the Plan, then 
what? 

Bell responded that if they don't, that ends the process. The Plan comes back in 
between then to the county board, then the commission approves it and sends it 
back to the Committee to send out to the public boards for approval. If it fails to get 
67% approval, it goes to the DEQ as locally rejected, and they can 
acceptlchangelreject. In the past, if a Plan was locally rejected, DEQ would try to 
convene some sort of meeting to resolve outstanding issues. 

Ziegler asked if the committee votes to release the Plan tonight, and the public 
makes no comments during the 90 days, then what happens? This Plan is 
something they should not be seeing. 

Miele asked Ziegler to clari& her statement ... The Plan as it stands right now? The 
Plan that WMI doesn't agree with? 

Swtt noted that if the Plan goes out as it is, changes will be made based on the 
comments. * 

Ziegler asked, "Then what?" Does WMI have the opportunity to continue on with 
the stance that the draft Plan is not the Plan that we believe is the correct Plan? 



Bell stated that if we release the Plan, it is with the understanding that we will 
strive for consensus. A minorityidissenting opinion could be added, and individual 
members of the committee can provide comments during the 90-day public review 
period as well 

Ziegler asked ifcomments by committee members and industry wil l  be taken into 
consideration. 

Bell responded that all questions and comments must be addressed in the appenh .  

Scott noted that industry comments, however, don't count any more than any one 
individual's comments. 

Hunt asked Bell to locate the section of Part 451 where a super majority is required 
for approval of the Plan. Bell responded that this was in a DEQ operating decision, 
not in the Act. 

Wolverton asked if the public comments resulted in substantive changes, would 
there be an additional public comment period? 

Bell responded that the committee would have to play that carefully - if the final 
product after the comment period has major change(s), we would be obkgated to go 
back, renotrfy the public, and hold an additional hearing process. 

Wolverton then asked for c l a c a t i o n  on the issue of capacity. 

Bell responded that if there was a significant change in the number of counties, that 
could impact capacity. Volume would be a closer call. We would need input h m  
DEQ before re-doing the public review process. 

Meek asked for claritication of the role of the committee. 

Bell responded that if the Board of Commissioners has objections and wants 
changes, they can send the Plan back to the CCSWPC one time with a statement of 
specific objections. The committee haa to respond within 30 days to their objections, 
either by incorporating the changes or rejecting them. If the Board feels strongly, 
they can write their own Plan. 

Public Comment: 

Bert Kortes noted that the Board of CommiflAioners has instances of when a majority 
of those elected are needed to adopt a measure ... relating to money matters. He 
supported the committee checking inb this *ue. He apologized for the Eact that the 
CCSWPC was not listed on the Board agenda. He knew the issue had been resolved 
prior to the meeting since the Commission minutes did not set a final date for the 
Committee to complete work 
He stated that he was sorry for Merle, Rich and Teresa, that they were in a terrible 
position representing both the community and WMI. WMI corporate could tell you 



"if it doesn't mirror the contract, we won't accept it." The could also say this is not a 
update but a new Plan, and that's debatable. WMI corporate is in a widwin 
situation: if DEQ adopts the Plan, they can sue the county saying that t b  is a new 
Plan and the contract takes precedence. There are alternatives, and you've 
discussed some of them: 

Pass the plan and ship it to DEQ and WMI could sue. If they lose, they still win 
because the update is better than the old plan. 

4 Update the old Plan. If this reflects a simple update, submit it, and we can 
guarantee WMI will sue. The argument would be that this is an update and the 
old plan continues to take precedence. Would this be a better position? 
Board of Commissioners really does have the final say-so, because they could 
recognize the contract over the Plan (with 55 counties). I would do what I can do 
to fight that, but this is not the same Board as it has been in the past. Then I 
doubt that 67% of the townships wodd go along with the contract. 

Randall asked wasn't it decided in court that the Plan supercedes the contract? 

Kortes responded, yes, all the way to appellate court. But WMI would still argue 
that this is a new plan. [ClarScation was provided on the different rulings made in 
the issues decided by the courts.] 

Shirley RiIett said that she is not the least surprised, that some have seen the 
writing on the wall. She has no animosity for T'eresa, Rich and Merle, they all work 
for employers who said this is the way to do it, and this means their job. If she were 
on the committee, she knows what she'd do. It's time to get tough. She believes that 
there is no chance in hell the board of commissioners will support the committee - 
the board signed a contract for the money last month, stating all they want is more 
money for the county. She doesn't look for that to change. She believes WMI will 
sue no matter what. She supports going back to the 1988 Plan and adding the 
changes that we must have. 

mat4oUowed was a reiteration of statements made earlier. For brevity, I have 
edited the duplicative statements that do not cover new material. Aeh] 

Following a comment by Meek of the need for business to build for hture capacity, 
Miele provided information to him r e g a r h g  the primacy of the county solid waste 
plan over any contract entered into by governmental units and industry. As a 
consequence, the contract between Clare County and WMI is not enforceable in 
those areas that are in conflict with the Solid Waste Plan. The contract was signed 
without any ~ g a r d  to the Plan (which had been adopted first), 

Harmon stated that he valued the opinions of the members of the CCSWPC. This 
[statement by WMIJ was a big shock to evelyone here. This was never the intention 
all along, not the intent of the solid waste industry representatives. This was news 
they received yesterday. He suggested that we reschedule a meeting to take up the 
Plan and address issues at some future time. 



Randall addressed the issue of volume. He s t a d a t  the present time Northern Oaks 
i 

is running a t  about ik the capacity that we're allowing them - about 2,000 cubic /s& 
yardslday or 578,000&1# gypar. He then went through the 6%;- 
chart attached to the rmndtes handout #I. He noted that the cost of transporting 
wastes from far lying counties increases dramatically, and has significantly 
impacted WMI's ability to attract waste fiom other counties. He stated that he can't 
see what WMl's objection is since the l a n w  is only running a t  half volume at the 
present. 

Rilett asked if WMI came out and said that they wanted the contract in place or are 
they wilIing to work with the CCSWPC? 

Harmon responded that if the 4,000 cubic yardslday is in place, then there could be a 
good faith efEbrt to resolve other differences. 

Hunt stated that she shared the concerns stated by other committee members. She 
feeLs incredibly frustrated. She feels that we should make the corrections in 
language as necessary, but not in context. Tonight has been a waste of time other 
than venting frustration. She believes we should let the PIan go to the public and let 
the chips fall where they may. 

Randall made the motion to correct the Plan as needed and put it out before the 
public; supported by Meek. 

Leszcz asked what "correct the plan as need" means? Are we voting to send this out 
now? 

Miele responded that the original intent would remain. Corrections are not 
differences in intent. Corrections are words, figures, not changes in direction. 

Harmon asked if proposing a change in the volume cap would be an issue that could 
be h u s s e d .  

Miele responded that it would not be an issue for discussion, since it would be a 
change in direction. 

Scott asked ifwe were still worhng on changes or are we to review what has been 
done? 

Harmon asked ifhe made a motion and got support for a change, could it not be 
voted in? 

Hunt stated that she believed that legally, a committee member who brings a motion 
to a meeting which is supported and approved has to be considered. However, this 
was not the intent of her suggestion. 

Hunt then called the question. 

Cobb absent Leszcz 



' Fortune absent Meek 
Graves absent Miele 
Gross ye8 Randall 
Hale Yes Scott 
Harmon no Stamper 
Hunt yes Ziegler 
Motion carried with seven yes, three no. 

Leszcz moved adjournment at 8:10 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Ann Hunt, Secretary 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
absent 
no 
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Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
April 22,1999 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee (CCSWPC) was 
called to order a t  6:05 pm by Chairperson Marion Miele. 

Members in attendance: Doug Cobb, Larry Gross, Robert Hale, Ann Hunt, Richard Leszcz. 
Forrest Meek (arrived a t  6:30), Marion Miele, George Randall, and Donna Scott. 
Members absent: Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, Merle Harmon, David Stamper and Teresa 
Ziegler. 
Consultant Doug Bell was not present 
Other persons present included: Tim Wolverton, Clare County Administrator, Harrison 
residents Dave Sander, Linda OZeary, Jack McNutt, Ireta and Willard Dancer, Bert Kortes, 
Clare County Commissioner, and Shirley Rilett, Hatton Township Supervisor. 

A packet has been received fkom the Tri-County Solid Waste Advisory Council requesting 
that Clare County assist with the costs of a forum for solid waste committee members. Scott 
recommended that the Clare County Board of Commissioners contribute $50 for this 
program, supported by Randall. Motion carried. Other materials were circulated to 
committee members. 

Correspondence has been received from Richard Leszcz, Manager, Northern Oaks Recycling 
and Disposal Facility, regarding proposed changes in the Clare County Solid Waste Plan (the 
Plan). 

Minutes of March 25 

Randall submitted corrected figures for 1999 Northern Oaks landfill projections - 1554 cubic 
yardslday, or 444,657 cubic yards per year. 

Page 2, paragraph 12 was amended to reflect that Miele was addressing Lesza with the 
question. 

 anda all-moved approval of the minutes as corrected, supported by Gross. Motion carried. 

Introductions 
Doug Cobb, representing the City of Harrison, was introduced. AU persons present were also 
introduced. 

WMI Letter - Miele noted that she attended a meeting last week with Lynn Grim, Bert 
Kortes, Tim Wolverton, Richard Leszcz, and Mr. Cooney of WMI to discuss the Plan update, 
problems WMI had with it, and potential resolutions. The letter of 4/19 addresses this 
discussion. 

Scott asked if the committee had authorized Miele to participate in these negotiations. 

Mieie responded that the committee had not, but that this was an inforpal meeting to look 
at potential options. This was not a negotiation session. 

Leszcz added that this meeting was clar5cation of the bombshell of the last meeting. The 
goal was to try to bring down the number of counties. 

,, , 



Scott interrupted that it bothers her that the committee was represented without approvd, 
then addressed Lesza that he was now talking about putting on more counties.. 

Leszcz corrected the list of counties on page 4 of the letter - Gratiot and Roscommon should 
have been included. 

Scott asked about volume with the addition of Bay County. 

Leszcz noted that the committee had previously voted on the 15 counties, and WMI had no 
problem with any of them. They did have a problem with volume. The additional four 
counties may be needed to meet the cap. If Northern Oaks (NO) was only receiving a 
thousand cubic yardslday, he would ask for approval to add one or more counties to meet the 
cap. 

Randall noted that Bay is now a contingency county.. Would that be moved to a regular 
county? 

Leszcz answered yes, that Bay wold be considered part of the service area, but that WMI 
would not draw horn Bay without approval. 

Scott noted that the cap is now 3000 cubic yardstday. 

Leszcz responded that the solid waste planning committee cannot dictate caps. He stated 
that this was a challenge by industry, and referred to fax from the Michigan Waste 
Industries Association. 

Scott reiterated that the new Plan authorizes up to 3000 cubic yardstday, but now WMI 
wants to go higher.. 

Miele stated that there has never been a cap. It was discussed in committee a t  3000 cubic 
yardstday, but the contract states 4000 cubic yardstday. The court set the service area in line 
with the original Plan, the contract stipulates the cap. The committee can address the issue 
of the service area. 

RandalI, reading fkom the September 1998 minutes, said "Mett made the motion ... all 
members voted in-supportw, including members representing solid waste - Leszcz, Hannon, 
and White.. 

Leszcz stated that he rescinded his support at  a subsequent meeting.. 

Randall continued that item 2 in the letter, addressing truck traEc, came from a letter he 
had addressed to Logsdon in May, 1998.. He noted the plan to swing to the solution he had 
proposed at that time. 

Leszcz responded that the new truck route had been part of the plan all along, but had to be 
coordinated with four entities: City of Harrison, Harrison Schools, Clare County DPW, and 
WMI. 

Wolverton announced that there would be a meeting 4/28 with Brook Wood, Harrison mayor, 
WM7. Miele, 3 representatives from USDA, and Joe Ashcroft to address the road There was 
always an agreement to put in a road, but a question of funding. This may now be addressed 
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through the new funding available to the county.. The road will benefit the school, city, and 
industrial park. An engineering firm will be retained to address issues. 

Jack McNutt, Harrison City Clerk, added that during the negotiations to bring WMI into the 
industrial park, the decision was made to route trucks north and south on US 27. However, 
there was a recognition that when trucks returned a t  2-3 pm, they would encounter the 
heaviest traffic. Now they come in the same route they leave by, but instead of back 
tracking, the road around the back of the landfill to the industrial park will take care of the 
t r a c .  I t  is not intended as a major thoroughfare, but as a WMI route. 

Leszcz added that WMI had access down Spruce for truck traffic, but rerouted due to the 
traffic. 

McNutt reiterated that i t  was not intended to be a public road. 

Lesza added that the southeast section of the landfill is adjacent to the school property. 
Along with letting trucks in and out, i t  will provide an emergency evacuation route for the 
schools. 

McNutt stated that the city supports the establishment of the route, and considered it an 
asset. The problem has been funding. 

Kortes supported their statements, adding that the goal was to ease tr&c coming from the 
west and when they leave town. 

McNutt added that the new route would take 50% of the trucks off the road because they'd be 
sb!e to &de right back to the trucking oEce. 

Randall referring to the meeting of May, 1998, said the question has come up before and 
noted the trucking routes currently used. 

McNutt added that the intention was to link the landfill with the hauling office. 

Scott noted that this new road wouldn't affect the routing when trucks come in from the 
south. 

Meek asked if the current route caused WMI to put extra miles oc their trecks? 

Randall stated that the current routes are the most practical routes, and don't increase miles 
significantly. 

Leszcz added that the intent is to get trucks on the freeway as soon as possible. 

McNutt stated that the City of Harrison has an excellent relationship with WMI; that the 
company has always been responsive to their concerns. 

Randall then addressed item 3 in the letter. He asked for how long this partnership would 
exist. That the company wants the agreement to be extended to 20 years - the life of the 
facility. The revision of the Plan is only good for 5 years, and the letter indicates that they 
want to extend the Plan to 20 years. @ -- 

i Leszcz noted that the landfill opened in 199 1. 
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Walverton clarified &at the cernpmy qnnts t~ adrLPss the agreement in pa~tnc.z.&.ip with 
the County. .If the legislation is successful, aad capacity isn't an issue, our only cap is i~ ,he 
contract. An extension of the agreement would benefit the county In eleven years, with no 
revision, the landf3.l becomes the property of WMI and the revenue will be entirely theirs 
Now Clare County drsposal rates are limited to increases in accordance with the consumer 
price index At the end of the current agreement, with no revision, there will be no more 
fees, no more price protection, etc. An amended agreement is in the best interests of both 
parties. 

Randall offered figures regarding the potential life of the laudfilZ at current rates suzd 
the &renicaps. 

Scott asked if there are eleven years left of the 20-year agreement, why do you [Woiverton] 
want us to go beyond the eleven years? 

Wolverton ciarified that he was speaking about the contract, not the Plan. There is a 20-year 
contract between WMI and the County, with 11 years to run. If agreement can be reached 
witb the CCSWPC, WMI dl rePnit.e the apemeat. with Clare Cnimty t.n he a partner so 
both m i l l  benefit for the Lfe of the lamEU. It makes sense ta be a patzer. 

Scott asked what the CCSWPC has to say ahout it? 

Wolvemn responded that there is an aggeement on the senrice area, W still open .the 
contract and rewrite for the partnership.. 

Scott asked if this is a bard agreement. WMZ has turned on us before. 

Leszcz responded by asking what happens when the agreement goes away? He gave an 
example of a substantial increase in disposal fees following a lapsed agreement. 

Miele added that the letter is an overview of the discussion. 

Lesza stated that he didn't have a problem ai th  the 15 counties. But with four additional 
counties available if the cap isn't met, he would have options after receiving permission b 
add. 

Public Comment 

McNutt - The first item in the letter concerns the CCSWPC, the second concerns the city, 
and the third the county. The committee needs to address #I.. The county commissioners 
control capacity, not the CCSWPC. We have to work within the Plan. 

Sander asked what the volume is today. What difference does it make which counties we 
draw from if we have a volume cap? Lf laws say that only certain wastes may be accepted, 
then i t  doesn't matter where it comes from. 

Lesza responded that NO is currently taking in 1400-1800 cubic yardslday, based on the 9 
counties we currently draw fiom. The Agreement called for 55 counties, so i t  doesn't matter 
where it comes h m .  $ 

Miele responded that the committee is concerned with the service area, and with the health, 
safety and welfare of the citizens of Clare County. Our responsibility is to update the Plan, 
and that doesn't always coincide with the Agreement. 
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i Ssder cote2 that h e y  p%!fTj w m t  more. we want lass. i 
Leszcz stated that WMI may be able to get up to the cap within the 15 counties, but he 

I 
1 

doesnt know that for sure. Perhaps WMl won't be able to draw hom some counties, and the 1 
company also wants to protect its other operations. i 

Randall noted that the farther out WMI goes, the less is hauled in. It's economics ! 
i 

( Leszcz agreed, and stated the company also tries to protect other senice areas. I 
! 

Randall stated that he wants to adjust the figure [cap] more than once every five years. It  
should vary yearly, and he wants to add that provision to the Plan. 

Wiuard Dancer noted that the new counties are all on the Lakes, that they are seaport 
counties. He suggested that any additional counties be inland counties. i 
McNutt stated that the planned counties all have landfills closer than NO. 

Leszcz responded that Cedar Ridge is having problems and that it will reach capacity in 5 
years. Transportation costs are the issue. There is no intent to bring in Canadian waste, 
and this is stipulated in the contract. 

/ Rilett asked if the minutes would reflect why Mr. Bell was not present. I 
Hunt responded that the minutes would note his absence, but we didn't know what reason he 
was absent.. 

Kortes added that he has presented the new Plan to the committee, and the committee was 
to go over that. There were problems with the extension of his contract and the casts, that 
may be part of why he wasn't here. 
To McNutt - These are separate issues, you are right. The Solid Waste Plan is apart h m  
them, as is the cap. Concerns raised by industry are before the attorney general right now, 
and there is no indication which way she'll rule. Some county plans may be found in 
violation of 451. The contract states 4000 cubic yards, and that's where they want to go. He 
is concerned about the rolling average provision, and what happens when they hit that - do 
they shut down? When there are 60 months or less capacity, the company can site a new 
1andH.l. The law wi l l  state that there isn't much choice as a county - we may not be able to 
refuse a new location. We are looking for a way to get along with WMT. We would rather 
deal with them on the number of counties, volume, costs - these are issues of control. I t  is 
important to know what the volume will be If we take in 4000 cubic yardslday, the life of 
the landfill w i l l  decrease. 

Scott noted that if the landfill goes down, Clare County waste has to be taken care of without 
additional fees. 

beta  Dancer asked if Canadian waste comes into Bay County, and we get Bay County waste, 
aren't we going to end up with Canadian waste? 

Lesza responded that the Whitefeather landfill cannot take in Canadian waste. The 
quickest way to be certain is by checking the county p b .  It  has to come into a transfer 
station or by barge. We're only talking about residential and business waste. nothing h m  
transfer stations. 
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Sander noted that he was wearing his Budd Lake Association hat, and addressed the 
nuisance of gulls and other landfill birds.. Millions of them roost on the lake at night and all 
over town, and head to the dump during the day. This issue needs to be addressed. 

Miele responded that this is an issue of vector conti.ol, and the committee cannot address 
that. The issue has to be handled by the county, WMI and DEQ by contract. 

Randall added that a landfill cannot be located closer than 2 miles or 10,000 feet from an 
airport because of the danger of birds. 

Rilett stated again that it bothered her that Mr. Bell isn't here and he hasn't contacted 
anyone [in the committee]. She wants assurance that hell complete the Plan. 

Kortes stated that he might be concerned about Bell, that there isn't a signed contract, but a 
verbal agreement to continue. Money is the issue. Total pay is considerably less than he had 
anticipated. There are examples of a consultant walking away. 
To Ireta Dancer - Canadian waste is excluded by contract. If it is brought into a transfer 
station, i t  does not become part of the county's waste after a certain period of time. 

Rilett stated that she is still not settled with the 24-hour rule. She came across a video with 
attorney explaining that the state recognized the rule that if garbage stayed within a county 
for 24 hours, it became that county's. munt  provided Rilett with a copy of the email from 
Seth Phillips. DEQ Waste Management Division, denying the validity of any 24-hour d e . 1  

I 
I Miele asked Leszcz if out-of-state equaled out-of-country 
I 
I 

1 Leszcz responded yes, out-of-state is any waste not from Michigan.. 1 
/ Close of Pubic Comment 

Leszcz noted that Bell has sent out the Plan update. He made the motion that we add Bay, 
Antrim, Charlevoix, and Emmett counties to the existing Plan. Motion supported by Meek. 

Randall offered an amendment that Bay no longer be considered a contingency and that their 
waste be factored in to the cahdations. Amendment did not receive support 

Scott stated that in our Plan, Bay is listed as a reciprocal, contingency county. What will we 
use for contingency if Bay is part of the service area? 

Leszcz responded that it can stiU be contingent in the event of a breakdown or problem. Any 
additions would have to have approval if WMI can't reach the cap. 

Scott asked if our plan gives approval. 

Hunt asked for clarification what Leszcz meant by asking permission. Was he to ask 
individuals or boards? 

Leszcz responded boards or their representatives. 
8 

Hunt then asked about the Middlegrounds Jean up. The Middlegrounds is a landfill located 
on an island in the middle of the Saginaw River at  Bay City which is contaminated by PCB 
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and other industrial wastes. The DEQ and EPA are currently working on a remediation plan 
for the contamination. Would NO receive any of those wastes? 

Leszcz responded that i t  could receive wastes if they met with DEQJEPA standards for 
disposal in a ?Lpe II l a n m . .  

Randall noted that the contamination is caused by GM and they are paying $28 million to 
have the wastes removed to an upstream island. 

Meek asked for cladication of the types of waste that cannot be accepted in a type II landfill 
Randall responded by reading a list of special wastes such as liquid industrial, WWTP 
sludge, oilfield sludge, car wash waste, and the grease pits of automotive service facilities. 

Cobb stated thathe didn't believe a motion couId be amended Why are we entertaining a 
motion to accept more c o u n h  when we haven't a d d r d  the issue of yardage? 

Hunt responded that the draft Plan has a cap of 3000 cubic yardsday. 

Gross asked if the additional four counties were to be backup, why not include them in a 
different classifica tiun? 

Miele added, or a plan amendment later on... 

Leszcz responded that then the amendment would have to come back here fbefore the 
CCSWPC] and go through county approval process. W3II has 15 counties now. What if 
Oggmaw {for example] says no, then they'd be down tD 14 Thre or Eour more could do th 
same. Then the company would be back to 1400 to 1800 cubic yards/day. Volume is the 
issue. We are trying tD get this plan out Ito Lhe public], 

Miele noted that there is a trend that other collnties are naming every other wlmty - there is 
no danger of exclusion. 

Leszcz stated that is the trend in the southern counties - Wayne, Oakland and Macomb. 
They are not finding this to be the case in the centrahorthern counties. If he could name all 
55 counties ... The control mechanism is the volume cap of the contract. The counties 
named in the Plan will be asked to identify Clare Corrnty in their; plans. 

Gross asked to amend the m o b n  to add 'with committee approval"? 

Scott sh ied  that if we're going to do that, then forget the 3990 cap. I don't think we leave it 
that he comes to the committee - it should be the commissioners. 

Leszcz reiterated that this is only a volume issue.. 

A4iele stated her concerns about the four additional counties. We now have contingencies 
with Bay and Crawford, and CrawEord was later added as part of the service area. Now Bay 
and Charlevoix. We're getting big here! 

Hunt asked if the proposed counties were a substitution or an add on? 
$ 

Lesuz proposed an amendment to the motion to add counties only when needed to meet the 
contractual cap, and only by h a t i v e  action of the Clare County Board of Commissioners. 
Meek supported the amendatory language. 
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The motion in its entirety reads: The Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee will 
accept the addition of Bay, Antrim, Charkvoix, and Emmett counties only i f  needed to meet 
the contrcrctual volume cap, and only by afirmative action of the Chre County Board of 
Commissioners. 

Roll C d  vote: 

Cobb Yes 
Fortune absent 
Graves absent 
Gross yes 
Hale no 
Harmon absent 
Hunt Yes 
Motion carried, 7 yes, 2 no. 

Leszcz Yes 
Meek Yes 
Miele no 
Randall yes 
Scott Yes 
Stamper absent 
Ziegler absent 

Scott then asked what will happen if the Plan and the Agreement don't coincide on the 
volume cap. 

Hunt was asked if she would duplicate and distribute her comments on the draft plan. 

Randall noted that there were not definitions included in the Plan. He suggested adding the 
definition of contzngemy ftom the October minutes, page 8. 

Leszcz asked Wolverton to get the amendment to Mr. Bell along with language changes; 
Wolverton agreed. Lesur. then suggested meeting earlier to address only the Plan. 

Next meeting will be Thursday, May 20, a t  6 pm. Wolverton will reserve the room. 

Meek moved adjournment at  8:05. 

Respectfully submitted, 

IS/ Ann Hunt, Secretary. 



Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 
Meeting of May 20,1999 , 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee was called to 
order a t  6 pm in the basement of the Clare County Courthouse.. 

Members in attendance: Robert Hale, Ann Hunt, Richard Leszcz, Forrest Meek, hfalon 
~Miele. George Randall. Donna Scott and Teresa Ziegler. 

Absent: Doug Cobb, Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, Larry Gross, 3Ierle Harmon, and David 
Stamper. 

.Us0 in attendance: Bert Kortes, Chair, Clare County Board of Commissioners, and Shirlev 
Rilett, Supervisor, Hatton Township. 

Randall moved approval of the minutes of April 22, 1999 (distributed at the meeting), 
supported by Leszcz. Motion carried. 

Randall went to the Michigan Recycling Coalition annual meeting, but was only able to 
access the display area. The Board of Commissioners had not approved the contribution of 
$50 which the Committee had requested at the April meeting so the Committee could take 
advantage of the Solid Waste Planners Summit. Miele extended apologies on behalf of the 
Committee; follow up on the Committee's recommendation did not occur. 

Hunt inquired about the status of Mr. Bell's involvement with the Committee and what 
would happen if he didn't continue.. Kortes will check his contract and will contact Bell to 
determine his intentions 

The Committee then moved into work session to go through the Solid Waste Plan Update, 
marking corrections and changes. No minutes were taken. 

At 8 pm, Scott moved to continue working until the Committee had finished with the 
Appendices, supported by Ziegler. Motion carried. 

Next meeting June 24. -4U Committee members should receive the final Plan Update prior to 
the meeting for review.. At the next meeting, Committee members should be prepared to 
release the Plan for public review and to determine which local units of government they'll 
approach for questions and to support the Update. Lesza recommended that a l l  Committee 
members be contacted by letter in advance of the meeting far the vote to release the Plan 
Update. 

Motion to adjourn at 8:40 pm.. 

Respectfully submitted, 
IS/ . h n  Hunt, Secretary 



Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee 

Meeting of June 24, 1999 

The monthly meeting of the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee was 
called to order a t  6 pm on Thursday, June 24, 1999, in the basement of the Clare 
County Courthouse by Chairperson Marion Miele. 

Members in attendance: George Randall, Marion Miele, Richard Leszcz, Ann Hunt, 
Robert Hale, Teresa Ziegler, Donna Scott, Larry Gross and Forrest Meek. 
Absent: Doug Cobb, Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, Merle Harmon, and Dave Stamper. 
Also present: Clare County Administrator Tim Wolverton, Clare County 
Commhioner Bert Kortes, and Hatton Township Supervisor Shirley Rilett. 

Minutes of the May Meeting: Scott moved to accept the minutes of May 20,1999, as 
presented, supported by Ziegler. Motion carried. 

Corres~ondence: 
1. Notice of Clinton County Solid Waste meeting and agenda, June 29, 1999, St. 

Johns. 
2. State Senator Bill Schuette announcing the availability of Clean Michigan Fund 

grants. 

Plan U ~ d a t e  Review: 
Consultant Doug Bell is no longer contracted by the county for the planning process. 
He has brought in a copy of the current disk, with corrections, which have been 
provided to Chairperson Miele and Secretary Hunt. 

The committee proceeded to go through the revised Plan as presented af the 
meeting, making corrections and notations as it moved through the Plan page by 
page. 

The committee agreed to include the minutes of the meetings in their entirety as a ' 

part of the Plan, not referenced as previously stated. 

Hunt moved that the Plan Update be printed on recycled paper, on both sides 
(duplexed), supported by Meek. Motion camed. 

Public Comment: 

Shirley Rilett - "Good job!" 
Bert Kortes asked for clarification of the process, particularly in the absence of the 
prior consultant. 

Leszcz moved that Hunt be paid a t  the rate of $20 to $25/hour to complete the 
formatthig and editing changes as stated at tonight's meeting, supported by Meek. 
Motion carried. 



Scott moved that the committee approve the Clare County Solid Waste Management 
Plan Update as corrected June 24, 1999, pending a review of the final plan by Miele, 
Ziegler, and Gross, then released for a 90 day public review. Motion supported by 
Randall. 

Roll Call vote: 
Cobb absent 
Fortune absent 
Graves absent 
Gross Yes 
Hale yes 
Harmon absent 
Hunt Yes 

Leszcz Yes 
Meek Yes 
Miele Yes 
Randall Yes 
Scott Yes 
Stamper absent 
Ziegler Yes 

Motion carried with nine affirmative votes, a majority of the members serving on the 
committee. 

Leszcz moved to hold the public hearing date on September 1, 1999, in the basement 
of the Clare County Courthouse with Commission Chairperson Bert Kortes chairing 
the meeting. Woiverton will take care of public notice and arrangements. Motion 
supported by Scott. Motion carried. 

Next steps: 
+ 90 day public review which includes a public hearing 
+ CCSWPC convenes to address issues raised during the public review process 

(hearing and written comments) - October 21,1999 
4 Plan Update sent to Clare County Board of Commissioners for review and 

approval 
Plan comes back to CCSWPC to formally send it to local units of government for 
final approval. A letter will be sent with the Plan Update to let them know that 
if the want a committee member to attend their meeting to address the update, 
to please call. 

Leszcz moved to adjourn a t  754 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
, lsl Ann Hunt, Semtary 



CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMITTEE 
January 27,2000 

The meeting was called to order by Co-chair David Stamper a t  7:05 pm in Meeting Room A of 
the Clare County Courthouse. 

Members in attendance: Steve Essling, Larry Gross, Ann Hunt, Richard Leszcz, Forrest 
Meek, George Randall, Shirley Rilett, Doma Scott, David Stamper and Teresa Ziegler. 
Shirley Rilett has been appointed to replace Marion Miele, representing environmental 
interests. Steve Essling has been appointed to replace Merle Harmon qepresenting the solid 
waste management industry. 
Absent: Doug Cobb, Sue Fortune, Brian Graves, and Robert HaIe. Ms Fortune asked to be 
excused because of her agency's annual meeting the next day. 

Hunt moved to reschedule public comment to 8 pm, midway through the meeting, supported 
by Scott. Motion carried. 

Leszcz moved acceptance of the minutes of the last meeting (June 24, 1999) as  presented, 
supported by Rilett. Motion carried. 

Essling moved approval of the agenda, supported by Leszcz. Motion carried. 

Officers for 2000 
Rilett nominated Larry Gross as chair. Leszcz nominated David Stamper a s  chair. Stamper 
respectfully declined. 
Leszcz questioned the appropriateness of electing new officers since the committee members' 
terms are scheduled to expire 2/17/2000. 
Kartes responded that for the f i s t  time a committee meets, officers are elected. Committee 
members are appointed for a two-year term. At the conclusion of the term, they can appoint 
up to an additional two years. He stated that the committee needed to elect a chair and co- 
chair. 
Rilett commented that she could not imagine the board (of commissioners) not approving an 
extension, that it would be a horrific expense to recruit and train new members. We need to 
elect a new chair and finish the process. 
Leszcz nominated Ann Hunt as Chair. Hunt declined, stating she believed she could better 
serve the committee by finishing the term as  Secretary. 
Meek moved nominations are closed. 
Randall moved unanimous consent in the election of Larry Gross as Chair. Supported by 
Hunt. Motion carried. 
Rilett nominated Teresa Ziegler as  Co-chair. Leszcz nominated Forrest Meek as Co-chair. 
Bunt moved to close the nominations, supported by Rilett. 
A roll-call vote was taken: 

Cobb - absent Lesza - Meek 
Essling - abstain Meek - Ziegler 
Fortune - absent Randall - Ziegler 
Graves - absent Rilett - Ziegler 
Gross - Ziegler Scott - Ziegler 
Hale - absent Stamper - Ziegler 
Hunt - Ziegler Ziegler - Ziegler 
Results: Ziegler - 8, Meek 1, Abstain 1. Ziegler was elected as Co-chair. 



Ziegler nominated Ann Hunt as Secretary. There were no other nominations Scott moved 
to close nominations and move election by unanimous consent, supported by Randall. Motion 
carried. 

Corres~ondence 
1. Seth Philli~s, Waste Management Division, DEQ, written comments on the draft plan as 

released foi public comment. (distributed with meeting notice) 
2 Michigan Waste Industries Association, represented by Honigman, Miller and Schwartz, 

comments on solid waste plan updates in general (not specific to Clare County update). 
(distributed prior to meeting) 

3 Chapin Cook, Director Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission, requesting 
inclusion in our plan, and response from Hunt. Leszcz objected to the characterization in 
the response that the l a n a  can operate *efficiently and profitably." Hunt explained 
that statement was based on presentations by WMI to the SWPC that the approval of the 
counties requested would permit the landfill to operate efficiently and profitably. 

4. Steven Essling, Waste Management, Inc., commenting on the draft plan. (attachment 1) 
5. Essling distributed a disclaimer adopted by DEQ which is being attached to all approved 

plans which addresses local ordinances and/or regulations that are not statutorily 
addressed in the law or rules (attachment 2) 

6. Hunt distributed an email from David Dempsey, Michigan.Environrnenta1 Council, 
relaying an opinion from Attorney General Jennifer Granholm in response to the MWIA 
statements on the update plans. (attachment 3) 

Rdett stated that she had a copy of the Essling letter for some time. She stated that the 
WM representatives on the SWP Committee had led the committee to believe what we were 
doing was s d c i e n t .  She felt the committee had worked very hard with WM to give them 
extra counties and other concessions. [WM representatives] knew all along WM wouldn't 
agree with the plan. We were falsely led to believe that WM was working in good faith with 
the comniittee, but we have found that not to be true a t  all. 

Randall added that the committee had believed that we had local control of incinerator 
ash [for the proposed solidification project] and found out after the fact that wasn't the case. 
He faults Doug Bell who knew this aU along. The committee reconsidered the issue when we 
found we had no control. There are too many hazards and can't control the stink. If use fly 
ash from Alpena, it could have arsenic in it. Don't want i t  mixed with any material that goes 
into the l a n w .  WM is not up to 4000 cubic yardstday, and may be pressured to f3.I up with 
sludge We turned down this project and don't want it. 

Essling had two comments. He was Barry County Health Department director, then 
worked for private industry. The plan is still in the committee process until the 
commissioners approve it, and it can be changed. There is a host agreement between the 
facility and the county regulating volumes, hours of operation, and that should be driving the 
planning process. The plan could be made open-ended and don't put weight in i t  since the 
agreement is much more solid. Planning should be generic, repeating what is bound by the 
agreement with the county and company. 

Randall stated that there is no host agreement addressing this kind of waste. 
Essling responded that i t  would fall under the Federal and state rules. The company 

would declare i t  non-hazardous and it would be tested by the generator. The company 
doesn't want hazardous wastks, defending i t  would be expensive, and i t  codd create a bad 
situation. He referenced Venice Park and Autumn HiUs [landfills operated by WM] which 
accept solidification wastes. Autumn Hills accepts Lifesaver wastes mixed with wood chips. 

Rilett asked Essling if he had been provided with a copy of the decision in C.L.A.R.E., 
Inc. vs. Clare County Board of Commissioners. 

Essling responded, asking if the suit had come to resolution with\ Sygo [Chief, Waste 
Management Division, DEQ] letter. 



Rilett clarified that the Judge had declared that the solid waste plan has precedence over 
the agreement. The solidification operation had been presented to the committee, and we 
asked WMI to present the proposal to Hayes Township and get their agreement WMI * 

refused. Rilett, and the majority of the committee, felt we didn't have the right to impose 
[this project] on Hayes Township without their knowledge. 

Public hear in^. (September 2 1. 1999) 
Hunt asked if there were minutes available for the public meeting. 
Kortes responded, asking if Tim Wolverton [former County Administrator] would have 

them. 
Rilett noted that she had presented a letter of comments but that has not been included 

with the hearing comments. .. 
Ziegler said that she recalls some individuals making comments but cannot remember 

what they said. 
Rilett noted that [former Chair] Marion had asked the board to be in charge of the 

hearing. 
County Administrator Grim located the minutes of the hearing and distributed copies. 

(attachment 4) 

Public Comment 
There was no public comment 

Old Business 

Plan Status: The update has undergone public review and comment. The next step is for 
the CCSWPC to review the comments and respond to them, make appropriate changes in the 
update, and then forward i t  to the Board of Commissioners for their review and approval. If 
they approve it as written, the next step wiU be for the CCSWPC to send i t  to the local 
municipalities for their approval. If the Board recommends changed, we will have to address 
those issues, either make changes or explain why the changes are not incorporated, and 
return it to the Board for their approval. The committee believes there will be at minimum 
three more meetings - one to complete review of comments and changes, one to approve and 
send on to the Board, and one to receive from Board and send on to municipalities. The 
recommendation was made that the terms of CCSWPC members be extended 90 days. 
Completion within that period will be dependent on the response of the Board. 

DEQ Comments: Using the letter from Seth Phillips, Waste Management Division, 
DEQ, as  the guideline, the following issues were addressed. Numbers are page references in 
the Phillips letter. The changed pages are all attached (attachment 5). 

11-1. "other acceptable organic matter" was deleted since this is a reference to historic 
action and WM representative Leszcz believed that statement was accurate as amended. 

11-1, Facility description sheets were included in the original draft supplied to the County 
Administrator for duplication and distribution. However, pages 11-4 and III-9 through 11 
were omitted from the copies provided to committee members and, apparently, the DEQ. 
Updated information on Northern Oaks was provided, with updated information on the other 
sites forthcoming. 

11-8. Secretary read noted solid waste management system deficiencies as  noted in the 
Roscommon County update. Rilett, Meek, Ziegler, Lesza and Randall all had comments on 
plan deficiencies and solutions to recycling problems and solid waste issues Changes were 
made and agreed to. 



III-31 & 35. The issue of local ordinances and regulation were addressed. Essling 
presented a list of stipulations in the Host Agreement which, he believes, preclude the need 
for includmg them in a list of potential ordinances (attachment 5). Hunt stated that she 
believed the list should stand as written, however, the language on III-3 1 referending local 
ordinances could be removed. Essling responded that he believed including the list would be 
in conflict with the Host Agreement, and create a conflict over which one prevails. Hunt 
suggested that removing the sentence on 111-31 and retaining the list on III-35 would give 
the county the authority to adopt and implement ordinances, but does not mandate their 
adoption. Leszcz objected, stating that there would be conflict. 
Rilett moved to delete the sentence: Local ordinances are also applicable as long as they are 
not in conflict with Act 451 or this plan, as described on page III-36(sic), and to retain the list 
of subjects for local ordinances on page m-35. Supported by Ziegler. Roll call vote as 
foIlows: 

Cobb - absent Leszcz - no 
Essling - no Meek - yes 
Fortune - absent Randall - yes 
Graves - absent Rilett - yes 
Gross - yes Scott - yes 
Hale - absent Stamper - yes 
Hunt - yes Ziegler - yes 

Results: Yes 8, No 2. Motion carried 

111-31 & 33. The DEQ questioned who was responsible for the enfircement of the plan 
since no agency was designated with that responsibility. After discussion, the committee 
decided to insert the word enforcement on yage 111-31 in the sentence The Clare County 
Board of Commissioners will have the primary responsibilities for overseeing, enforcing, and 
coordtrzatrrtg the tmplementatron of this plan. On yage III-33, under the subheading Local 
Responsibility for Plan Update Monitoring and Enforcement: the words after Clare 
County Board of Commissioners were deleted. Finally, the sentence The State of Michigan is 
responsible for the development, operatton and enforcement of the various laws and rules 
regarding the management of solid waste in the State of Michigan was added in the 
Recommended Management System a t  the suggestion of Essling. 

Leszcz provided a map of the facility and certification of capacity, two additional deficiencies 
not addressed by the committee. @I-36 and D-4) 

Next meeting: Thursday, February 17 at 6 pm 

Leszcz moved adjournment a t  920 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Ann Hunt, Secretary. 



CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMITTEE 
February 17,2000 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Larry Gross a t  6:05 pm in Meeting 
Room A of the Clare County Courthouse. 

Members in attendance: Doug Cobb, Steve Essling, Larry Gross, Robert Hale, Ann 
Hunt, Richard Leszcz, Forrest Meek, George Randail, Shirley Rilett, and Donna 
Scott. New member Richard Warzecha, representing Solid Waste Industry, was 
introduced. 
Absent: Sue Fortune and Dave Stamper. 

Essling offered clarification of Page 2, paragraph 12, sentence 2: The generating 
company ... Sentence 3: Waste Management doesn't want ... . 
In the discussion of solid waste management system deficiencies, Essling wanted to 
insert language &iterating statements he said he had made a t  the prior meeting. 
Secretary noted that the discussion of other committee members was not recorded, 
and that the listing on 11-8 was approved by the committee as a whole. 
Leszu offered a correction to the kist sentence on page 2, striking the a before Sveo. 
Randall differed on 11-4, regarding the estimated lifetime of the landGU which was 
stated at  37.6 years. Leszcz responded that WM engineers had calculated the 
lifetime and he conveyed the figures. Based on current yardage, the Lifetime is more 
like 40 years. If volume increased to 4,000 cubic yardslday immediately, the lifetime 
would still be in excess of 16 years. Randall raised the issue of the number of days 
the landfill is open per year. Leszcz stated that the figures a k  all based on current 
operations. 

Meek raised a Point of Order, and asked Scott Darling, who had entered the meeting 
about 6: 15, if he were appointed to the committee. Darling responded that he was 
self-employed and had asked to join the committee. Paperwork had been sent to 
him, but the commissioners present (Meek and Kortes) had no recollection of his 
appointment. He was welcomed, but asked not to vote until his appointment was 
confirmed. 

Leszcz moved approval of the minutes as corrected, supported by Randall. Motion 
carried. 

Scott moved approval of the agenda, supported by Essling, with the clarification that 
we would be electing a Co-Chair, not a Vice-Chairman. 

Rilett nominated Donna Scott to be Co-Chair, supported by Meek. Meek moved the 
nominations be closed. Randall moved unanimous consent, supported by Meek. 
Motion carried. 

There was no correspondence to report. 



OLD BUSINESS 

Responses to the letter from Seth Phillips, Waste Management Division, DEQ, 
continued with Page 111-36, addressing capacity. 
Leszcz had provided the Secretary with a letter confirming capacity, but that letter 
was address to Dave Stamper under the assumption that he would become the 
Chair. Leszcz was asked to re-issue the letter, addressing it to Gross. 
Leszcz noted that the facility data sheets 011-9, etc) should be suff i~ent  to confirm 
capacity. 
Essling noted that it is customary for the DEQ to check available records to 
substantiate capacity. 

A-4 Cornposting 
Discussion centered on the fact that there are no cornposting operations that check 
parameters and market finished compost. I t  was decided to state the various large- 
scale operations, and indicate that none of them are commercial. 

A-6 Volume Reduction 
Dollar amounts were determined by estimated costs. I t  was noted that Clare 
County appears to be questioned on this and other areas where other counties are 
not questioned. 

D-3 Capacity 
Essling suggested referencing sections 4.4 and 4.6 in the Agreement 

D-4 Site Map 
Randall provided a copy of the plat map for Hayes Township, Leszcz indicated the 
location. Map to be inserted. 

D-6 Volume Limits 
Essling suggested inserting language from Section 4-5 of the Agreement referencing 
volume limits. 
Phibps indicated that Section 2 is not appropriate, and is designed to circumvent 
the planning process. 

Essling moved to drop contingency and drop #2, that the agreed upon counties [in 
#2J be made primary, and that reference be made to sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 in the 
Agreement. Supported by Meek. 
Rilett stated that she wasn't sure if he was adding words to confuse; he doesn't want 
the counties to be contingency but primary. 
Essiing responded that the DEQ would not accept additional counties as stated in 
#2. 
Rilett answered that WM is adding additional counties rather than correcting [the 
Plan] as Seth said. Does Essling want the host agreement to supersede the Plan? 
Essling responded "No." 
Leszcz added that section 2 has to go away. 
Scott asked if this goes to the fact that Northern Oaks is not getting enough waste? 
Leszcz responded yes, but it is not changing what we approved 



Scott referred back to last year's discussion on adding counties. T b  is not a 
deficiency as Ear as DEQ is concerned, but is as far as WM. 
Leszcz stated that things change; counties, routes, etc. 
Rilett stated that she thought we were to address the concerns of DEQ, instead WM 
is trying to get more counties. 
Leszcz agreed; address the issues of DEQ, and discuss new counties under New 
Business. 
Hunt agreed that removing section 2 is appropriate, however contingency is not an 
issue with DEQ. 
Cobb said that he kept reading the last few lines. The county can approve, agree, 
but cannot change import authorization. 
Essling addressed the issue of intercounty agreements, citing the act (324.11 538(6), 
attachment 1) which says they must be explicitly authorized. He said that there is 
an agreement between two counties if they are explicitly listed in both plans. 
Leszcz concurred, saying that if counties are not mentioned in both plans, they are 
not considered valid. 
Essling asked what contingency did that the Host Agreemeat didn't. 
Leszcz addressed Darling, asking if we agree to have intercounty reciprocals, where 
do you think haulers are going to go when they can't dispose of waste f h m  other 
counties. He stated that the committee would be restricting business by intercounty 
agreements. 
Hunt stated that intercounty agreements are neither required nor precluded by the 
Act. It is the decision of the committee to include agreements. 
Randall concurred that we need agreement as to what will corning. 
Gross brought the discussion back to D-6, stating that some believe contingency is 
not workable. 
Essling corrected him, stating that it is not necessarv, since the Host Agreement 
sets the Iimits. 
Hunt called the question 
A roll call vote was taken: 

Cobb - Yes Leszcz - Yes 
Darling - Yes Meek - Yes 
Essling - Yes Randall - No 
Fortune - Absent Rilett - No 
Gross - No Scott - No 
Hale - No Stamper - Absent 
Hunt - No Warzecha - Yes 

The vote was a tie a t  6 yes, 6 no. A tie vote means the motion does not prevail. 

Hunt move the deletion of section 2 on page D-6, supported by Leszcz. Motion 
carried by voice vote. 

Scott moved to change the citation referencing the volume limits to Section 4.5 of the 
Host Agreement as new section 2 on D-6, supported by Randall. 
Essling stated that the volume limit sets the upper limit on a 5-year rolling average; 
he also noted that contingency counties are currently listed in the Plan. 
Motion carried by voice vote, completing the DEQ list of concerns. 
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NEW BUSINESS 

Leszcz stated that since we had eliminated section 2 on D-6, Antrim, Bay, 
Charlevoix and Emmet counties were eliminated from the importation of wastes. 
Can't do it - losing volume, and these counties should be made primary. 
Scott responded that the committee's intent was never to make these counties 
primary. 
Leszcz responded that k i n g  them as additional counties was a mechanism to add 
thosc counties. Now they have been struck from the Pian. 
Essfing, quoting the Host Agreement, stated that there are still 55 counties that WM 
can insist upon. 
Scott asked why we should have a plan ifwe can't say what counties can be 
included. 
Essling responded that Clare County has a contract, despite the recall of 
commissioners. The judge had said the Plan was a controlling factor. WM intends 
to work with the county. They know they can't get 55 counties without going broke. 
We have 20 counties on the Iist and it would be easy for the county to agree with the 
list and agree with contingency counties being changed to primary. The company is 
in the process of reconfiguring with a new Plan. 
Rilett said that the judge made a ruling and we have to live with the ruling. She 
asked Essling, "Do you believe 55 counties is still in effect?" 
Essling said the ruling said that the county will cooperate with WM. WM is asking 
for contingency counties to be changed to primary. The agreement sets the upper 
limit of what can be taken in, and we're not there. 
Rilett said that it is deplorable what the industry representatives did with this 
committee They led us to believe that WM was working with us, but now the 
representatives are coming back wanting 55 counties. 
Essling agreed that the judgment by the court at  that time upheld the solid waste 
plan. 
Leszcz said the settlement agreement that the Host Agreement is still in force. With 
the next update, we have to address new counties. We have 20 counties that he feels 
conform minus the restrictions and handcuffs. Restrictions are put on him as, a 
facilitylhauler, including reciprocal agreements "I am aslung for 20 counties 
primary. Give me 20 counties so that I can get my volume in and make a dollar." 
Rilett responded that her bottom line is that she has to represent the county. 
Leszcz added that he does, too, since he lives here. 
Scott questioned if we gave WM all the counties as primary, would they then go to 
the county and ask for more. 
Cobb asked if all this doesn't go back to the 4,000 yard limit? 
Leszcz confirmed 4,000 cubic yards and a 16 4 year lifetime. 
Randall noted the [Attorney GeneralJ Granholm opinion in response to the MWIA 
statement. They had argued that the county does not have unlimited authority 
through the plan unless expressly identified. Part 115 clearly contemplates limits 
on volume 
Gross stated that this should have been made clear early in the planning process 
before it went to public comment. 

Hunt, noting the hour and the heated discussion, moved to adjourn and take up this 
question first a t  the next meeting. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT 

Commissioner Bert Kortes asked committee members to submit expense sheets and 
asked how long we believed this process would take. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:07 pm. 

Next meeting scheduled for WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 at 6 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Hunt, Secretary 
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CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMITTEE 
March 8,2000 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Larry Gross at 6:00 pm in Meeting Room A 
of the Clare County Courthouse. 

Members in attendance: Doug Cobb, Scott Darling, Steve Essling, Larry Gross, Robert Hale, 
AM Hunt, Richard Leszcz, Forrest Meek, George Randall, Shirley Rilett, Donna Scott, David 
Stamper, and Rich Warzecha. Absent: Sue Fortune. 

Essling proposed adding an item addressing the issue of consistency for a reconfiguration of 
the Northern Oaks Recycling and Disposal Facility's new cells to the agenda. It  was added 
as a new business item. Meek moved adoption of the agenda as amended, supported by 
Essling. Motion carried. 

Meek moved approval of the minutes of the meeting of February 17,2000, supported by 
Rilett. Motion carried 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Service Area - 
Randall stated that he had made a list of the 20 counties, the ones in our plan and the four 
contingency counties. (Essling, representing Waste Management, had sent a letter to all - 
members seeking approval of a suggested list of counties without contingency designations.) 
There are only two additional counties being requested - Montcalm and Newaygo. Montcalm 
has a landfill. 
Gross asked Essling if he had comments to add to the letter. 
Essling responded that the letter was a restatement of positions taken a t  the last meeting. 
Leszcz questioned if a motion needed to be made. 
Rilett responded that in order for the list to be voted on again, a motion would have to be 
made by the prevailing side (motion to reconsider). 
Essling disagreed, stating that the person who originally brought the motion could bring it 
up again. 
Randall made a motion to reconsider the issue of counties, supported by Meek. After 
discussion, and clarification that the motion addressed designating the four counties from 
contingency to primary, a voice vote was taken with all but one voting yes. Motion carried. 
Randall stated that he had gone through the minutes of prior meetings and believed that 
after the Committee had turned down WMl's request for a solidification facility at  Northern 
Oaks, they agreed to let WMI have the [contingency] counties as primary in place of 
solidiiication. 
Members with access to prior minutes disagreed, citing some discussion h m  prior meetings. 
Leszcz agreed that there was not an agreement to move the four counties in question 
(Antrim, Bay, Charlevoix, and Emmett) from contingency to primary import counties. 
Scott asked Lesza if he was stating that removing section 2 from page D-6 in effect changed 
the designation of the four counties to primary. 
Rilett made a motion that the contingency counties Antrim, Bay, Charlevoix and Emmett 
remain as cont inpcy  counties, supported by Hunt. 
Hunt c l d e d  that removing Section 2 on page D-6 did not remove counties h m  contingency 
status, nor did it remove counties h m  listings on pages m-3 and 4. Removing the section 
only removed the mechanism for adding new counties [through action of the Board of 
Commissioners] that DEQ objected to. 



Rilett reiterated that the motion meant no changes. She cited Michigan Attorney General 
- Jennifer Granholm, responding to comments made by the solid waste industry told DEQ that 

counties couldn't adopt volume limits, "Part 115 clearly contemplates limitations on types 
and amounts of waste.." 
Lesuz noted that we already have volume limits. 
Essiing stated that the solid waste rules did say that, and now more than half of the counties 
have host agreements. Can't have both. 
Rilett responded that in Clare County we can. The court determined that our Solid Waste 
Plan takes precedence over the Host Agreement. 
Lesza added that WMf has an agreement with Clare County. He further stated that with 
the elimination of D-6 and this motion, we have eliminated the ability of Waste Management 
to go to the County to get additional volume. 
Cobb noted that the counties are still contingency. 
Lesuz responded that before WMI could go to the county and ask for additional counties to 
increase volume [D-6, Section 2 original language]. These counties will remain contingency 
and can only come in if there is a problem in the counties. Why would the Board (sic) vote 
before to leave paragraph 2 before and now it won't. 
Scott stated that this is a problem. We went through aU this, gave WMI the prerogative to 
bring in trucks at  the end of their runs, etc. We never said you can bring yardage in to meet 
the cap. 
Leszcz responded that he hoped the Board would think about the agreement and the ability 
to meet the cap. 
Scott stated that the commissioners jumped the gun and entered into a contract in violation 
of the Plan. The Plan remains primary. We have fought ever since then to have a say. 
Rilett noted that this sounds like a threat, as did Steve's letter. 
Lesm responded that it is not a threat, it is just business. 
Gross said that we have been haggling over this for a long time. The Committee has been 
working with WMI in good faith. This should have been settled months ago. 
Leszcz responded that the comraents and objections from DEQ changed the Plan with the 
changes. 
Rilett called the question. A roll call vote was taken: 
Cobb - yes Lesac - no 
Darling - no Meek - no 
Essling - no Randall - no 
Fortune - absent Rilett - yes 
Gross - yes Scott - yes 
Hale - yes Stamper - yes 
Hunt - yes Wanecha - no 
Motion carried, 7 yes, 6 no. 

Randall asked if we should reconsider a vote on the removal of Section 32 [D-61. We're 
taking these counties out. 
Scott responded that according to what we had [original Section 21, Rich could go to the 
Board to change counties to primary. DEQ objected. Removing Section 2 doesn't address 
contingency. 
Rilett asked Lesuz what is the volume in the counties brought fofward - Montcalm and 
Newaygo? 
h u z  responded that those counties were proposed to fill the circle 
Meek asked at what distance hauling becomes unprofitable. 
W d a  responded that a 90-mile radius was the Iimit. 
Randall wondered why WMI wanted Antrim, Charlevoix, and Emmett counties when they 
are more than 90 horn Harrison. 



Leszcz responded that once a transfer truck is packed and started down the road, it becomes 
more economical to transport. 
Essling added that Charlevoix has a l a n a  that could be a backup, guaranteed disposal 
Randall, to Leszcz, Kalkaska has a solidification plant in operation. Is there any intent to 
haul any of that stuff down here? 
Leszcz responded, "I don't know, George. l'm going for my own." 
Essling added that the same requirements apply in and out of the county The generator 
declares the waste non-hazardous, it must meet the test, and then could be dsposed of. 
Leszcz added further: The primary reason to include Kalkaska is to dispose of trash We 
could accept solidification waste, but it is up to them to bring it in. It would have to meet 
WMI speciGcations. There are lots of other ways to obtain dollars. 
We will take in C-soils [contaminated soil4 over garbage because there's more money 
There's testing and compatibility, etc. It  still has to be taken into account what the current 
solid waste stream is and how it mixes. 

PUBLIC C O ~ E N T  
There was no public comment. 

OLD BUSINESS, continued. 

Letter from Shirlev Rilett. 9/28/99 
Leszcz asked why we were just seeing this letter now. Hunt responded that the County 
Administrator did not provide Committee members with the letter, despite the fact that it 
had been submitted during the public comment period. 
Rilett stated that the procedure was starting in an incorrect manner. The letter was to call 
attention to the Board of the correct procedure, and i t  has been corrected. The minutes of the 
hearing indicate that a public hearing advertisement had been placed in the newspaper of 
general circulation, but not information was included to explain the issues or invite 
comment. In order for the public to make comments, the public has to be informed about 
what to comment on, The plan was to put out information - a plan for the County 
Administrator and the Committee Chair to write articles, but it never happened (both have 
left the area]. 
Meek asked what Rilett wanted as a remedy? 
Rilett responded that she thought the issue would be addressed by what was said at  the 
hearing. Therefore, the public was never aware they were in the public comment period. 
Essling said that he was a t  the hearing and remembered the discussion. The meeting was 
properly noticed, there was a public hearing at which to receive comments, but that is not 
the,place to act on the comments. We have to come to a meeting to respond to the comments. 
The county fulfilled its obligation. 
Rilett noted that her letter never made it to public comment, and the plan was never carried 
out. Steve is right that they did have an ad. To be fair to the public, however, they have to 
be informed. 
Hunt added that this Committee planned for members to meet with the Township Boards to 
provide them with information. 
Rilett said she knew of one township that didn't receive a cover letter with their copy of the 
Plan I t  is of foremost concern that we give them the opportunity to ask questions. 
Lesza recommended that a cover letter be included with the Plan offering for Committee 
members to attend board meetings 
Essling note that each municipality of the county has to meet and consider the Plan. 
Rilett stated that the Plan has to be explained. 
Essling said that in his travels in the county, he hasn't found one person that is concerned or 
thinks there may be a problem a t  the landfill. 



Scott moved that when the Solid Waste Planning Committee send the Plan out to the 
municipalities for consideration that a letter be attached telling them of their responsibilities 
as  a Board, that the majority of municipalities must approve before the Plan takes effect, 
urging them to take time to understand the Plan, and stating the procedure of how they 
should vote as a board Supported by Rilett. 
Meek offered an amendment, adding a one-page summary of the Plan, supported by Rilett, 
and accepted by Scott. 
Cobb objected, asking who would interpret the Plan? 
Rilett responded that i t  would only be a one-page summary 
Leszcz stated that he doesn't have a problem, that members of the board would go to the 
townships. 
Wanecha responded that the summary would be an interpretation. 
Cobb noted that most wouldn't read it, but that wouldn't be our fault. We should present the 
Plan as a package, but the problem will be of who will write the summary. 
Meek said the county has performed its responsibility, that's a done deal Shirley has a point 
that there should be more explanation. I seen nothing wrong with informing the public. I 
see nothing wrong with a one-page summary. 
Rilett added that when she received the Plan, she thought it was because she had come to 
the meetings. There was nothing to indicate that i t  should have gone to the township. 
A voice vote was taken on the amendment to the motion, which passed. A rolI c d  vote was 
taken on the motion as a whole: 
Cobb - no Lescu: - no 
Darling - no Meek - yes 
Essling - yes Randall - yes 
Fortune - absent Rilett - yes 
Gross - yes Scott -yes 
Hale - no Stamper - no 
Hunt - yes Wmecha - no 
Motion carried, 7 yes, 6 no. 

Waste Industrv letter (Honkman. Miller. Schwartz & Cohn).9/219$ 
Essling summarized the letter, stating that the industry looked a t  county plans and the law 
and made generic comments to the planning process and sent the letter to all the counties 
that were involved in the planning process, The industry disagrees with the adoption of 
ordinances for haulers, diversion rates, etc. No action needs to be taken on this letter. 

Consistencv with the Plan 
Essling stated that since we are still in the process, it is convenient to come to the 
Committee a t  this time. Any increase in volume has to be determined to be consistent with 
the Plan Northern Oaks is proposing a reconfiguration of the waste cells, shifting them 
from an eastlwest orientation to north/south. The inside pitch of the new cells will comply 
with the new construction rules, though not with the original permit to construct. Because of 
10 years' of data regarding groundwater flows and depths, engineers have determined that 
the groundwater is deeper than originally thought The proposed cells will continue to meet 
DEQ requirements for isolation from groundwater. 
WMX believes the new proposal is consistent with the Plan - there is no growth laterally or 
horizontally, and cells won't exceed the final elevation in the permits and host agreement. 
WMI will meet the hydrogeological requirements No changes will be made to the existing 
cells; the proposal only addresses new cells. Going ten feet deeper will increase capacity. 
Scott asked if \a?M had reconfigured other sites 



Essling responded that Hastings had been. The cells have a 1 on 3 slope for the subgrade in 
order to maintain fkiction with the liner, but maintains the same footprint while accepting 
more waste in the same area. 
Hunt asked how much more. . . 
Leszcz responded that Northern Oaks is currently taking in 1600 cubic yardslday At that 
rate, the landfill will last 40 years. With the new design, landfill expectancy is 60 years At 
3000 cubic yardslday and current configuration, land5I.l life is more than 21 years; with 
reconfiguration an additional 10.3 years would extend it to about 33 years. 
Rilett noted that this is an engineering concept that she doesn't understand. She is 

- concerned with the depth of the cells. Her question is how Ear between the bottom of the cell 
and the aquifer. How much lower as compared to the existing; how close to the aquifer? 
Essling responded that it depends on where you are in the cell. The center is the lowest, and 
i t  will be lowered by 10 feet. The isolation distance will not be changed. The goal is to 
maximize the facility. 
Scott asked if the proposal was to protect the area, or more due to economics. 
Essling responded that they are fixed on the area, but want to maximize the economics 
WMI formerly agreed to the boundaries of the cells. Height and boundaries have not 
changed from the Host Agreement or Plan. 
Leszcz added that the proposal only changes the bottom elevations, and WMI is asbing for a 
letter stating that this is consistent with the Plan. 
Essling submitted a motion in writing, which was moved by Meek and supported by Scott: A 
vertical expansion of the Northern Oaks Becycling and Disposal Facility, Hayes Township, 
Clare County, is consistent with the Clare County Solid Waste Plan. The proposed vertical 
expansion would not change the h a l  (top) elevation nor would i t  expand any horizontal 
(footprint) boundary. 
Rilett stated that 10 years ago the 1andfi.U was consistent with DEQ rules regarding depth: 
now, because the rules have changed, we have to decide if this proposal is consistent with the 
Plan. 
E ~ l i n g  stated that the issue is groundwater and you people can't make a decision on that. 
The Plan references the outer boundaries and we have to determine consistency with that. 
Scott referred to the original Plan &d asked if there is a problem with it. 
E s s h g  said he wouldn't bring anything to the committee that is not consistent. Nothing has 
changed regarding isolation from groundwater. 
Rilett asked if WMI already felt the proposal was consistent, why would they bring it to the 
group for a vote? 
Leszcz responded that the rules call for a determination. 
Cobb asked if there is no doubt that the proposal is consistent, why do you need our 
permission? 
Leszcz responded that the proposal stays within the footprint, but new rules change the 
elevation of the slope. The vote is that there is no change in footprint 
Gross asked for clarification that WMI could go to DEQ and go deeper. 
Leszcz responded that the proposal would still have to be approved and go according to the 
rules. 
Scott asked if this information had been available ten years ago, could the cells have been 
dug deeper then? Would they be in compliance? 
Rilett also asked if the DEQ rules have changed 
Essiing responded that the isolation distance is the same. 
Leszcz responded that the question is: Ys this proposal going beyond the original footprint 
okayed in the original plan?' New regulations change the slope, letting the cells go 10' 
deeper. 
Randall questioned how the leachate would be removed from deeper cells. 
Leszcz responded that pumps would be lowered and manholes would be lengthened. 



Essling read from the Solid Waste Rules (section 902.1.a) regarding a dehition of a 
consistency determination wbich is required to be submitted with a proposal to construct. 
Rilett asked if the committee votes no, would you come back to ask us to make it 
consistent? 
Leszcz responded no. 
Randall noted that the cubic footage would change due to the increased depth. 
Rilett stated that consistency only addresses elevation and boundaries 
A roll call vote was taken on the motion: 
Cobb - no Lesczc - yes 
Darling - yes Meek - yes 
Essling - yes Randall - yes 
Fortune - absent Rilett - no 
Gross - no Scott - yes 
Hale - no Stamper - yes 
Hunt - no Wanecha - yes 
Motion carried, 8 yes, 5 no. 
A copy of the vote will be sent to the County Board of Commissioners and ask them to 
respond to the issue with a copy to WMI and the Committee members. 

Convevance of the Plan 
Hunt moved that the Solid Waste Planning Committee convey the Plan to the Board of 
Commissioners for their consideration and approval, supported by Stamper. 
Voice vote, motion carried with two nays. 

- 

Procedure from this point forward is as follows: 
1. Plan is conveyed to Board of Commissioners for consideration. They have three courses 

of action: 
- Approve as submitted and return to Committee to send on to municipalities 
- Make comments for suggested changes and return to Committee for consideration 
- Reject the Plan and write their own. 

2 Committee meets after the Commissioners have decided and then either make changes 
and resubmit to Board of Commissianers or, if Plan approved as submitted, finalize 
dates, etc. and send on to municipalities with cover letter and one-page summary. 

3 Local municipalities consider the Plan and indicate their approval or rejection. Once 
I 66% approve, Plan is conveyed to DEQ for h a l  approval. 

At least, Committee will have one more meeting, although changes suggested by the Board 
may lengthen the process. 

Meeting adjourned at 8: 15 pm. Next meeting will be called after the Board acts. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Hunt, Secretary 
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The regular meeting of the Clare County Board of Commissiomrs was held on September 21, 1999, 
commencing at 9:30 am and called to order by Chairman Kortes. The Pledge of Allegiance was led by 
C/Bert Kortes. 

Roll call revealed six members present being: UJennifer Elkins, UAI Bransdorfer, CIForrest Meek, 
CJEdward Ensz, CIK8nn Lipovsky and C/Bert Kortes. 

Motion was made by W o m s t  Meek and seconded by CJKaren Lipovsky to accept the agenda with 
modifications. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by ClFomst Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to approve the regular minutes of 
September I, 1999 with an amendment to page three, third paragraph hom the bottom, first sentence, delete 
- the word (Supervisory). Motion carried. 

Motion was made by CIFomst Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to approve the closed minutes of 
September 1,1999 as printed. Motion carried. 

Anne Smith, Family Independence Board Member appeared before the Board in regard to being appointed 
to another t e n .  Motion was made by C/Forrcst Meek and seconded by CIEdward Ensz to re-appoint Anne 
Smith to the F.I.A. Board for a tam of three years, beginning October 1, 1999 through October 1, 2002. 
Along with the reappointment, Anne was presented a resolution fiom the Board for her outstanding service 
of 25 years service on that Board. Roll call revealed a unanimous vote of six yeas being: C/Fonest Meek, 
C~Edward Ensz, C/AI Bransdorfer, C/Kartn Lipovsky, C/Jenniftr Elkins and W e r t  Kortes. Resolution 
adopted. 

CORRESPONDENCE AND MOTIONS NEEDING BOARD ACTION: 

#3. Family & Medical Leave Policy - r e f e d  to Prosecutor for review. 

Discussion was held in regard to a request h m  the Saginaw Valley Blood Program to hold a blood drive, 
here at the County Building for employees, which would go directly to the Mid Michigan Regional Health 
Community. A motion was made by CIJennifer Ekins and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to authori7.e a 
blood drive for Clare County Blood Service in cooperation with the Saginaw Valley Blood Program, with 
date to be determined later. Rol! call revealed a vote of three yeas being: C/AI Bransdorfer, UJennifer 
Elkins and CiKaren Lipovsky and three nays being: UAI Bransdorfcr, C/Forrest Meek, CEdwwd Ens7 
and C/Bert Kortes. Motion Bilcd due to a tie vote. 

Chairman Kones, then opened the Truth In Taxation Hearing at 10:30 am to set the County's proposed 
increase of 0.3022 of a mill on 1999 taxable value fiom 4.9459 mills to 5.0251 mills. Millage rate levied in 
1998 was 5.0753. 

A motion was made by CIJmifer Elkins and seconded by UFomst Meek to authorize the expenditures 
for August 1999, in the amount of $636,664.31 with General Fund e x p e n t i  totaling $530,379.58. 
Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Wnnifer Elkins and seconded by C/Karcn Lipovsky to approve the purchase of a 
computer for Emergency Preparedness h m  Gateway Computer for $2,036.00 and pay fiom #101-426- 
978.000 (new equipment). Motion carried with two nays being: Worns t  Meek and C/Ed Ensz 
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MOTIONS REOUIRING BOARD ACTION CONT'D. 

A motion was made by Cn<arcn Lipovsky and seconded by UJeNIjlfer Elkins to approve the addendum for 
Contract No. ND87-1165, between Clan County Transit Corporation and the Clare County Board of 
Commissioners to extend the contract h m  October 1, 1999, to continue for a maximum of sixty (60) 
months, and authorize the Chainnan to sign same. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Cfionest Meek and seconded by C/AI B d o &  to concur with Tuscola County 
Board of Commissioners' Personal Property Tax Revenue Resolution. cc: Governor, Legislators, Tuscola 
County and Michigan Association of Counties. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Cmaten Lipovsky and seconded by UJemifer Elkins to allow Wayne Pribbernow, 
part-time Animal Control OBcer to attend classes with area veterinarians to be applied towards 104 hours 
of training. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C/Ed Ensz and seconded by CIForrest Meek to allow the County Clerk to purchase 
two (2) Microsoft Office 97's i?om Crystal Computers @ $310.00 each to be paid out of #101-901978.215. 
Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C/Jennifer Elkins and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to allow Elected Officials, who -.I 
presently do not have health insurance be allowed to purchase health insurance under the County's Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield to be categorized with the P.O.L.C. Unit. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by CYJennifer Elkins to approve a salary increase 
for Darrell Schlese, Circuit CoudProbate Court Adminiitrator/Juvenile Referee retro-active to January I, 
1999 as follows: Base salary for 1999 to be $39,492.54 and transfer $3,715.44 b m  contingency #101-890- 
956.000 to #101-152-702.000 with a 3% increase of $1,184.78 for the year 2000 and 3% increase of 
$1,220.32 for the year 2001 and Gladwin County to pay haif of the salary increase. Motion carried. 

A motion was &e by CIA1 Bransdorfer and seconded by Cbnnifcr Elkins to implement the 2% pay 
increase for all non-union court employees - retro to January 1.1999. Motion carried. 

Recess was called at 11:10 an and back in session at 11:30 a m  with Chairman Kortes closing the Truth 
In Taxation Public Hearing with no public comment. 

I'ublic comment time was then opened at 1 1 :35 am with CJKortes introducing John Parker, Candidate for 
llistrict #2. County Commissioner and Angie Reed, new reporter for the Morning Sun. At that time Terry 
Johnson, 1;rost Township addressed the Board in regard to the House Numbering Ordinance recently 
adopted. Ile expressed concerns in regard to the house numbers in the County - not being correct or in 
sync with the stmt index ranges so emergency calls could be handled effciently and promptly, Ile, 
himself' was working with Consumers Energy to correct his own address, but reiterated it 
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takes about four or fwe months. Mr. Johnson would be approaching his own local entity concerning this 
problem and asked the Board, if an ad hoc committee could be formed to address this problem. Commitlee 
members to look into with 91 1 Board. 

Recess was called for lunch at 12:00 noon and back in session at I:IO p.m 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by W e n  Lipovsky to apirove a renlaVlense 
agreement with Pitney Bowes for a new postage machine in the amount of $456.60 per month for 48 
months, equipment will be owned at the end of 48 months excluding meter. withhw~-id 
eut-d fb&W-kd. Transfer $1732.77 b m  contingency #101-890-956.299, with $1008.42 to # 101 -905- 
991 .OOO (principal), $103.38 to #101-905-995.000 (interest) and $621.00 to #101-295-851.000 (maintenance) 
and increase capital outlay #101-901-978.295 by $21916.00 and increase debt service control #101-000- 
698.000 by $21916.00 with Treasurer to make the necessary journal entries. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C h n  Lipovsky and seconded by CIJennifer Elkis to approve $5,681.00 for a 
computer training program. Courses wuId be offered in 3 hour blocks twice a week on days and times 
selected by the County for two groups, each receiving 36 hours of instructions to be paid out of #101-259- 
957.000. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by UJennifer E E i  and seconded by C/Karcn Lipovsky to allow Administrator to 
hire a confidential secretary and permit the health insurance coverage for same to begin immediately upon 
date of employment. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C/Jennifer Elkins and seconded by CIFomst Meek to authorize the Chair to sign a 
fiee maintenance agreement (for 12-months) on the new communications system with I.T.I. Motion 
carried. 

Recess was called at 2:25 p.m. and back in session at 2:45 p.m. with District Court Magistrate, Rick 
LaBoda on the agenda in regard to the drunk driving and drug caseflow reimbursement in the amount of 
$6,713.75. A request was made by the Magistrate to put $1720.00 in three l i i  items in the red and purchase 
a new copy machine, typewriter and new computer for the Court Recorder. After much discussion, request 
was tabled for further information. 

Public comment time was opened at 3:00 p.m. with Mr. Dennis Shethey, Btrtha Lake Association and 
Charles Pardue, Drain Commissioner. Discussion was held on the twenty-three yeair old problem and a 
need for action. Drain Commissioner to come back to the next Board of Commissioners' Meeting, 
October 5,1999 with updated results. 

Motion was made by UAI Bransdorfcr and seconded by Cl'aren Lipovsky to allow the Sheriffs 
Department to purchase a portable video surveillance system and training for same to be used for drug 
activity sumillance in the amount of $2995.00 to be paid out of #265-000-978.000, Drug IAW 
Enforcement Fund, contingent upon quote still being valid. Motion canied. 

Motion for purchase of an in-car camera for Secondary Road Patrol Unit given to Budget Committee for 
clarification. 

Motion was made by CtFoncst Meek and seconded by UEd Ensz to appoint Jon Ringelberg to the Clare 
County Planning Commission for a one-year tern 9RV99 to 9RV00. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C/Ed E m  and seconded by CfFomst Meek to have Administrator submit a letter to 
the D.E.Q. Air Quality Control Ofice advocating their support of the burning of tires as long a$ it does not 
surpass the E.P.A. Clean Air Guidelines. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by C/Karen Lipovsky and seconded by C/Fonest Meek to have the Building & Grounds 
Committee create a dejignated parking space for the County Adminiitor. Motion canied. 
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MOTIONS REOUIRING BOARD ACTION CONT'D: 

Motion was made by W e n  Lipovsky and seconded by C/Forrest Meek to transfer $144.90 from 
contingency #191-890-956.299 to #101-430-961.000, animal control dog damage and authorize a check be 
drawn up to $144.90, if fourth pig perishes to Paul and Aprilei Workman for the loss of their three pigs per 
report from Township Supervisor, Thomas Krchrnar. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by U l e ~ i f e r  Elkins and seconded by C k e n  Lipovsky to purchase &om McDonald 
Computer Network Services, One Workstation Ultra PRW 400 Intel Pentium I1 4OOMhz w1512k Cache, 
64MB 100 Mhz Ram IOGb, Uhra ATA Hard Drive, 3.5 Floppy Drive, 40X CD Rom Drive, AT1 3D 
Charger 8Mb Video, Ms Windows 98, KingstonlO/lOO PC Network Card, AOC 17" Monitor 3/5 year onsite 
warranty (5 on CPU & Memory), for Sl.250.00 to be t ransfed fiom new equipment line #101-901-978.172 
(Administrator) into new equipment line #lo!-901-978.275 @rain Dept.) to pay for same. Motion carried. 

Motion was made by UJemifer ELki and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to purchase fiom McDonald 
Computer Network Services One GIs Mapping Machine Ultra PRW-400 Intel Pentium 11 305 Mhz w 5l2k 
Cache, 256 MB, 100 Mhz Ram, lOGb Ultra ATA hard drive, 3.5 floppy disk, 40X CD Kom Drive, At1 31) 
Charger 8 Mb Video, MS Pd2 Style Mouse, MS Windows 98, Kingston 10/100 PC1 Network Card for 
$1,400.00 and one 56K PC1 Internal Modem at $79.00 for a total of $1,479.00 to be transferred from new 
equipment #101-901-978.172 (Administrator) to: LC? $739.50 into new quipment #fOC901-978.371 (Building 
Dept.) and V2 $739.50 into new equipment #101-901-978.372 (Electrical Dept.) to pay for same. Motion 
carried i--;. 

Motion was made by C/Je~ifer  Elkins and seconded by CKaren Lipovsky to purchase fiom Quill's Office 8.- - 
- One HP Laser Jet Printer 2100 for $699.99 and transfer $699.99 h m  #101-901-978.172 (Administrator) to 
#lo!-901-978.371 (Building) to pay for same and have McDonald Computer Sewice install printer. 
Motion carried '/ 
Motion was made by U J e ~ i f e r  Elkins and seconded by C/Karcn Lipovsky to amend the General I 

Appropriations Act and have County Treasurer create a new activity "Middle Michigan Development 
Corporation" (Non-Profit Organization) and transfer S20,000.00 from contingency #lo!-890-956.299 for 
same Roll call revealed a unanimous vote of five being: CJJennifer EUtins, UKaren Lipovsky, CIA1 
Bransdorfer, CIForrest Meek and C/Bert Kortes with C/Ed Ensz absent. Motion canied. 

?'he recreational plin submitted by Sundbcrg &Associates was then reviewed and examined by the Roard 
for consideration. 

I With no fwfher business to come before the Board, Chairman recessed this meeting at 5:25 p.m. for 
dinner, to rcconyene at 6:O p.m. in Room "A" of the Courthouse Building, Harrison, Mi. for a Public 
Hearing on the new Updated Solid Waste Plan. 

The recessed meeting of the Clan County Roard of Commissioners was reconvened at 630 p.m. 
Chairman Kortes opened the public hcaring on the Solid Waste Update with Chairperson, Marianne Meile 
reiterating thc changes made to the new phn. Basically; updated demographics, hauling company and 
possible altenlatives. New plan addresses recycling and some cornposting. The main change was 
importing counties in our plan by an increase of (3) three counties to the original plan of (D) thirteen 
counties being: Antrim, Charlevoix and Emmet along with Alcona, Atenac, Gratiot, Gladwin, Iosco, 
isnhella, Kalkaska, Lake, Mecosta, Missaukee, Ogema, Osceola and Roscommoq. Bay and Crawford 
County to be Contingency Counties. Only nine counties using presently. 

I Northern Oaks to be the only facility in Clare County. They also have cornposting and recycling. Only 
'I ypt I1 - no Transfer Stations only a few Transfer Type "3". No processing or sludge plants will be 
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I allowed in Clare County. (Section 22). Northern Oaks to make reports to the County, looking at a ten-year 
projection at this point. Ground samples are to be dom by the site manager. 

Mr Willard Dancer reiterated the concerns of one resident south of the landfill in regard to the quality of 
their water. Shirley Rilett expressed concern, that the public notice was advertised too soon and should 
have been published for a second time with entities given a written notice to attend the public hearing 
Solid Waste Board at that point, requested the Board of Commissioners to send out a letter to all townships, 
cities and village - stating: (I). Here is the Plan, (2) Board action is needed to approve or reject. (3) 
All Solid Waste Committee Members can be available at their local meetings for informational purposes 
Also a notice should be published stating: The Updated Solid Waste Plan is now in the hands of your local 
entities, those with concerns should attend your local entity meetings for information on the new solid 
waste update. D i i i o n  was held on whether the Solid Waste Committee should put together the changes 
and pyblish in the paper. 

Mr. Steven Essling with Government & Regulatory Affairs of Greater Michigan Landfill Division then 
approached the Board stating that there is no time h m e  on municipalities to approve or no statute for 67% / 
approval by the townships. He suggested that the Board of Commissioners adopt a resolution reiterating 

I 

the steps taken by the Solid Waste Committee in their updating process and send out to all entities. He also 
suggested that quarterly meetings be held by the Solid Waste Committee and the Board of Commissioners 
to keep things fresh and give the public a tool to vent and have the waste facilitator present to answer 
questions. Mr. Essling noted, that new rules fiom the DEQ have come down in regard to recycling. Ile 
also said that 111-35, #3, Sub.7 (part of our operational host agreement) that part should be taken out of'the 
plan, can't use plan to enforce the document between two parties, but could mention there is an agreement 
between the County and Waste Management. Mr. Essling Mher reiterated that providing we strike #7, the 
DEQ will probably approve the plah Whether any inclusions or deletions are made depends on PA #I38 
(Mary Brown Bill) satisfying fees up to $25.00 per year, per househokl. 

I With no Mha feedback lmm the public, a motion was made by C/AI Bransdorfer and seconded by Ckd  
1 Ensz to close the public meeting and adjourn at 7:20 p.m. until the next regular Board of Commissioners' 

I Meeting to be held October 5, 1999 in the Commissioners' Chambm commencing at 9:30 am.  or at the 
call of the Chair. Motion carried. 

Bert Kortes, ~ h a ~ 6 n  
Clare County B o d  of ~omrnissiokrs/ Clan County BO& of Commissioners 
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Tlie regular meeting of the Clare County Board of Commissioners was called to order at 935  a m by 
Chairman Kortes. The Pledge of Allegiance was led by UBert Korles 

Itoil revealed four members present being: CIJohn I'arker, m a r e n  Lipovsky, Uf3 Ensz and C/Bert 
Kones with Cfiorrest Meek in attendance at 10:15 a m and C M  Bransdorfer in attendance at 10.00 
a m and UJennifer Elkins absent 

A motion was made by Waren  Lipovsky and seconded by UJohn Parker to accept the agenda as 
modified Motion carried 

A niotion was made by C/Ed Ensz and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to approve the regular minutes 
of Ap1il18,2000 as printed Motion carried 

A resolution for naming a lake started on Shively property in 1969 was presented by committee, there 
bcitig no public available for comments a motion was made by ClJohn Parker and seconded by 
CIKaren Lipovsky to approve Clare County Resolution #00-9 oficially naming the lake in the 
Soutlreast 114 of Section 32, Tim, R3W, Sheridan Township, Clare County, State of Michigan as 
Sliively Lake Roll call revealed four yeas being: UJohn Parker, C/Karen Lipovsky, C/Ed Ensz and 
CIBert Kones with CJForrest Meek, UAI Bransdorfer and UJennifer Elkins absent. Resolution 
adopted 

Marc Fry with Alliance Construction Group LLC then approached the Board in regard to designing the 
ricw Animal Shelter for Clare County in the amount of S21,000 If Alliance is chosen to design the 
project, the contract will reflect the ability to cancel the construction portion of the project, at the end 
of the design phase. This will give the County the ability to bid and award the project to another 
company if desired After much discussion, a motion was made by CKaren Lipovksy and seconded 
by <'/A1 Iiransdorfer to proceed with the contractual agreement with Alliance Construction in the 
arnount of S21,000 to do the architectural design for the Animal Shelter, with Chair to sign same and 
the above amount to be paid out of #413-000-702.000 Roll call revealed five yeas being: ClKaren 
I.ipovsky, UAI Bransdorfer, C/John Parker, ClFomst Meek and mert Kortes with one my being: 
ClEd Ensz and UJennifer Elkins absent Motion carried 

A public hearing on the Housing Commission's Resolution #00-08 was then opened by the Chairman 
at 1030 a m for one hour for public comment 

A motion was made by WJohn Parker and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to allow the following 
language to go on the Primary Election to be held on August 8, 2000 for renewal of the Senior Service 
millage @ 48 mill for another five years: 

Shall the County of Clare levy up to 48mill (SO 48 per S1,000 00) of timable value for 
the purpose of providing services to the elderly of Clare County as provided in PA39 of 
1976, for the years 2000 to 2004, inclusive (commencing with the December 2000 tax 
billing), such amount being an increase over the 15 mill limitation provided in Section 6 
of Article 1X of the Michigan Constitution of 1963 Said levy is a renewal ol'a prior 48 
mill voted millage, which is currently levied at 4752 mills and would otherwise expire 
with the December 2000 billing date. It is estimated that 48 mills will raise 
S288.000 00 in funds in the fint year 

Roll call revealed a vote of four yeas being: CIJohn Parker. Waren  Lipovsky. C/Ed Ensz and C/Bert 
Kortes with CEorrest Meek, ClAl Bransdorfer and UJennifer Elkins absent. Motion camed 
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Recess was called a! 10:35 a m  and back in session at 1l:Ol a m  with Chairman closing the public 
Ilearing at 1 130 am on the CDBG Housing Application, which is requesting more allocation through 
MISHDA due to emergency and housing needs in Clare County 

A motion was made by C/Ed Ensz and seconded by CKaren Lipovsky to adopt Resolution #00-08 
authorizing the Clare County Ijousing Commission to submit thc application for funding in the amount 
ol'S;175,000 00 through the 2000 Michigan CDBG Housing Program on its behalf Roll call revcalcd a 
vote of six yeas being: ClEd Ensz, CKaren Lipovsky, CIJohn Parker, UAI Bransdorfcr, CForrcst 
Mcek, and C/Bert Kortes with UJennifer Elkins absent Resolution adopted 

A motion was made by UEd Ensz and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to allow the County Clerk to 
fill the vacant position of Chief Deputy, per UAW Contract, Unit I1 for the County Clcrk/Register of 
Deeds/Abstract Office and move $715.00 from contingency #101-890-956.299 to full time salary #lo]- 
236-704 000 Motion carried. 

A motion was made by CIKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UJohn Parker to allow the Sherips 
Department to purchase 22 SIG Arms, Model 226, 40 Cal Handguns from the Michigan State Police 
in the amount of $12,798.50 to be paid from #101-901-978.301 (capital outlay, Sheriffs Office & Patrol) 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by C/Karen Lipovsky and seconded by Ujohn Parker to allow the Sheriffs 
Department to purchase gun accessories in the amount of $3507 92 of which $2801 50 to be paid from 
#lot-901-978 301 (capital outlay - Sheriffs Office & Patrol) and $706.42 to be paid from #101-301- 
747 000 (uniforms and accessories ) Motion carried 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by CIKaren Lipovsky to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and transfer fiom contingency #101-890-956.299 in the amount of $24,600 00 into 
the following 331 Marine Budget line items: Motion wried 

#101-331-704.000 Salary Law Enforcement S9,OOO.00 
#101-331-705.000 Salary Education S 1,275 $00 
#101-331-706 000 Salary Livery - S&R, B&R S 750.00 
#lot-331-862 000 CCS & M $4,575.00 
#lo]-331-978.000 New Equipment $9.MX).OO 

Total S24,OOO.OO 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by CKaren Lipovsky to purchasc a laser radar 
in the amount of $2,685 00 to be paid from #101-333-978 000. Motior! carried. 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfcr and seconded by UKarcn Lipovsky to purchase thrce bikes 
and accessories in the amount of S2,095,00 to be paid from #lOl-321-978.000 (new equipment) 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to allow the ShcrifTs 
Department to purchase Off~cer's equipment and uniforms in the amount of $1,140 44 with $601 00 to 
he paid from School Safety Grant, line item #101-321-978 000 (new equipment) and $539 44 to be paid 
from line item #101-301-747 000 (uniforms and accessories ) Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Ujohn Parker and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to authorize Richard W 
1 lughcs to attend thc N M.F.S C Spring Conference and Training on May 24,2000 with a rcgistralion 
fcc of $150 00 to be paid fiom line item #215-000-864.000 (convention, seminar expenses ) Muti011 
carried 
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A n~otion was made by CIEd Ensz and seconded by CKaren Lipovsky to raise the fees for NSF checks 
li 0111 $5 00 to $20 00 Motion carried 

A motion was made by CIKaren Lipovsky and seconded by CIForrest Meek to allow the Administrator 
to attend the Michigan Association of Counties Administrative Officers Conference to be held on May 
23,2000 - May 26,2000 at Clystat Mountain Resort Motion carried 

A motion was made by UKaren Lipovsky and seconded by C/Forrest Meek to purchase a used Lanier 
Copier, Model 16725, with document feeder, toner and sorter in the amount of $3,000 to be paid from 
line #lo]-901-978.172 and place the fonner copier, that was in the Adminimtor's Office in the outer 
chambers of the Board of Commissioners for their use. Motion carried 

A motion was made by UForrest Meek and seconded by CIJohn Parker to allow CKaren 1,ipovsky to 
abstain from voting on the reappointments on the Construction Board of Appeals Motion carried 

A molion was made by C/Ed Ensz and seconded by C/AI Bransdorfer to reappoint Gerald Lipovsky, 
Mark Mann, Joseph Noseda Sr, George Palmer and Brook Wood to the Construction Board of 
Appeals for a two-year term to begin on May 20,2000 Motion carried 

A motion was made by CIJohn park& and seconded by M a r e n  Lipovsky to allow Kim Halis, 
Director of the Equalization Department to attend a workshop on May 22,2000 for understanding the 
valuation of golf courses, in order to evaluate Eagle Glen Golf Course with expenses to stay within the 

&? 

County guidelines and paid out of line #101-225-864 000 Motion carried. 
t 'i 

Discussion was then held on the evaluation of the Administrator's Assistant and a salary increase due 
to her six-month probationary period being completed Matter was tabled for afternoon session and 
recess was called for lunch at 12:20 p m 

Meeting was back in order at 1:30 p m with a motion made by C/Karen Lipovsky to approve a salary 
incrcasc Ibr the Administrator's Assistant from $8 801 per hour to 10 769 per hour, effective April 24, 
2000 and transfer S929 00 from #101-172-705 000 (part-time secretary) to #101-172-704 000 (full-time 
secretary) and authorize the Treasurer and Bookkeeping to make the necessary budget adjustments 
Chairman Kortes asked three tima for a support to the above motion Motion died for lack of 
support 

A motion was made by UJohn Parker and seconded by CIEd Ensz to approve a salary increase from 
$8 801 per hour to 9.801 per hour tor the Administrator's Assistant, effective April 24, 2000 and 
transfer S13100 from #101-172-705 000 to #101-172-704 000 and authorize the Treasurer and 
Isookkeeping to make the necessary budget adjustments Motion carried 

A motion was made by CIJoLi Parker and seconded by C/Ed Ensz to allow the County Administrator 
to approve all credit card payments with documentation, due to short payment due h . s  Motion 
carried 

A motion was made by UJohn Parker and seconded by CKaren Lipovsky to authorize the 
expenditures for the month of April, 2000 in the amount of S588,040.49 with the General Fund 
expenditures totaling S552,957 02. Motion carried 

A motion was made by ClForrest Meck to approve the Solid Waste Plan Update Cl~airman asked, 
three times for support Motion died for lack of support 1 
A motion was made by C/Fonest Meek and seconcjed by UAI Bransdorfer to disapprove the Solid 
Waste Plan Update and send back to the Solid Waste Planning Committee with the following 1 
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objection: The Board of Commissioners believes thc number of Counties in the Plan should 
addressed Motion carried. 

A motion was made by CIKaren Lipovsky and seconded by C/Ed Ensz to allow the Building Inspector 
and Electrical Inspector to go to a Certified Inspectors Training @ $80 00 ea and pay out of #101-371- 
957 000 and #101-372-957.000 The above training to be held at the Dohcrty Hotel on May 7,2000 and 
May 8,2000 Motion canied. 

ClEd Ensz excused at 3:20 p.m 

At that point, a motion was made by CJAI Bfansdorfer and seconded by UJohn Parker to go into 
closed session at 3:25 p.m. to discuss labor relations pwtaining to Unit 11. Roll call revealed a vote of 
five yeas being: C/AI Bransdorfer, CfJohn Parker. C/Karen Lipovsky, C/Forrest Meek and C/Bert 
Kortes, with CXd Bnsz and UJennifer Elkins absent. Motion carried 

DOSED SESSION 

A motion was made by UFO- Meek and seconded by UJohn Parker to come out of closed session 
at 3:40 p m Roll call revealed a vote of five yeas being: CIForrest Meek, ClJohn Parker, Cl'Karen 
Lipovsky, UAI Brandoffer and CIBut Kortes, with UEd E m  and UJennifer Elkins absent 
Motion carried 

With no further business to come before the Board a motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and 
seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to adjourn the meeting at 3:40 p m until the next regular meeting to be 
held on May IG, 2000, commencing at 9:30 am. in the Commissioners' Chambers. Motion carricd 

Carol A McAuIay. Clerk Bert Kortcs. Chairperson 
Clare County BOA of CommissionersV ' Clare counly ~wd of Commissioners 
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CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

MAY 25,2000 

6:00 p.m. - Conference Room "A" 

Clare County Courthouse - Harrison, Michigan 48625 

Call to Order: 

Agenda Approval: 

Approval of Minutes: 

Solid Waste Plan Update: 

Comments from: 

a. The Board of Commissioners, 
Re: Number of Counties in the Plan should be 
addressed. 

6. Terry Cooney, WM 

c; Seth Phillips, DEQ and 
Lynn Dumroese, DEQ 

d. Thomas G. Plunkett. Esq. 
William, Schaefer, Ruby & Williams, PC 

Questions and Answers: 

Public Comment: 

Any other matters to come before the Committee. 

Adjournment: 
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UNAPPROVED ZIINUTES 

CLARE COUNTY SOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Meeting of June 14, 2000 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Larry Gross a t  7 pm in meeting room A of 
the Clare County Courthouse. 

Members in attendance: Scott Darling, Steven Essling, Lany Gross, Robert Hale, Ann Hunt, 
Richard Leszcz, Forrest Meek, George Randall, Shirley Rilett, and Rich Warzecha Absent: 

. Doug Cobb, Sue Fortune, Donna Scott, and Dave Stamper. New member Gerald 
Schmiedicke, appointed by the Clare County Board of Commissioners to represent regional 
solid waste planning in place of Sue Fortune of the East Central Michigan Planning and 
Development Regional Commission, arrived during the course of the meeting. 

Members of the public: Dave Sanders and Dale Dancer. Terry Cooney, WMI; Pat Maurer, 
Clare County Review; Susan Field, Clare Morning Sun; Karen Lipovsky, Bert Kortes and 
Jennifer Elkins, Clare County Commissioners; Lynn Grim, Clare County ~dministrator,  and 
Tracy Byard, County Administrator's Assistant. 

Meek moved approval of the agenda, supported by Rilett. Motion carried. 

Meek moved approval of the minutes of March 8, supported by Hale. Motion carried. 

The Secretary read a letter from Bert Kortes, Chairperson of the Clare County Board of 
Commissioners, dated June 7, 2000, and stating their objections to the Solid Waste Update 

i 
1 
'k-- 

presented to them. 

Old Business 

Board of Commissioners Resvonse: 

Randall indicated that he had provided maps of the affected counties in the Lower Peninsula 

Meek asked if the counties had been run by Waste Management? 

Leszcz asked if we should first act on the correspondence. 

Gross noted that we were addressing the correspondence in the old business. He went on to 
state that the Board of Commissioners asked the Committee to update the Solid Waste Plan 
and this has lasted for an  eternity. The Committee has gone through the Plan and updated 
it; that was done last summer. The current issue under contention but the reality is that 
this issue has been dealt with once.. The Committee has been open minded, listened to Waste 
Management's concerns, and cooperated. Last summer the Committee gave you [Waste 
Management] what you wanted.. We had a n  agreement, but things have changed and we 
have been stalemated since. I'm just saying this for the record so we know how we got to this 
point.. Personally. I believe we have dealt with this before, I believe the Committee is not 
stonewalling, we are not not being cooperative.. We have bargained in good faith, considering 
both sides.. 

F--- 

Leszcz - There are 20 counties listed, certain few counties are contingency. When the 
paragraph was removed, the Plan reverted to the counties listed in the Plan. They can't be c. 



contingency with the paragraph removed. When the paragraph was.removed, something else 
has to change 

Randall - The change was made due to the letter from Seth Phillips and our need to conform 
with the DEQ's direction. 

Rilett - The newspapers and other people are saying that we are not open minded.. The 
number 13 counties is being quoted over and over. There haven't been 13 counties for a long 
time. I t  has been 17 counties and 4 contingency 

Meek - If what Richard has been saying is correct, DEQ won't accept contingency. 

Hunt - DEQ has never objected to contingency. They objected to a process which was a part 
of the original draft which allowed the Board of Commissioners to change contingency 
counties to primary counties, outside of the solid waste planning process. Nothing in the 
Phillips letter mentions contingency or objects to it. 

Leszcz referenced page D-6 [Appendix]. 

Hunt reiterated that DEQ objected to the process not to the contingency designation 

Meek - We had Seth Phillips here the first week in June and a lot of things were said. "I 
don't know what the problem is. The Host Agreement calls for 66 counties, and the county is 
stuck with this." 

Randall - That is not quite true. The Plan was in place before the contract.. The Plan takes 
precedence over the contract.. We have heard nothing for ten years but howling and whining 
for 55 counties. The landfill is a t  half capacity - about 1900 cubic yardslday. They shouldn't 
have any trouble with 13 counties reaching 2,000 average, even more with 17.. We can't say 
they will do it, only that we're making it possible.. 

Essling - Seth had the impression that 4,000 cubic yardslday is a ceiling we were working 
with and accepted by both the county and company If the county gets 4,000 cubic yardslday, 
why does i t  matter where it comes from? 

The planning process is just that until we send it off to the Commission, just as DEQ sent 
comments and we amended The Plan preceded the contract with the county. The Board of 
Commissioners negotiated the sale of the property and the contract I believe that since the 
County Commissioners signed the contract for the planning p;ocess and is also the agency 
that negotiated the contract, there is an obligation to make those things consistent 

I believe that Waste Management is entitled to ask for 55 counties, but that it's not in 
anyone's best interest If 4,000 cubic yardslday is the main point of the contract, that 1s our 
ceiling We have 20 years' capacity a t  that level. If there is some mistake, we are still 
obligated to take care of Clare County waste a t  a fured price. 

Schmiedicke - I have a question.. What difference does it make where the trash comes from? 
I am alluding to the counties, not to the volume. I am concerned that we're not taking into 
account the concerns of the population in developing a rainy day fund or reserve for whatever 
circumstances come a t  the end of the 20-gear period. We are not involved in reducing things 
in the [waste] stream that could extend the life of the landfill. 

Randall - We don't need to collect waste from the whole state, why give it to them? I asked 
Richard how far out and back he could go and still make a profit, and he said 90 miles.. 



Emmett County is 130 miles out. We have counties south of us, like Manistee and Clinton. 
that are closer. ;i 
Schmiedicke - There are so many thrngs that  make a Plan economically feasible We can't 
look only a t  the mileage, other areas make the economics feasible We have yet to hear a 
proposal for the whole state. 

Randall - 55 counties is the whole Lower Peninsula except Wayne, Oakland and Macomb 
counties.. 

Schmiedicke -We have to come to some sort of understanding about all things, not just the 
number of counties. 

Randall noted that the landfill life figure a t  4,000 cubic yardslday is actually 16.4 years. 

Essling responded that he is correct. The 20 years' lifetime is based on current flows. 

Meek - Reserve capacity is not an  issue. The real issue is 4,000 cubic yardslday average. Do 
we have agreement? What difference does it make as long as it meets the criteria? 

Schmiedicke -As long as the check comes, beyond it isn't our concern. 

Rilett - I beg to differ. Some are concerned not just for the issue but for the future. They 
believe that with more counties with this update, Waste Management will do the same thing 
again - agree, renege - i t  left a bad color They will ask for more again until they reach 55. 

Schmiedicke - The concern is to make the economics viable and that  everyone concerned (- 
benefits 'L- 

Meek - At the county level, if we can get the thing resolved soon, a s  equitably as  we can, we 
intend to open the contract with Waste Management and negotiate down the number of 
counties 

Rilett asked why doesn't Waste Management amend the contract to agree with the Plan? 

Schmiedicke - Is  there middle ground? 

Rilett -A benefit is what we strive for.. A benefit to one is no ta  benefit to others.. Some don't 
feel this way - they are concerned about the land, roads, smells .... 

Essling - When we step back and look a t  the Host Agreement and capacity, we are still on 
target.. If we were bad, unscrupulous operators, we'd have dropped prices and hogged it all 
and not be on target. Still have half the capacity we said we'd have. We could have dropped 
prices and captured the market. Other facilities in the area are cheaper than our prices.. 

Schmiedicke - DPW was thwarted a t  every turn in the community as i t  tried to establish 
recycling If the Committee were concerned, we would be removing a lot of things from the 
stream. 

Rilett commented that i t  was her understanding that a certain amount of recyclables a t  
Northern Oak were actually buried in the landfd. 
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Leszcz responded that there were recyclables buried If they are contaminated [by non- 
recyclable materials], they have to, required by law 

Rilett asked what effort has been made to make sure there is no contamination of 
recyclables,, 

Leszcz responded that if the volume were where it's supposed to be, he could afford more 
personnel to monitor recycling.. 

Randall - I suggest you contact the City of Midland Their program is voluntary and recovers 
28-29%. 

Schmiedicke - The question remains, who is responsible? The Committee has some 
ownershp.. We cannot expect you w a s t e  Management] to do everything. 

Leszcz - I t  costs about $40,00O/year for Household Hazardous Waste day.. We make every 
effort to accommodate and get materials out of the waste stream. 

Gross - This goes back a long way. A solid waste coordinator was going to be hired, but lt 
hasn't happened. 

Leszcz -The City of Clare pays for recycling. You could pay for it, or charge for it Someone 
would have to work 10-11 hours a day and then could answer questions about anything 
buried out back. 

Randal1 noted that DEQ would like us to do more recycling. 

Leszcz -Yes, if we had sufficient funds we could afford to hire and monitor. 

Meek - We've had a liaison with 1-75 corridor recycling Sparsely populated counties like our 
are able to break even if they are recycling paper - locating bins near grocery stores Jail 
trustees under supervision can be used to sort Roscommon is making an  intensive effort to 
recycle, others are struggling. We have a large area, an  itinerate population, and is 
unpredictable. The county has attempted to address the concerns that we want to recycle, 
but a t  what cost? 

To make the program work we have to factor in variables. Need to keep our source 
(Waste Management) so they are solvent. I don't understand their books, but we need to rely 
on them to take care of garbage I t  is not unreasonable to designate 20 counties and go on 
with the contract 

Leszcz asked if that was a motion? 

Meek - I didn't mean i t  that way.. 

Rilett - The issue is simply 21 counties If the Clare County Solid Waste Planning 
Committee doesn't do it, the Board of Commissioners wdl. [to Meek] Is i t  our responsibility 
to keep Waste Management solvent? 

Meek - Yes, to take care of our garbage. 

Rilett - I don't see it as our responsibility for us to get garbage for them. 
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Schmiedicke -We need to create an  environment for them to fulfill their side of the contract 
It's an  issue of good faith. If the Committee doesn't act, the commission or state will What 
prevents them from coming back? Maybe we will have provided them with the resource to 
increase the flow. 21 is a given, why not lead the charge? 

Gross - Everyone represents a certain area, like I represent the general public.. That factors 
into this.. 

Schmiedicke - This is not a level a t  which we fulfill a contract which was entered into The 
lift of the landfill is of concern If it closes, there is no resource. We can't take care of the 
needs of the community. Until we all stop producing garbage, we need Waste Management 

Rilett - [to Gross] Thank you for mentioning the entities we represent We don't all 
represent entities that  support expansion. What do you represent, Gerry? 

Schmiedicke - My appointment is based on the representation of Sue Fortune, it's larger 
than this area, central Michgan 

Rilett - Schmiedicke was appointed to represent regional planning, but I don't fault him 
because the error was made by the Board of Commissioners 

Meek objected, stating that he represents them because he lives in the county 

Rilett reiterated that he does not belong to the regional planning agency. 

Public Comment 

Terry Cooney, Divisional Vice President of Landfill Operations, Waste Management: 
The Plan and the contract don't agree with one another but work well. Under the Host 
County Agreement, we know we have the ability to go to the county to amend the Plan or 
wait until the next process and go to the list then. 

If you approve this Plan, and they are still out of synch with one another, my company 
can go to a judge and force the county to bring the Plan into synch with the contract. We 
would ask for all 55 counties, even though from practical standpoint we wouldn't draw from 
that. I indicated that I am willing to meet with the Board and negotiate areas of the 
contract. We are amenable to go with 20 counties WE don't want to get argumentative or 
litigate WE could put someone there [for recycling] but there is a tremendous cost and that 
is a free service. 

What you recommend here tonight may not be what is approved in the final Plan.. Local 
municipalities and DEQ have to review before the Plan is final. If i t  is still out of balance, we 
have a decision to make Usually we don't have two legal documents that  conflict with one 
another. 

Bert Kortes, Chairman, Clare County Board of Commissioners: 
We did have a n  individual who did take care of recycling.. The Solid Waste Plan should 

make sure there is someone there, a positive step. Then the problem will be eliminated. 
There are many issues that haven't even been addressed.. But first, the Committee should be 
complimented. If you look the Plan over, i t  is outstanding except for one contentious issue 
If anyone takes the time to read the Plan, they will know the Committee has done a great 
job. 

Preliminary discussion has started today with Waste Management and attorneys to 
extend the life of the contract and to address the rolling average. We can avoid litigation if 

/"" 
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we come to an  agreement here,. There is a lot of contention, and all represent certain facets 
and entities, but have done a great job. 

Dave Sanders, Harrison resident: 
We keep hearing "up to 4,000 cubic yardslday" but we are only hearing daily yardage 

from Waste Management, 
Kortes responded that if we look a t  a longer stretch of time, it's closer to 1900-2000 
Schmiedicke added that is only part of the answer A gentleman on site used to 

maintain records to substantiate Waste Management's numbers 
Sanders - This side is proposing lawsuits, but they're maintaining the records 
Essling noted that there is a $10,000 per day penalty for falsifying records 
Sanders continued - Are there certain counties that produce waste that is more 

profitable for long-term hauling? For example trash from Gratiot County versus oil and gas 
waste from Antrim? 

Leszcz responded yes, but Antrim is not acceptable now, 
Cooney added that municipal solid waste is normally more attractive; cleanup projects 

are awarded by competitive bid. 
Sanders continued - In  some communities there is factory contamination. Will that end 

up in the landfd? 
Leszcz responded yes, but that it would have to be tested. 
Sanders asked what is going to indicate when the landfill is full? 
Cooney responded that they would have to get a license from the DEQ designating the 

footprint, depth, slope, and height, and an  approved plan of what to do when they reach the 
height They have to notify the state and present a certified closing plan before the state will 
approve it. 

Dale Dancer, Clare County Resident: 
Rilett is right. Waste Management keeps the figures. Charlie [former waste monitor] 

was there to see what was coming in. Recycling was not part of his job. We've tried recycling, 
but no response. I don't know what is the solution. This has been going on for eight years. 
Who proposed the other counties? 

Hunt - Waste Management 
Dancer - Why? 
Cooney - Proximity, potential waste generation, a little bit here and there. 
Dancer - Some are closer but you skipped them. 
Cooney - Some put their waste in their own county's landfill. 
Essling - We tried to piggyback in the event we had a problem.. 
Dancer - I t  is to the county's advantage that we have someone out there. We should 

have someone there.. 

Close of Public Comment.. 

Rilett responded to Cooney's statement and questioned him regarding the reopening of the 
contract Some commissioners tried very diligently to get Waste Management to make some 
concessions and to work with the Solid Waste Committee My understanding is that you 
refused. Are you willing to open the contract before a decision is made? 

Cooney - Yes 

Rilett - What parts? 

Cooney - Rolling average, life of the contract, and the number of counties. We'll end up with 
a better contract.. 
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Rilett -Are you willing to open and discuss i t  w i t h  the next 30 days? 

Cooney - We don't want to see the process delayed. 

Rilett -Why not? 

Cooney - We have 55 [counties]. For the next process, 20 is fine and we will live with it 
Next time i t  may be 30 

Rilett -You are not willing to open the contract and negotiate with the Clare County Solid 
Waste Planning Committee? 

Cooney -Yes, we are willing to open and negotiate 

Randall - There should be more agreement between the Plan and contract. 

Cooney - We want to resolve thls and get them in synch. 

Rilett - Mr.. Cooney, I don't mean to pick on you, but how long have you been with Waste 
Management? 

Cooney - Waste Management for 3 years, solid waste management for 20 years. 

Rilett noted that when the contract was written, the contract was not in synch with the Plan. 

Cooney responded that Waste Management knew that, but chose not to force the issue and .F 
waited for the normal planning process. \ 

L 

Meek made a motion that would include 20 counties plus Clare County and that we submit 
to the Board of Commissioners as primary counties; supported by Essling. 

Cobb - Absent Meek - yes 
Darling -yes Randall - no 
Essling - yes Rilett - no 
Gross - no Schmiedicke - yes 
Hale - no Scott - absent 
Hunt - no Stamper - absent 
Leszcz - yes Warzecha - yes 
6 members voting yes, 5 voting no, the motion carried 

Gross - Well, that settles the issue.. 

Review the ADDroval Process 

After the plan is changed, it will be resubmitted to the Board of Commissioners. If approved, 
they will send it to the municipalities.. 67% of the local municipalities have to approve i t  to 
send it on to the DEQ for final approval. 

Rilett - We had voted a t  one time to put a synopsis together to go to all townships 

Leszcz - Can we do that? Will the Board of Commissioners allow us to do that? 
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Rilett - I t  doesn't make much sense to send them a Plan without instructions 

Leszcz - If it helps to get the Plan adopted, I'm all for it! 

Essling volunteered to help put a synopsis together. Hunt, Gross, and Rilett all have 
commitments which limit their availablhty wi thn the next two weeks. 

Kortes noted that the printing still had to be done, and the quote is good for 90 days (from 
4/18) 

Rilett asked how the minutes of tonight's meeting will be approved.. They need to be added 
to the Plan.. 

Hunt noted that the CCSWPC had voted to have the Plan printed on recycled paper and 
duplexed (printed on both sides) to conserve paper. 

Meek made a motion to adjourn. 

Meeting adjourned a t  8:40 pm.. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Ann Hunt, Secretary 
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The rqular meeting of the Clare County Board of Commissioners was called to order at 9:40 am by 
Chairman Kortes The Pledge of Allegiance was led by C/Bert Kones 

Roll call revealed seven members present being: UJohn Parker, C/Jennifa Elkins, U K a m  Lipovsky, 
Wid b z ,  UAI Bfansdorfer, C/Forrest Meek and C/Bert Kortes 

A motion was made by UForrest Meek and seconded by ClJohn Parker to accept the agenda with the 
modifications. Motion canied. 

A motion was made by UKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UJennifer =ins to approve the reylar 
minutes of May 16,2000 as printed Motion carried 

CQRRESPONDENCE AND MOTIONS NEEDING BOARD ACTION - 
tl Memo from Wayne State University regarding leadership in small business awards cc: to Ed 

Kerr, Executive Director Clare Co Enterprise Community and Gtorgc Dunn, President Middle 
Michigan Development Corporation. 

#4 Motion was made by UJennifw Elkins and seconded by UJohn Parker to concur with Arenac CO 
Board of Commissioners in regard to finding for CDBG and copies to be sent to Rep Camp and 
Senator Abraham as well as MAC and NACO. Motion carried 

HS. Motion was made by CIJennifer Elkins and seconded by CIForrest Meek to aeate a special hnd 
for the Building arid Electrical Departments per new amended State Constmaion Code.. A motion 
was made by CJJohn Parker and seconded by CiKaren Lipovsky to amend the Geneial Appropria- 
tions Act, to create a new Building Department Fund 249 and authorize the Treasurer to transfer 
tiom the General Fund all budgeted amounts for the Building & Electrical revenues and expendi- 
tures including capital outlay to Fund 249. The Treasurer is to create an overhead expense line # 
249-371-965.000 (building) and overhead expense line #249-372-965.000 (electrical) and also 
create revenue line #101-000-629.371 (building) and #101-000-629..372 (electrical). Motion carried. 

#9 ClJohn P u k u  to check on clarification for Shively Lake. 

11 16 Motion was made by UForrest Meek and seconded by CIKaren Lipovsky to allow the Clare 
Conservation District to have the fencing being tom down at the old little league field, as long as 
they are willing to haul away and install at no expense to the County.. Motion carried. 

# 19 Resolution from Arenac County regarding housing of prison-bound felons to county jails, tabled 
for aflemoon session 

Win Joh~lson, County Treasurer then addressed the Board in regard to work done on the new parking lot. 
A n~otion was made by CIEd Ensz and seconded by CtKaren Lipovsky to pay Henry Excavating the sum 
of S3,420.00 horn line M66-000-967.001 (jail constmction fund) for the southwest parking lot behind the 
jail.. Motion carried. 

Reports were then presented by the various committees. 

Public comment time was then opened at 10:40 a.m. by the Chair with no public comment. 

Recess was called at 10:41 a,m and back in session at 1 1:05 a.m. with Sue S&dS visitor in attendance 
and the continuation of committee reporU 
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Meeting was rcccsed at 12:00 noon for lunch and back in scssion at 1:00 p.m.with thc completion of 
committee reports. 

MOTIONS NEEDING BOARD ACTION CONTINUED; 

A motion was made by CIForrest Mak  to have the US Army Corp of Engineen in conjunction with 
Canadian Maritime Enginm devise, design and construct a system of impoundments at SarnialPort 
Iluron with appropriate shipping canals and necessary mechanical controls that will retain the waters of 
upper Lakes Huron and Michigan 581 A. above meat sea-levcl Chairman asked for a support threc timcs 
Motion failed due to lack of suppon 

A motion was made by ClForrest Meek and seconded by U K a m  Lipovsky to bring back from thc table 
Resolution #I1 in regard to the Federal Drug Administration changing its licensing and 
patentlcopyrighting procedures presented at thc last meeting, May 16,2000. Motion carried 

A motion was made by UForrest Meek and seconded by CIEd Ensz to approve Clare County Resolution 
#I 1 regarding licensing and patmtfcopyrighting procedures of the Federal h g  Administration Roll 
call revealed five yeas being: CIFomst Meek, C/Ed Ensz, ClJohn Parker, C / K m  Lipovsky and C/Bcrl 
Kortes with two nays being: UJennifer Elkins and UAI Bransdorfer. Resolution adopted cc: 
Governor, Senator Abraham, Representative Camp* State Reprcsentatives, Schuette and Caul, FDA and 
all 82 Countics 

A motion was made by W a n n  Lipovsky and seconded by UAI Bransdorfer to amend the May 2,2000 
minutes for the #331 Marine Budget and change the CCS & M from #lot-331-862.000 to #101-331-862 001 
Motion carried. 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by cn<(ven Lipovsky to approve the purchase of 
a VHF Radio in the amount of 3489.90 to be paid fiom #101-901-978.302 (capital outlay) Motion 
carried 

A motion was made by W a t m  Lipovsky and seconded by Cn;amst Medr to approve the refitnd of an 
electrical permit in the amount of S58.00 for permit #I2357 to Mr Ralph Homes Roll call rcvealcd two 
ycas bcing: ClKarcn Lipovsky and W c r t  Kortes with fivc nays being: UJcnnifer Elkins, CIJohn Parkcr, 
CIA1 Bransdorlcr, UForrest Meek and Wd Ens%. Motion JcfcalcJ 

A motion was made by UJmnifer Elkins and seconded by C/Fornst Meek to amend the General 
Appropriations Act and dtcxease line item #101-245-710 000 (FICA) by $165 00 and increase line item 
#IOl-242-710 000 (FICA) by the same amount Also decrease line #101-245-711.000 (Medicare) by 
S39 00 and increase line #101-242-71 1 000 (Medicare) by the same amount and decrease linc t1101-245- 
705 000 by $2,711 00 and increase linc #101-242-705 000 (part-time) by thc samc amount to correct thc 
Kemonumentation Activity for grant purposes and have the Treasurer make the necessary adjustments 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by C/Forrest Meek and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to transfer 3400 00 from 
contingency #101-890-%5 299 to the following line items: #101-442-707 000 (pet diem) the amount of 
5300 00 and #101-442-864 000 the amount of SlOO 00 Motion carried, with one opposed king: 
CIJennifer Elkins 

* 
A motion was made by CJFomst Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to have the Chairman writc a 
lcttcr to the Clare County Solid Waste Planning Committee stating that thc following 20 Counties are to 
be included in the Clare Solid Waste Plan without contingcncics: Alcona, Arenac, Crawford, Gladwin, 
Gratiot. losco, Isabella, Kalkaska, Lake, Mecosta, Missaukee, O~emaw, Osccola, Roscommon, Antrim, 
Bay, Charlcvoix, Emmet, Montcalm and Newaygo Roll call mcalcd a unanimous vote of scvcn ycas 
bcing CIForrcst Meek, Ulennifer Elkins, ClJohn Parkcr. CKarcn Lipovsky, CEd Ensz. UA1 
Bransdorfer and UBert Kortes Motion carried 
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A motion was made by UForrest Meek to reappoint the Solid Waste Planning Committee with term 
ending December 31, 2000 in order to complete the Clare County Solid Waste Plan Update Chairman 
asked three times for a support Motion failed due to lack of support.. 

Chairman Hert Kortes then handed the Chairmanship over to Vice Chair, UKaren Lipovsky A motion 
was tlle11 made by C/Bert Koncs and seconded by CIA1 Bransdorfer to reconsider the previous motion 
and reappoint the Solid Waste Committee with tenns ending December 31, 2000. Koll call revealed a 
unanimous vote of seven yeas being: CIBert Kortes, C/AI Brrursdorfer, CfForrcst Meck, C/Jennifer 
Elkins C/John Parker, C/Ed Ensz and CJKaren Lipovsky Motion carried. 

A motion was made by C/Forrest Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to appoint Gerald 
Schmeidicke to the Solid Waste Planning Committee replacing the position of Sue Fortune. Motion 
carried, with one nay being: UAI Bransdorfer. 

Vice-Chair, C/Karen Lipovsky then handed the meeting over to Chainnan C/Bert Kortes. 

A motion was made by CAennifer Elkins and seconded by C/John Parker to authorize the expenditures 
for the month of May 2000 in the amount of $609,874.35 with the General Fund expenditures totaling 
$578,184 56. Motion carried. 

Recess was called at 2:45 p.m. and back in session at 3:05 p.m. 

A motion was made by C k r e n  Lipovsky and stconded by C/Ed Ensz to have the Chair sign the lease 
(renewal) agreement betwan Clare County and "Yvonne's Aero-Port Restaurant" located .on the Clare 
County Airport property. The term begins January 1.2000 and terminates December 31,2009 for $200 00 
a month with annual payment ofS2,400.00 yearly Motion carried. 

A motion was made by F a r e n  Lipovsky and seconded by CtJohn Parker to him r part-time person for 
18 75 hrs @ $7.00 per hr, at the Animal Shelter and have said person take the massary training to 
become a cutifred Animal Control Officer and transfer S2365.00 from #10E430-704.000 into #101-430- 
705 000 (part-time) Motion carried. 

A motion was made by UKaren Lipovsky and soconded by UJennifer Elkins to adopt the Resolution 
declaring Clare County's intent to reimburse for project expenditures (animrl control shelter) and 
authorize filing with the State Treswry. Roll call revealed six yeas being: ClKaren Lipovsky, CIJennifer 
Elkins, C/AI Bransdorfer, Worrest Meek, UJohn Parker and CJBert Kortes with C/Ed Ensz voting no 
Motion carried. 

A ntotion was made by CCKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to amend the previously 
passed millage proposal, per Prosecutor's review and delete "irp to" in the following proposal language: 

Shall the County of Clare levy I mill ($1 00 per S1,000.00 of valuation) per year for 
a period of five (5) years, to be collected for the years, 2000 through 2004, to provide 
spraying within the boundaries of Clare County, to reduce the nuisance of Gypsy Moth, 
with the 15 mill constitutional tax limitation increased thmby. The one ( I )  mill will 
provide approximately S500,OOO 00 per year to operate the Gypsy Moth Program 

Motion camed with one nay being: UAI Brandorfer. 

A motion was made by UAI Brandotfer and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to concur with Arenac 
County regarding h e  State of Michigan enacting new sentencing guidelines which had the effect of 
shifting prisoner-bound felons to county jails and amend PA #92. Motion curid. -r 
A motion was made by CfKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UAJ B d o r f u  to write off an uncollectible 
debt from Mortgage America. Motion carried 
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Administrator's nport was then given with discussion held on county policies needing adoption A 
motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by ClKaren Lipovsky to approve the County 
Vehicle Policy for the foliowing unlimited use: 

Building Department Head 
Electrical Department Head 
Civil Defense Director 
Informational Technology Coordinator & Dir. Of Environmental Affairs 

And for the following limited use: 
Drain Commissioner 
M a i n t ~ ~ ~ e  Department 

Motion carried - with policy to be reviewed by the committee on or before six months. 

Need for a County of Clare Food and Bevaage Policy. A motion was made by UJennifcr Elkins and 
seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to adopt the Clare County Food and Bevuage Policy effective June 6, 
2000 and create a new line item in the County Administrator's budget #101-175-752 000 (food 6r 
provisions) and move $500 from contingency #101-890-956.299 into #lot-175-752 000 Motion carricd 

A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by UJcnnifer Elkins to adopt the Clare County 
Violence in the Workplace Policy effective June 6, 2000 in order to meet the criteria for any grant 
applications Motion camcd. 

A motion was made by U A  Bransdorfer and seconded by C / K m  Lipovsky to adopt a Sexual 
Harassment Policy, which will be required by the USDA. Motion canied. 

Budget adjustment needed for FOWichigan Works. A motion was made by W a n n  Lipovsky and 
seconded by UJohn Paiker to amend the Gmeral Appropriations Act and increase menucs #IOI-000- 
5 19 000 (Michigan Works Employment) by $2,417.00 and increase expenditures #Wl-145-864 001 
(mileage reimbursement @ .31 per mile) by the same amount and authorize the Treasurer and 
Bookkeeping to make the necessary adjustments. (new wntrad amount is $3 1,709.39) Motion carried 

Recess was called at 250 p.m. and back in session at 3:05 p.m. with a motion by UAl Bransdorfer and 
seconded by UJennifer Elkins to authorize the purchase and installation of security cameras in the halls of 
the Courthouse and at the same install the wiring for the proposed equipment. Motion carried 

A motion was made by C/Karen Lipovsky and seconded by UJennifer Wkins to amend the Genemi 
Appropriations Act and increase the revenues #101-000-675,,000 (private sources) md increase the 
expenditures #101-265-978.000 (courthouse and grounds, security Rap Grant) by $37,628 and move from 
contingency #lot-890-956.299 the amount of S26,585..38 into #lot-901-978.266 (ncw cquipmcnt) to 
purchase Rap Grant equipment, that was authorized at the April 4, 2000 - Board of Commissioners' 
Mccting and authorize Bookkeeping to pay vendors for said quipmcnt Motion carried 

A motion was made by CIEd Ensz and seconded by C/Karcn Lipovsky to appoint Pamala Tiszai as Chicf 
Deputy Drain Commissioner at the second year step-level rate of $10 728 per hr , pn Supcwisory 
Contract, Unit #2 effective June 04, 2000 Roll call revealed fivc yeas being: C/Ed Ensz. CIKarcn 
1.ipovsky. CIA1 Bransdorfer, UJohn Parker and UBcrt Kortes with two nays being: UJcnnifcr Elkins 
and UForrest Meek Motion carried 

ClEd Ensz excused at 4:05 p.m. 

A motion was made by Ckorrcst Meek and seconded by UKaren Lipovsky to transfer 31146 00 from 
Assistant Director Salary line #101-682-704 000 (Vcterans) into Serviccs/Suppart Fees line #101-682- 
815 000 to purchase NVO Information System SoRware This systcm is a comprehensive collection of 
indispcnsable information for the administration of Vcterans Bcncfits Molion carricd 
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A motion was made by CIKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UJU Bnnsdorfef to transfer S25,000 from 
11245-000-930 001 and transfer $19,487 86 from #245400-930 000 into $245-000-971.000 to purchase the 
Agin Properties Roll call revealed a unanimous vote of six yeas being CKaren Lipovsky, CIA1 
Bransdorfer, CIFonest Meek, UJennifer Elkins, ClJohn Parker and C/Bert Kones with C a d  Ensz absent 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by CAennifer Elkins and seconded by CIKaren Lipovslty to appoint the County 
Administrator as the Fiscal Officer for Clare County. Motion carried. 

With no further business to come before the Board, a motion was made by ClKann Lipovsky and 
seconded by CtJennifer Ekins to adjourn at 435 p.m. until the next regular meeting to be held on June -- C _  

20,2000 commencing at 9:30 a.m. in the Commissionen' Chambers. Motion carried. 

d. k 
Carol A McAulay, Clak Bert Kortes, Chrirpenan 
Clare County Board of Commissio Clan County Boud of Commissioners 
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JENNIFER ElKWS 

225 W. Main Slr.et. 00. Box 438. Hartiron. Mchigan 48625 (517) 539.7436 PHONE 
I 

Mr LMy Cross 
Chairperson, Clare County 
Solid Waste PlMning Committa 
4854 North Jockson 
Harrison, MI 48625 

Dear Larry: 

On June 6, 2000, the Clare County Board of Commissionas voted to submit the Solid 
Waste Plan back to the Solid Waste Planning Committee, requesting that the Committee 
re-address the number of counties that are allowed to bring refuse into the Clare County 
landfill located at Northern Oaks. 

The motion that was made stipulated the following Counties are to be included in the 
plan, fiee of the "Contingency" designation: 

8Kakaska 15. Anrrim 
9 Lake 16. Bay 

10. Mecorn 17. CharIevoix 
11 Mis~oukee 18 Emmett 
12 Ogemaw 19 Montcalm 
13 Osccola 20 Nmaygo 
14 Roscommon 

It would be appreciated if the Solid Waste Planning Committee m l d  meet, review and 
respond back to the Board by July 6,2000 

The Board, further, approved the reappointmart of all the presently seated Solid Waste 
Planning Committee Members Tht expiration of the tenn will be December 3 1.2000 
Another motion was made and passed to appoint Mr. G d d  Schmiodicke onto the 
Committee Mr Schmiedicke will represent the Edst Centml Michigan Planning and 
Development Regional Commission on the Solid Waste Planning Committee 

We have also been infonned that the Solid Waste Pianning Committee will m a t  on 
June 14, 2000 in the Clare County Courthouse basement, Meeting Room 4 at 7:00 
p m ; once you submit an agenda to the County Administrator, Lynn Grim, she will then 
put the mce~saty information together for your meeting urd have the data sent to d l  
Solid Waste Planning Committee Members 

Bert Kortes, 
Chairpcmn, Clare County 
Board of Commissionen 

cc: Carol A McAulay, County ClerWRcgiaer of Deeds 
Lynn Grim, County Adminimtor 
Solid Waste Planning Committee Members 
County Commissioners 
Seth Phillips, Chief, Solid Waste Management Unit, 
Waste Management Division, D.E Q.., State of Michigan 

The County 01 b r e  dws no1 d~scrmirulb on Ih, basis ol race color rutlorul orlprn rer takOlOn aO. or dlSDbI~l,l,(r m 
empIoyrnont or the pronslon 01 sewres 
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

June 20,2000 
Harrison, Michigan 48625 

Minutes 

The regular meeting of the Clare County Board of Commissionas was called to order at 9:35 a m  by 
Chairman Kortes The Pledge of Allegiance was led by UBert Kortes. 

Roll call revealed seven members present being: UJohn Parker, U J d f a  Elkins, Waren Lipovsky, -- -. CIEd Ensq UAI Bruudorfa, CYForrest Meek and CIBert Kortes. Sally Pletta, Candidate for County 
Commissioner, District #7 was also in attendance. 

A motion was Nde by C/Kuen Lipomky and seconded by UJohn Parka to accept the agenda as 
modified. Motion wried. 

A motion was made by CYben Lipovaky and seconded by CIJohn Parker to approve the regular 
minutes of June 6,2000 as printed. Motion b e d .  

Mr. Bob Fagen, from Farm & Home Publishas, LTD then approachad the Board in regard to publishing 
the new plat books for Clare County, which will be digitized. A motion was made by UAl Bransdorfer 
and seconded by C/Ed Ensz to concur with the contract and authorize the release of information for 
publishing the plat book Motion d e d .  

A motion was made by CYAI Bransdorfer and seconded by UJennifa Elkins to allow the Administrator 
and the Assistant Administrator along with any Commissioner to attend the MAC Summer Conference - 
August 2@ through August 22.'. Roll call revealed qve yeas being: UAI Bransdorfer, UJennifer 
Elkins, CIJohn Parker, Waren  Lipovsky a d  CJBert Kortes with two nays being UForrest Meek and 
C/Ed E m .  Motion carried. 

Discussion was held on the construction of the patking lot south of the jail and courthouse. A motion 
was made by CIFoncst Meek and seconded by UEd Ensz to authorize the Building & Grounds 
Committee to remove evaything but the center budding on the old littie league field with r cost not to 
exceed $1000. Motion carried. 

Recess was called at 10:35 am. and back in -ion at 10:55 a.m. with committee reports. 

County Treasurer, Win Johnson appeared before the Board with the cashflow report, stating that the 
State was very slow on the CRP's reimbursement payments and that in February they will be sending 
certified mail the final notices on delinquent taxes. 

Lauren Essenmacher, ClardGladwin Senior Services' Director wu then on the agenda to get the 
approval for the 2000-01 budget. Lauren stated that the mw budget reflected an increase of 
approximately 3.7% which would include the auxiiiary servides. A motion was made by UJohn 
Parker and seconded by CIJennifcr Elkins to approve the ClardGladwin Services for the Aging fiscal 
2000-01 budget for Clue County. Motion canied. 

Public comment time was opened at 12:20 p.m. by Chairman Kortes with Sue Seebeck. Harrison 
Resident asking for clarification on some of the committee reports. Sue asked about the Solid Wute 
Plan bringing in more counties and the action taken. In rdennce to the " Children at Riskn - what did 
wondcrfirl ideas mean? She also commented on the 911 system and the problem of not being able to 
keep staff on the job Sue feels the County should give the raise to the 911 staff instead of purchasing the 
high-priced guns at the Shefin's Department. 
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Meeting was naued  for lunch at &30 p.m. and back in session at 215 p.m. with the Administrator's 
Report. Health I n s u m  rates went up approximately 30% for the retirees. A meeting will be taking 
place with the retirees for h r e  options on medical insurance to reduce premiums on June 23,2000 

A motion was made by UAl Bransdorfa and seconded by C/Katen Lipovsky to transfer: 

From To 
101-33 1-704.000 (Sduy Law Enforce) $1,100.00 101-331-705.000 (Saluy Educntion) S1,100.00 
101-35 1-704.000 (Full Time !Wary) $26,900.00 101-351-705.000 (Put-time Salary) $8,300 00 

101-351-706.000 (Ovatime) S18.600 00 
101-301 -967.004 (Spec prOiJhon) S 6,300.00 101-301-%7.001 (Sp.hj.W~RMom) $6 f 00.00 
101-301 -704.000 (Full-time Saluy) S16,500.00 101-301-706.000 (Ovatime) S16,500.00 

totaling S50,800.00 to bring .ocounts into balance. Motion curied. 

A motion was made by UAl Bnnsdorfa and seconded by CKCaren Lipovsky to approve the purchase of 
bunks and a table for cell seven to inaewe occupancy fbr the unount of $2,650.00 to be paid fiom #101- 
901-978.351 (building repair & maintenance) end transfer $185.59 h m  #101-901-978.301 into #101-901- 
978.351. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by C/AI Bransdorfer and seconded by Wornst Me& to authorize the County + 
t 

Emergency Difector tq paehare maps (county, townships, village and cities) not to exceed $3000 00 to /'-- 
be paid h m  #101-901-978.426 (new equipment/civil defense). Motion curied. 

A motion w u  made by UAI B d o r f a  d seconded by UJennifer Elkins to allow Bob Duby to 
attend the Emergency Ptepcuedmu Annual Confnnce at CIystal Mountain, October 1 @ through 12* 
and authorize the registration fee of S105.00 to be paid fiom #101-412-957.000 (training). Motion 
CMied. 

A motion was made by C/Kuen Lipowky and seconded by CIJennifa Elkins to authorize the County 
Building Authority to proceed with the USDA Loan for the remodeling of the Courthouse to improve 
ofIices and safety in the unount not to exceed $260,000.00. After much discussion a subsidiary motion 
was made by UForrest Mak md seconded by C/Ed Ensz to postpone indefinitely, roll call revealed two 
yens being: CIForrest Meek and C/Ed Ena with five nays being: UJennifer Elkins. C/John Parker, 
ClKaren Lipovsky, UAI Bransdorfa and C/Bm Kortes. Motion defested. Roll call on the main 
motion to authorize the Building Authority to proceed with the USDA Lour revealed five yeas being: 
ClJennifer Ehins, Cnohn Pulrer, C/Karen Lipovsky, UAI Bransdorfer and C/Bm Korta with two nays 
being: Wormst Meek and CiEd Enst. Motion Canied. 

A motion was made by C/Kucn Lipovsky and seconded by CJForrest Meek to transfer S867..50 from 
#24S-000-930.000 (courthouse repair) into #245900-971.000 (land purchase) of the Agin properties to 
cover the closing costs. Motion curied. 

A motio~ w u  made by UEd Ensz and seconded by W u e n  Lipovsky to a p p m  the annual fee for the 
Cleaning Savice in the unount of 336,328.50 and have chair sign same, effective date October I, 2000 
Roll call revealed r unanimous vote of smn y a s  being: CtEd Emz, Cn<um Lipovsky. UJennifer 
Elkins, UJohn Parker, C/Fonest Meek, UAI Bmdorfer a d  C / B e  Kortes. Motion arried 

A motion was made by Worrcst Meek and seconded by Cnohn Parka to create Clare County Parks 
end Rmeation Commission under Michigan's 1%5 comprehensive statue 8s amended Said 
commission to consist of ten persons appointed by the County Board of Commiuioslen and shall consist 
of the following: 
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1. Dnin Commissioner or mother Commissioner 
2 Chair of the County Planning Commission and the other member shall be appointed to three- 

year tums. The County Commission must have one to three members on the Parks & 
Recreation Commission. 

The duties of the Parks and Recreation Commission are to: 
(a) Study the parks, preserve parhays, d o n  and other consa~tion facilities; 
(b) Develop a County Ordinance Area & Faciiiy need survey; 
(c) Create a plan to meet identified meds; 
(d) The agency may rccept propaty gifts, purchase property or use the power of condemnation 

to take needed p m j x h s  and oompcnsate the owner. 

Roll call revealed three yeas being: UJohn Parker, C/Fomst Medc md C M  Erut with four nays 
being: UJennifer Elkins, W Bransdotfer, CKum Lipovsky and mat Kartes. Motion defuted. 

A motion was made by UJennifer Ekins md seconded by C/Karcn Lipovsky to eliminate Fund 678, 
(other fringe benefits) md reclassify the revenues and expenditures md other related budget amounts in 
the General Fund and have the Treasurer amend the Gannl Fund accordingly. Motion carried 

A motion was made by UJcnnifer Elkins and seconded by UAI B d o r f e r  to re-name the Health 
Benefits Self-Insurance, Fund 677 to Rdines Health lnsunnce Benefits, Fund 677 and have the 
Tressurer make the necessary changu because h d t h  insumme is now inchtded in cach individual 
county budget. Motion b e d .  

A motion was made by UJmnifer Elkins and seconded by UJohn Parker to hrve'the Treasurer dost the 
Drain Equipment Revolving Fund 639 and transfer the balance back to the g e n d  fund, as the hrnd has 
not been used for scwxd years. Motion carrial. 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkinr and seconded by UKarcn Lipovsky to unend the General 
Appropriations Act and have the Treasurer truufa $200,000,00 fiom the #677 Fund into the Gmral 
Fund and make the necessary journal entries. Motion canied. 

A motion was made by UJennifa Elkins and seconded by C/Kum Lipovsky to amend the Gemral 
Appropriations Act and incnase #101-000-699.677 (qpropriation transfer-in) by S101,570.00 and 
decrease U101400-978.677 ( M t h  i n s u m  self-insued) by $98,430.00 uvd have the Tnasurer make 
the necessary journal entries. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by CIJennifer Elkins and seconded by C/Kuen Lipovsky to transfer fiom 
contingency #101-890-956.299 the amount of 555,000.00 into #lot-990998.291 (child care probate) by 
the same amount of $55,000.00 d h v e  the Trasunr make the mcusuy adjustments. Motion 
urried 

A motion was made by C/Kuen Lipovsky and seconded by UJennifa Elkins to unend the General 
Appropriations Act and reduce new equipment #249-372-978.000 (electrical) by $5000 and reduce new 
equipment U249-33-978.000 (building) by $5000 and reduce part-time r#aetary #249-372-705 000 by 
51.417 00 and have the Treasurer make the mcessary reductions with the necessary transfers back to the 
General Fund Motion curied. 

,-- ....___ 
A motion was made by UAI Bransdorfer and seconded by UKum Lipovsky to authorize the purchase 
of a Dell Dimension XPS Series Computer in the amount of S1,956..00 to be taken from U101-901-978.265 
(courthouse new equipment) to maintain the identification badges and keyless entry information. 
Motion curied. 

A motion was made by CIForrcst Meek and seconded by UJennifa Elkins to approve and print 130 
copies in the amount' of $727 00 for the Solid Waste Plan Update with the twenty county reciprocal 
agreements, as recommended by the Solid Waste Planning Committee at their June 14, 2000 meeting 
Motion carried I 
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A motion was made by C / K m  Lipowky and recondd by C/Jennifs Elkins to unend the General 
Appropriations Act and increase the appropriation trnnsfs-out fiom the revolving tax h n d  #616-000- 
998.101 and incrwe the transfer-in #101900-699.616 by Sl15,000.00, then increase the appropriation 
transfer-out U101-990-998.239 by S115,000.00 and increase #239-000-699.101 appropriation transfer-in 
by the same amount md have the Tmsum make the necessary adjustments. Motion carried. 

A motion was madt by C / K m  Lipovsky and seconded by C/Ed Ens% to allow Nick Linendoll, as 
Computer Programma to set up the softwue prognm for the BS & A Equalizer Pennit System in the 
Building & E M d  13epprtment u a tanponry fiitU-time position, startiqg June 19,2000 for 37.5 hrs 
per week, not to exceed 8 weeks at the rate of $9.066 per hr., not to exceed $2.720.00 Motion carried. 

A motion was Nde by CIKU#I Lipovslcy md seconded by UJohn Parker to approve Wayne 
Pnbbernow as a full-time Aoist8nt Dog W d e n  ef'rcctive June 18, 2000 with r beginning salary of 
$17,678.75 per year to be prid h m  #101430-702.000 (MI-time srluy). Motion carried. 

Recess was called at 3:30 p.m d back in session at 350 p.m. with Ted Pych with Michigan 
Association of Counties. Mr. Pych explained he was the new nprescnWive on board and asked for any 
questions or information that he could take back to MAC. Commissioners expressed concern about the 
hospitality room at the confaence site and the cost back to the taxpayers of the individual counties. 
Also the back-door politics practiced with Region W Area Agency. 

A motion was made by C/Ed Ensz and seconded by C/Fomst Medt to truufs $750.00 into the Drain ;- 

Commissioner's travel!& expense account #lot-275-864.000 to cover unexpected conference expenses. - 

After much discussion, a motion was made by W Bmnsdorfer and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to 
table this matter for cluificrtion on the request for hrnds and pawing of the new drain code. Motion - -- -- 
carried, with one nay Mng: C/Fomut Medt 

With no hrtk business to come befom the Boud, r motion was mulo by CJJennifer Elkins and 
seconded by USohn Parka to adjourn at 5:00 p.m until the next regular meeting to be held on July 5, 
2000 commencing at 9:30 am. in the Commhhnd Chmbas. Motion anied. 

Cuol A McAulay, Clalr BatKorter,Chrinnur . 
B o d  of Commiuioaar Boud of Commirsionen 
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The regular meeting of the Clare County Board of Commissioners was called to order at 9:35 a m by 
Chairman Kortes The Pledge of Allegiance was led by UBert Kortes. 

Roll call revealed seven members present being: CIJohn Parker, UJennifer Elkins, UKaren Lipovsky, 
C/Ed Ensz, CIA1 Bransdorfer, CIFomst Meek and UBert Kortes Sally ~letzer, Candidate for County 
Commissioner, DiJtrict #7 was also in attendance 

A motion was made by CIFomst Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to accept the agenda as 
presented Motion cmied. 

A motion was made by CIFomst Meek and seconded by UJohn Parker to approve the regular minutes 
of June 20,2000 as printed. Motion carried 

CORRESPONDENCE AND MOTIONS NEEDING BOARD ACTION., 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by UAI Bransdorfer to amend the Facility 
EmergencyIBomb Threat Plan, page 11, for unauthorized time off as follows: 

L Ynnutbkcd Time Off 
Upon notification of a bomb threat, Department Heads will noti@ personnel, reporting 
to them of the bomb threat. The Department Head may inform his employees that they 
are free to leave the premises at their own volition before the order to evacuate the 
building has been issud by the Threat Assessment Team; with the provision that any 
absent time outside of'the authorized evacuation time, as stipulated by the Threat 
Assessment Team, must be covered by: a) unpaid time b) paid personal time or c) 
vacation time. 

Roll call revealed a vote of four yeas being: UJennifer Elkins, UAI Bransdorfer, CKaren Lipovsky 
and ClBert Kortes with a vote of three nays being: CIFomst Meek, C/Ed Ensz and UJohn Parker 
Motion camed. 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by UJohn Parker to authorize the Treasurer to 
balance the 200 Funds, that are out of balance in the 2000 budget by reducing the fund balance 
Motion carried 

A motion was made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by UJohn Parker to approve the user license 
fee, through Manatron for the Sheriffs Department and Equalization Department for access to the 
general ledger inquiry, at the rate of $2,250 00 to be paid from #101-259-815 000 (service /support fees) 
and authorize Bookkeeping to pay same Motion carried. 

A motion was made by UEd Ensz and seconded by C/Karen Lipovsky to purchase a Hewlett Packard 
Laser Jet Printer Model #4050 from Ofice Depot in the amount of $1,080.03 plus cable in the amount 
of $19..50 for a total of $1,099.57 to be paid from #101-901-978..259 (new equipment computers) and 
authorize Bookkeeping to pay same. Motion canid.. 

A motion &s made by UKaren Lipovsky and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to adopt the Resolution 
approving the Building Authority Contract, authorizing publication of notice of intent, authorizing 
filing with the Michigan Department of Treasuy and authorizing the County Clerk to sign same Roll 
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call rwmled a unanimous vote of four yeas being: UJmnifa Elkins. UJohn 
Parker and CIBert Kortes. Resolution adopted. ii l~l. .hce- 

A motion was made by CIKaren Lipovsky and seconded by CJJennifer Ukins to adopt the Limited Tax 
Full Faith and Credit General Obligation Contract of Lease between the Building 'Authority and the 
County Board of Commissioners pledging the County's full faith and obligation and authorizing the 
Chair and the County Clerk to sign same. Roll 4 1  revealed a vote of four yeas being: CKaren 
Lipovsky, CIJennifer Elkins, ClJohn Parker and CJBert Kones. with three nays being: CIA1 
Bransdorfkr, C/Fomat Meek ad C/Ed Ensz Motion carried. 0 c,,, 4: "y*' 

Recess was called at 11:15 am. and back in session at 11:40 am. 

Reciprocal agreements were then discussed with a motion made by UJennifer Elkins and seconded by 
ClAl Brandorfer to approve the reciprocal agmmmt with Missaukee County and have chair*iign 
same A subsidiary motion was made by C/Fomst Meek to postpone the main motion indefinitely 
Chairman Kortes asked for a second for this motion three times, with none forthcoming Motion to 
postpone indefinitely failed for lack of support Roll call on the main motion revealed a unanimous 
vote of seven yeas being: CIJennifer Elkins, ClAl Bransdorfer, UJohn Parker, ClKaren Lipovsky, 
C/Ed Ensz, CIFomst Meek and CIBert Kortes. Motion carried. 

Discussion then took p l m  on the consbudion of the southwest parking lot, with C/Ed Ensz making a 
motion and CtForrest Meek seconding to plant six tnes on the K.C property to distinguish the 
property line, not to exceed an amount of $300 00. The Board felt a written agreement should be in 
place for liability purposes At that time, W o r n  Meek decided to withdraw his suppofi to the 
motion and CJEd Ensz withdrew his motion Consensus was also given to approve the bid of Henry's 
@S750 00 to remove the dugouts at the old little league field 

A motion was made by M a r e n  Lipovsky and seconded by C/Ed Ensz to allow Ray Bruff and Wayne 
Pribbernow to attend a Chemical Immobilization Training Program to be held in Chicago, Illinois, 
August 14' and IS* with a total cost of $90 00 registration, to be paid from #101-430-864 000 
Cunmt employees will cover the shelter during that time. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by CIForrcst Meek and seconded by UJennifer Elkins to include in the Solid 
Waste Plan Update, the agenda of the Solid Waste Meeting held on May 25, 2000 (a quorum of the 
Solid Waste Committee was not present). Motion carried. r 
commencing at 9:30 am. in the Commissionas* Chambas. Motion carried. 

1 
With no further business to come before the Board, a motion was made by CEnsz and seconded by 
C/Jennifer Elkins to adjourn at 1:05 p m until the next regular meeting to be held on July 18, 2000 

Board of ~ommi&iomn Board of Commissio~ 
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